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Features • Play the computer or a friend • Computer m 
player gets tougher as you do • 64 Battle combinations ^ 
• Separate battleground screen • Medieval pieces 
like the wizard and the sorceress - magic spells and a board 
that changes as you play • Deluxe boxed package includes 
full instruction and hints manual • Joystick controlled 

ARCHON is brilliant. There's 

something in it for all games 

addicts; arcade, adventure 

and strategy are all here. My 

only complaint is that it's best 
played against a human opponent - the 

computer's just too good and you can't 

give it a handicap. 
Bryan Skinner 
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m ImMEEMi 
UK v Japan Ltd 

With the best of the Japanese 
MSX standard still to come, the 
UK manufacturers are moving 
to meet the threat. Shielded by 
the armour-plating of the 
Think Tank, a secret committee 
has been meeting since last 
September to work out Bri¬ 
tain’s response. Read about it 
first in PCN. 

.CenAue- 
, STRIKES- 
".BACK ; 

OUTPUT 

Mkrodrtws Mastered_10 

Part two of our in-depth guide to using Microdrives with your QL. 
Gavin Monk leads you by the hand ... 

SPECTRUM pirate 15 

Type in this listing and test your wits against this two- 
dimensional^_ 

Hacker** Handbook_20 

Now you’ve got your modem, software and micro, what can you do 
with them? Part two of our extract from The Hacker’s Handbook 
talks about which computers will talk to yours._ 

Workbench 24 

Welcome to a new regular section of PCN. Now you’ve spent 
endless hours learning about software, why not learn about 
hardware? Beginning this week PCN will take you gently into 
the world of chips, circuits and soldering irons, tacklinga range of 
useful projects along the way. 

HARDWARE 

DEMON demonstration 

More on modems — the cheapest model available represents 
outstanding value. How does the Demon (nee Unicom) shape up? 

0 is for OMNIREADER _ 30 

Teach your computer to read with a new add-on that allows direct 
reading from written material. 

SOFTWARE 

41 Musical MAaNTOSH_ 

After Macintosh graphics comes Macintosh sound. Apple’s 
eyecatching baby turns out to be well worth a listen._ 

SPECTRUM network 43 

0NIT0R 
IBM axes Jr as 
competitors quake, 
IBM’s flirtation with home 
computing has come to an end 
with the sudden death of the 
ill-fated PC Jr. 

The multinational computer 
supplier said last week that it 
will stop making Juniors in 
April. US analysts estimate 
that it has about 100,000 units 
in its warehouses and these will 
be steadily sold off. IBM has 
promised to carry on producing 
PC Jr add-ons — cartridge 
software, memory expansions, 
and peripherals. 

But it has given no indication 
at all of what led it to pull out of 
the home market, dropping a 
machine that is barely 18 
months old. Nor will it talk 
about developments to the PC 
line. Oddly enough, the passing 
of the PC Jr could spell even 
more trouble for IBM’s hard- 
pressed rivals. 

On the face of it, IBM’s 
withdrawal of the Jr should 
help sales of the Apple II line; 
but reports from the US to¬ 
wards the end of last year and in 
the first months of1985 showed 
that the re-vamped and re¬ 
priced Jr was damaging Apple’s 
sales. With 100,000 or more Jrs 
about to hit the market, poss¬ 
ibly even cheaper for a quick 
sale, the II series will be under 
more pressure. IBM may be 
pulling out of production but its 
guarantees of continued sup¬ 
port should be worth more than 
the average micro manufac¬ 
turer’s. 

The Jr had also begun to 
nibble at sales of the IBM PC 
itself. Its removal from the 
scene could herald a price cut to 
the PC as the prelude to the 

widely rumoured PC II. An IBM 
spokeswoman scoffed heartily 
at this speculation last week, 
but Apple with the Macintosh 
and Old Uncle Tom Cobbley 
and all with their PC lookalikes 
won’t be reassured. 

The straightforward ex¬ 
planation , that the J r was a flop 
and IBM decided to cut its 
losses, cuts very little ice. IBM 
can stand a loss better than any 
other computer supplier and it 
can spot a strategic gain as well 
as most. It has also shown a 
marked reluctance in the past 
to admit to a Hop. 

But the Jr never came near to 
justifying the hysteria that its 
approach generated in the lead 
up to Christmas 1983. Peanut 
fever (Peanut was its code 
name) swept the US as other¬ 
wise sensible people waited 
with bated breath for the 
launch of IBM’s home micro. 
But the actual system was a 
disappointment. Business us¬ 
ers said it lacked power, typists 
hated the chiclets keyboard and 
everybody agreed that it was 
ludicrously over-priced. 

When the price came down 
from $1,269 to $800 (with a real 
keyboard, a colour monitor, 
more memory, and $200 of 
software thrown in) the Jr at 
last began to make an impact. 
But this was only four months 
ago, and its days were already 
numbered. 

The PC Jr never made it 
across the Atlantic to the UK 
and it will not be mourned here. 
Its death is one in the eye for 
IBM, but it could be worse news 
for everybody else trying for the 
same sort of market. 

Psion patches up QL’s speed problems 
Communications software takes your Spectrum a step up the 
ladder. 

REGULARS 

Microwaves 9 Monitor 1 

IBM calls it a day in home 
micros, this page; UK gears up 
to take on MSX, page 2; Modem 
maker OEL falls out, page 3; 
and Lynx stages another 
comeback, page 4. 

PCN Charts ~~5 

The rise and fall of your 
favourite games, charted in 
Britain’s best software charts. 

Random Access 7 

The last word on CMOS 6502s, 
and a Dragon owner bytes back. 

Routine Enquiries 8 

More problems solved by our 
panel of experts. 

Useful hints and tips for your 
Amstrad, BBC and Atmos. 

Dungeon 22 

Take a trip up the Amazon on 
your Commodore 64, or travel 
through time.__ 

Software Pre-View_32 

CamepUy_34 

The latest in destructive 
creativity for Spectrum, 64 and 
Amstrad.__ 

BMboard 47 

Qaft_52 

Words of wisdom and meaning¬ 
ful dates for your diary. 

When is a document a long one? 
When it’s over 32,767 charac¬ 
ters, according to Psion. 

That’s about five and a half 
thousand words, and as much as 
version 2.0 of the Quill will let 
you save. Try saving a longer 
piece of text, eg merging docu¬ 
ments, and you could end up 
with a hung QL. 

Psion blames QDOS for not 
behaving as the manual states. 
Apparently the new, faster 
saving routine upsets SOS 
(Sinclair Operating System), 
but fear not, a patch is on its 
way. The patch restores Quill 

2.0’s slow saving speed, so when 
you most need speed you can’t 
have it. Archive now suffers 
from similar problem. 

Sinclair has little to say on 
the subject, other than that one 
shouldn’t expect too much from 
a £100 word processor. ’It was 
not designed to be a mega word 
processor,’ said a spokesman. 

Sinclair’s latest press release 
for Xchange ends: 'Version 2.0 
programs reflect the style and 
functionality of the individual 
modules of Psion’s business 
software.’ Shouldn’t that read 
’small business? 
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Psion’s patch —by kind permission of... 
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Sinclair distributor Terry Blood 
(TBD) is trying to bring sanity 
back to micro prices by offering 
dealers a guarantee that they 
won’t lose out if prices plum¬ 
met. The idea is to encourage 
dealers to carry more stock — it 
will apply to Spectrum Plus and 
QL systems. 

Other manufacturers might find it 
too late for such protection. 
According to the UK’s Alad¬ 
din’s Cave of facts and figures, 
the National Computing Cen¬ 
tre, nearly one third of the 
current crop of micro suppliers 
in the UK will have pulled out, 
one way or the other, before the 
end of the year. 

It isn't PCH's style to write 

obituaries, but we send our 
sympathy to Firebird Software 
after the tragic death of James 
Scoular last week. James was 
doing great things at Firebird 
and he’ll be sorely missed. But 
the company is makig sure the 
show goes on by releasing a new 
budget range, the Lead Range, 
with a compilation tape of five 
of the worst games it’s ever 
seen. Called Don’t Buy This it 
costs £2.50 for the 48K Spec¬ 
trum. 'They are really awful,’ 
said a spokesman, bravely. 

Ocean is getting some familiar 
titles into the Amstrad format 
and the games should be ready 
to go into shops by the time you 
read this. The names to look out 
for are Daley Thompson's De¬ 
cathlon, Kong Strikes Back, and 

Hunchback II. More are due to 
follow. 

Saga Systems, supplier of add-on 

Spectrum keyboards, is taking 
the Spectrum Plus in its stride. 
'The Plus is only credible as a 
business machine when used 
with our keyboard,’ said direc¬ 
tor David White. Saga <04862- 
69527) has cut the price of its 
box to £49.95. 

RAMpack veteran Stonechip Elec¬ 
tronics (0252-333362) has man¬ 
aged to turn the Commodore 16 
into the C32 with a plug-in unit 
called the Vixen 16. It is self- 
contained, requiring no addi¬ 
tional connections or power 
supply, and is available now for 
£34.95. 

Enterprise-starved citizens around 

the country may not be¬ 
lieve it, but the machines are 
well on their way to full produc¬ 
tion, according to marketing 
manager Michael Shirley. Soft¬ 
ware is also coming out at the 
rate of eight titles a month, he 
added. The company still aims 
to grab lOpercentofthe market 
— more than 150,000 machines 

sold — by the end of the year. 

UK industry moves 
to take on Japanese 
The Government and the UK 
micro industry have joined 
forces to meet the threat of the 
Japanese MSX standard. 

Under the wing of the 
National Economic Develop¬ 
ment Corporation (NEDC) a 
committee of UK manufactur¬ 
ers has been formed to create a 

home-grown alternative to 
MSX. 

The committee was formed 
secretly last September and its 
meetings have taken place be¬ 
hind hermetically sealed door. 
The NEDC’s co-ordinator re¬ 
fused to talk about it last week, 
and members were equally dif¬ 
ficult to pin down. Incommuni¬ 
cado, in Cambridge, or inclined 
to maintain the cloak of secrecy, 
nobody involved would discuss 
the committee’s work. 

MSX at the moment is more 
of a nuisance than a menace and 
Government committees are 
usually a prelude to inaction, 
but the NEDC is taking MSX 
very seriously. The section of 
the NEDC playing host to the 
committee is the consumer elec¬ 
tronics department, and it is 
certain that the committee is 
looking at MSX in the widest 
sense, beyond the existing 
home micro implementation. 

MSX is intended eventually 
to go i nto domestic appl i ances of 
all kinds as a versatile controll¬ 
ing intelligence. It is in this 
context that it might threaten 
UK suppliers who, in home 
computers, show every sign of 
going on paddling their own 
canoes. In the best traditions of 
Cambridge, some of these 
canoes have already gone into 
the dolphin effect and others 
are finding barges littering 
their paths. 

The involvement of Acorn’s 
Chris Curry on the committee is 
crucial. Acorn is looking for¬ 
ward to a future for home 
computers in control applica¬ 
tions, and Curry has been 
preaching this gospel for sever¬ 
al months. 

'Stories about home compu¬ 
ters being a passing craze must 
be proved wrong,’ he said to 
PCN in August last year. ’It is 
now time to start showing that 
where they can perform tasks 
. . . they will only become an 
essential part of the home if 
they do practical things.’ 

More to the immediate point, 
he was warning last summer 
that UK manufacturers had to 
work together to produce a 
standard interface for their 
home machines. 'One way to 
stop the growing interest in 
MSX is to make sure there is a 
level of compatibility between 

products,' he said. 
Since then, interest in MSX 

has wavered and UK manufac¬ 
turers have shown no inclina¬ 

tion to work together. A stan¬ 
dard interface of the kind pro¬ 
duced formerly by ITL Kath- 
mill is still a possibility, but 

compatibility at the more fun¬ 
damental level of operating 
systems is out of the question. 

The other option for the 
committee in theory concerns 
future systems — but the abs¬ 
ence of Amstrad and Enterprise 
from the committee’s ranks 
suggests strongly that it isn’t 
talking about micros in the 
usual sense of home entertain¬ 
ment machines. The absence of 
Amstrad from the committee is 
odd in itself — Amstrad prob¬ 
ably has more experience of 
consumer electronics than the 
rest of the UK micro industry 
put together. Alan Sugar, 
offered the opportunity to put 
the boot into the NEDC for this 
oversight, politely declined. 

Another significant omission 
from the committee’s mem¬ 
bership roll is Digital Research. 
DR might be disqualified on the 
grounds that it is American — 
but Microsoft’s nationality 
didn’t deter the designers of 
MSX. DR’s Gary Killdall is 
another long-time champion of 
the 'useful home micros’ lobby 
and the company itself is very 
active in the UK — witness its 
developing association with 
ACT. It would form a useful 
counterbalance to Microsoft. 

The committee’s cloak-and- 
dagger approach is in marked 
contrast to the MSX cadre. The 
Japanese (and Microsoft) have 
been completely open about 
their business, publishing de¬ 
tails and papers with the aban¬ 
don of academics pursuing a 
professorship. 

Invaders stumble at the first hurdle 
The history of the original 
MSX could be viewed as a 
cautionary tale for British 
manufacturers trying to 
achieve standardisation. 

MSX was announced near¬ 
ly two years ago, but although 
the machines have been avail¬ 
able in Japan for well over a 
year, the flower of Japan’s 
electronics industry failed to 
achieve anything like the 
penetration of the UK market 
it aimed for. 

The machines were in¬ 
tended to use standardisation 
to carve but a significant slice 
of the market last Christmas, 
but in the event only a few 
tens of thousand machines 
were sold, with Toshiba tak¬ 
ing the lion’s share. Many of 
the manufacturers failed to 
get more than a few hundred 
machines into the country. 

But for all that, the 

Japanese companies aren’t 
liable to go away. In the 
aftermath of Christmas ’84 
the companies were talking 
about Christmas ’85 being the 

big one, with large quantities* 
of MSX machines on sale for 
£150. 

This would be MSX version 
one. but if the new Ataris 
appear as promised it’s likely 
that an attempt will be made 
to leap-frog to the MSX ver¬ 
sion two standard. The next 
version of MSX could be a 

lot more dangerous. 
It will be based around a 16 

or 32-bit processor, probably a 
custom chip incorporating a 
Z80, and giving the new 
machines compatibility with 
the earlier versions. If the 
MSX companies do jump this 
way, and jump early, the 
battle will be fought by 16/32- 

bit machines. 
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ONITOR OMEFRONT 
Domino theory takes 
another victim 
Fall-out from the Oric and 
Prism collapses has claimed 
another victim. OE Ltd (OEL) 
has gone into receivership and 
the chances of the company 
being saved look slim. 

OEL first came to promin¬ 

ence as the designer and builder 
of Prism’s VTX5000 modem, 
which won the Peripheral of the 
Year award last year. OEL also 
builds communications pro¬ 
ducts for a variety of other 
micros, and recently produced 
units for the QL. 

But the problems of other 
companies took their toll as the 
UK micro industry went into 
the doldrums earlier this year. 
'We had a loss of revenue due to 
the Prism contract being with¬ 
drawn,’ said OEL chief Martin 
Amsell, 'and there were bad 
debts from that and Oric. In 

January we were, as a 
pany, insolvent. 

'The company has a lot of 
potential but it has no time,’ he 
said. 'If we had weeks rather 
than days we’d have a chance. 
There have been quite a few 
i nterested parties, but time is of 
the essence if somebody is to 
pick the company up whole.’ 

Modem House, which is on 
the vergeofacquiring manufac¬ 
turing rights to the Prism 
products from that company’s 
receiver, is a possible purchas¬ 
er. Sinclair could also have an 
interest in seeing OEL survive, 
as would Case, the big com¬ 
munications company for 
which OEL is producing a unit 

called the Hacker Cracker. 
But in the long term, com¬ 

panies like OEL need financial 
backers who understand the 
industry. Its existing sharehol¬ 
ders got thejitters at the crucial 
moment, Amsell said. 

OEL—quality products, shaky outlets. 

Byte Drive owners 
get salvation of sorts 
Owners of ITL Byte Drive 500s 
need not despair, even though 
ITL has gone out of business 
(issue 104). Roland Beaumont 
(0634-713437) is taking over 
the back-up and maintenance 

of the machines. 
As he is only doing the job 

part time, anyone with en¬ 

quiries should phone him be¬ 
tween 7 and 9 pm. 

Owners who sent their 
machines to ITL for repair 
should have them back by now. 
John Melville, the ex-manag¬ 
ing director, told PCN, every¬ 
one has either had their money 

back or their machines. 

If you haven’t, a receiver, 
Morris Dorrington (01-253 
3266) has been appointed. 

Rocky Horror Show, mainly for lack of patience. But here at last is 
incontrovertible evidence that the show is on the road. CRL hopes to get the 
software into the shops in the next few days, but a spokeswoman admitted 
last week that there were still one or two ad ju stments to be made. It could be 

that the road will be a rocky one — watch this space. 

Chips famine — 
let them eat wafers 
It looked different this time last 
year, butcertainly chip famines 
would seem to be the least of the 
problems assailing British mic¬ 
ro manufacturers. Aside from 
the silicon mountains in the 
machines in warehouses be¬ 
longing to Sinclair, Acorn and 
sundry receivers, and the sili¬ 
con mountains in the moun¬ 
tains (think about it), chip 
manufacturers are currently 
operating well below their full 

capacity. 
For the record, the theory 

went something like this. Brit¬ 
ish micro manufacturers led 
the world i n terms of desi gn, but 
the chips on which these de¬ 
signs were based were manu¬ 
factured in Japan and the US. 
The Japanese were happy to 
sell chips to the British, but 
once the MSX machines crank¬ 
ed up production (cough) they’d 
suck up available capacity. The 
US already had volume micro 
production, so if the Japanese 
and the Americans turned up 
the juice a little the British 
micros would all die of chip 

starvation. 
As you’ll have noticed, it 

didn’t happen, so the flower of 
Britain’s micro industry can 
forget all about chip shortages, 
and concentrate on trying to get 
its surplus machines accepted 
for the Outer Mongolian Micros 
in Schools project, right? 
Wrong. 

The crunch could come 
through a general chip shor¬ 
tage, or it could come through a 
shortfall of a specific grade of 
wonder chip. Say the next 
quantum leap arrives, Jack 
Tramiel and the MSX com¬ 
panies grab it with both hands 
(tentacles in Jack’s case), and 
there’s nothing left over for 
anybody else. Where will that 

leave Britain? 
If previous track record is 

anything to go on we’ll all be 
wondering where we left that 
Transputer prototype, whist¬ 
ling to keep our spirits up and 
polishing a dusty old Z80 to see 
if a genie pops out. 

Fortunately, there is a bright 
side in the shape of monetar¬ 

ism’s favourite knight. Viewed 
in a certain light Sir Clive’s 
plans for a UK-built super-chip 
might seem to be taking him 
dangerously close to the terri¬ 
tory now occupied by Sir Fred¬ 
die Laker, who is no longer 
monetarism’s favourite knight, 

for various and well- 
documented reasons. 

The Americans, in the shape 
of Gene Amdahl and his Trilogy 
project, have tried to build a 
super computer based on wafer 
scale integration, and have 

failed. And if those devilishly 
cunning Japanese haven’t 
cracked it yet, how can Clive 
and a mere £50 million reckon 
to do it? Is Sinclair Research 
doomed to founder on rocks 
consisting of microscopic, but 
unfortunately slightly flawed, 

pieces of silicon? 
As far as doing it is concerned, 

we only have Sir Clive’s word 
that he can, and he has a 
well-documented and vivid im¬ 
agination. But as matters 

stand, there is no chance of the 
WSI project turning into a black 
hole into which Sinclair will 
vanish. Furthermore, whether 
he can do it or not isn’t exactly 

the point. 
Take another look at how the 

project is to be structured. 
Sinclair Research has invested 
£lmillion into research and 
development, squirreled away 
a number of patents, and pro¬ 
duced (or is about to produce) a 
working, if rudimentary, proto¬ 
type. But the money for the 
plant is being raised by ICL’s 
Robb Wilmot, who is heading 
up a new company distinct from 
Sinclair Research. It needn’t 
cost Sinclair anything. 

Even if the plans for 7Mb of 
RAM on a 4in disk of silicon are 
overambitious, the plant could 
still be used to produce more 
cost-effective versions of the QL 

disk we’ll see later this year 
and, more important, it will 
provide a sorely needed chip 
manufacturing facility in the 
UK, and under UK manage¬ 
ment. In the long term, the 
success of this needn’t be tied to 
Wafer Scale Integration. 

As far as Sir Clive is con¬ 
cerned. success will be ex¬ 
ceedingly good news, and he’ll 
make a bigger fortune. Ifitfails, 
he won’t miss the odd million, 
and it won’t have set back 
Sinclair Research appreciably. 

Which brings us to our punch 
line. Sir Clive has a reputation 
as a risk taker, and the success¬ 

ful manufacture of cheap mass 
storage will no doubt enhance 
this reputation. But it’s clear 
from the way the project is 
structured that the risk in¬ 
volved is, for him, minimal. 
Effectively he can have his cake 
and eat it. 

So maybe it’s not just the 
Japanese who are devilishly 
cunning . . . John Lettkx 
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m ONITOR 
Lynx leaps back into 
the computer arena 
The Lynx is off the endangered 
species list and to judge from 
last week’s Lynx User Show in 
Birmingham it’s getting the 
most attentive of intensive 

care. 
Owners of the 48K and 96K 

models of the ex-Camputers 
home micro have put their 
heads together to give all Lynx 
users something to look for¬ 
ward to, and the first results of 
this self-help movement were 
on view at the show. 

There was a full RS423 inter¬ 
face, a sideways ROM unit, a 
trackerball, a prototype speech 
synthesiser, and a range of 
brand new software to run 
under CP/M. 

This is only the beginning. In 
the pipeline are a re-hashed 
Basic ROM, a user-defined 
scroll routine, an advanced 
technical manual, and various 
graphics developments. Some 
may be seen in London in the 
summer — the User Group 
(contact RB Jones, 209 Kenton 
Lane, Kenton, Middlesex) 
plans another show later in the 

year. 
'The main aim at the moment 

is to get everything on a very 
sound business footing,’ said 
Jones. With Anston Technolo¬ 
gies concentrating on the 128K 
model, his group has permis¬ 
sion to develop the smaller 
Lynxeson a kind of co-operative 
basis and the approach is work¬ 
ing well. 'By releasing circuit 
diagrams over the last three 
months we’ve got more inter¬ 
faces and add-ons than Campu- 
ters ever produced,’ he said. 

Each member of the group is 
sent a questionnaire, so that 
Jones can pin-point their 
strengths in various areas. The 
most ambitious project involves 

the Lynx’s graphics — 'the 
Lynx has enormous untapped 
potential buried in its depths,’ 
Jones said. ’We’re attacking the 
video side very heavily.’ 

IEW FROM THE US 

Specialist side to 
Organiser revealed 
Less than a year after its 
release, Psion’s Organiser has 
found a home in the pockets of 
specialists. Software launched 
last week, makes the ’world’s 
first practical pocket computer’ 
less of an overblown calculator. 

The new products include 

Medipak, a drug enquiry sys¬ 
tem for non-specialist staff, 
which holds data on 750 brand 
name drugs and can search for 
generic names and symptoms 
etc, with wild-card matching. 

The Wessex Material Com¬ 
puter is a materals-costing 
package for the construction 
industry. Given dimensions, 
materials and prices, it calcu¬ 
lates material overheads. 

Peripherals for existing 
Organisers include bar-code 
and credit card readers, RS232 

communication and 32K packs. 
Psion has also produced a 

credit car validation scheme for 
Marks and Spencer, which has 
bought3,700 modified Organis¬ 
ers. ROM cartridges will con¬ 
tain numbers of invalid or 
overdrawn cards. 

For third parties, Psion is 
offering a Forth development 
system for IBM PCs, with train¬ 
ing and technical back-up in¬ 
cluded in the £500 price tag. 

Could Psion be moving away 
from Sinclair? A spokesman 
denied this, but the Organiser 
contracts announced totalled 

’well in excess of £lm’; Psion 
claims to have sold 2,000 Orga¬ 
nisers in the eight months 
following its release, and pro¬ 
duction is running at 3,000 
units per month. 

Micro-builders go 
where eagles dare 
Since the bald eagle fiasco at 
last summer's Olympics, birds 
of prey have been hiding out in 
the hills. But along Wall Street 
in the last couple of weeks the 
vultures have been gathering. 

The wires from the West 
Coast have been humming with 

tales of woe. California, land of 
sun, sea and silicon, is feeling 
the chill, and its most famous 
garage proprietor, Apple Com¬ 
puter. plans to close its produc¬ 
tion plants for a week to com¬ 
pensate for slow-moving stock. 
Systems, that is; its stock on 
Wall Street has been moving 
far too fast for comfort. 

Then came the reports that 
Commodore might record a loss 
of $12-$15 million this quarter. 
Its shares responded by hitting 
a new all-time low. 

There is even a note of 
uncertainty from Atari, where 
ebullience has been the order of 
the day since Jack Tramiel took 
over. Under normal conditions 
the news of alternative operat¬ 
ing systems for its new ranges 
would be looked on as a sign 
Jack has all the angles covered 
— but with nerves frayed as 
they are at the moment it could 
indicate that TOS (Tramiel 
Ope rati ng System (isn’t as com¬ 
plete as they’d like you to 
believe. Oneofthe alternatives, 
incidentally, is called Jason — 
is that shorthand for Jack's son, 
or does it mean that Atari is 
about to perpetrate a Golden 
Fleece? 

In the heavyweight division, 
the title fight matching Apple 
with IBM looks like going the 
distance, despite Apple’s recent 
tendency to walk into haymak¬ 
ers. IBM. moving with its usual 
leaden footwork, has shocked 
everybody by pulling the plug 
on the PC Jr, while at the top of 
its range it still can’t guarantee 
deliveries of the PC AT. 

In a market where 'integra¬ 
tion' is the key word, IBM's PC 
line looks in serious danger of 
disintegrating, but IBM should 
be able to tack back together. 

Apple’s problems have more 
to do with credibility than 
technology. It has to persuade 
corporate America that it is a 
serious contender, and it has to 
sell Macintoshes to people with 
IBM engraved in their memor¬ 
ies. Last week brought news of 

two kinds for Apple to digest: on 
the plus side, it started shipping 
the communications products 
that will turn the Mac into the 
MacNode, a genuine compo¬ 

nent in the communicating 
office — but the sour note came 
from Lotus, which admitted 
that Jazz was going to be late. 

Jazz, sometimes called Mac- 
Symphony (or MacPhony for 

short), will not be available for 
the Macintosh for another 
month or two. This hurts Apple 
in more ways than one — US 
software houses seem to be 
holding off launching products 
for the Mac until they’ve had a 

look at Jazz. 
Commodore and Atari by 

comparison are in the mid¬ 
dleweight division (Marvin 
Hagler and Jack Tramiel, now 
there would be a match) and 
they have reached a stand-off. 
Atari’s STs are due to reach the 
stores inside two months; Com¬ 
modore’s Amiga could be there 
by June. 

Until then they pace around 
the ropes, flexing what muscles 
they have left. Commodore’s 
flab has become plain for all to 
see — it has to keep selling 64s 
without spoiling the market for 
the 128, launched at Las Vegas 
in January. It has to take the 
Amiga from the working pro¬ 
totype stage to full production 
in about two months. 

Finally, it has to allay fears 
that the LCD, also launched at 
Vegas, won’t turn into another 
bald eagle. The LCD has been 
’temporarily’ put on ice, and 
that isn’t an unusual way of 
testing its performance in 
adverse environments. 

Wall Street has responded to 
all this in the patient, tolerant 
fashion that marks most of its 
high tech dealings. Commodore 
shares fell to a new low. At the 
same time it was learned that 
the company had $450 million’s 
worth of inventory at the end of 
last year, and that its long-term 
debt was swollen to $147.3 
million. 

So the stage is set once more 
for Jack Tramiel, who could 
easily be a symbol of US enter¬ 
prise — and not only because 
he’s predatory and lacks hair. 
Jack isn’t likely to fluff his 
entrance or, worse, die in the 
first scenes. 

The real interest, though, is 
what sort of shape the US micro 
builders will be in later in the 
year as the Christmas rush 
approaches, and what sort of 
systems high income America 
is buying. Atari and Commod¬ 
ore are both moving towards 
systems that will insulate them 
against the marked seasonal 
ups and downs of the old t *adi- 
tional business — but the signs 
are that nobody will be suffer¬ 
ing from another common bald 
eagle ailment, vertigo. 

Andy Kowalski 
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GAMES 
TW LW TITLE PUBLISHER MACHINE PRICE 

Softaid SP.C64 

Alien 8_Ultimate 

Raid over Moscow US Gold 

£9.95 

SP.C64.AT £9.95 

US Gold 4 — Bruce Lee SP.C64.AT 

SP.C64 

£9.95 

5 2 Ghostbusters Activision 

6 8 Emerald Isle Level 9 

7 6 Everyone’s a Wally Micro-Gen SP 

| 9 7 Castle Quest Micropower AC £12.95 

I 10 19 Monty is Innocent Gremlin SP £6.95 

11 15 Elite Acornsofl AC £15.00 

| 12 17 Football Manager Adctive Games Various £5.95 

13 — Sorcery Virgin SP.C64.AM £8.95 

14 5 Technician Ted Hewson SP £5.95 

15 18 Pole Position AtariSofl SP.C64.AC £9.95 

16 16 Brian Bloodaxe Edge SP £7.95 

17 — Airwolf Elite SP.C64.AM £6.95 

18 12 Zaxxon US Gold SP.C64.AT £9.95 

19 11 Match Day Ocea n SP £6.90 

20 14 Knight Lore Ultimate SP £9.95 

L SPECTRUM COMMODORE 
_ 

TW TITLE PRICE TW TITLE PRICE 

1 Softaid £4.99 1 Softaid £4.99 

2 Alien 8 £9.95 2 Impossible Mission £9.95 

3 Bruce Lee £9.95 3 Pole Position £9.95 

4 Everyone’saWally £9.95 4 Slap Shot £8.95 

5 Raid over Moscow £9.95 5 Ghostbusters £10.90 

6 Ghostbusters £9.99 6 Buck Rogers £9.95 

7 Monty is Innocent £6.95 7 Emerald Isle £6.95 

8 Technician Ted £5.95 8 Super Huey £9.95 

9 Brian Bloodaxe £7.95 9 Rocketball £7.95 

10 Match Day £6.90 1 10 Raid over Moscow £9.95 

MICROS 
| BELOW £1,000 „ ABOVE £1,000 

_ 
TW MACHINE PRICE TW MACHINE PRICE 

1 Spectrum £129 1 IBM PC/XT £2,349 

2 CBM 64 £199 2 ACT Apricot £1,760 

3 Electron £129 3 Compaq £1,795 

4 Amstrad £349 4 Olivetti M24 £1,595 

5 BBCB £399 5 DEC Rainbow £2,359 

6 Atari 800XL £125 6 EriccsonPC 5395 

7 CBM16 £140 7 Macintosh £1,795 

8 MSX (series) £250 8 Wang Professional £3,076 

9 Memotech £250 9 Televideo TS1603 £2,640 

10 Einstein £500 10 Columbia PC £2,065 

These charts are compiled from both independent and multiple sources across 
the nation. They reflect what’s happening in high streets during the week up 
to March 21. The games chart is updated every week. The prices quoted are for 
the no-frills model and include VAT. Information for the top-selling micros is 
culled from retailers and dealers throughout the country and is updated every 
month. PCN Charts are compiled exclusively for us by RAM/C, who can be 
contacted on 01-892 6596. 

Printed Circuit Hardware 
& Component Catalogue 

: SKSEKJSSSKi*™ 
* CONNECTORS/CASES/GENERAL 

* SELECTION OF COMPONENTS 

* EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING 

+ ELECTRONICS KITS 

Send for your free catalogue to: 

KELAN ENGINEERING LTD. 
Circuit Products & Components Division. 
27-29 Leadhall Lane, Harrogate. 
North Yorkshire. HG2 9NJ. 

afaaneu EiiCTRosacscowpAs* Tel: (0423) 870938. 

NAME . 

ADDRESS . 

H 

I 
I 

s 

ORIC 
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 

UNREPEATABLE OFFER 
10 titles R.R.P. £63.50 inc VAT. For the 
amazingly low price of £14.95 inc VAT. P&P 
£1.50. Oric Munch, Ratsplat, Ultima Zone, 
Superadvanced Breakout, Defence Force, 
Chess, Killburn Encounter, House of Death, 
Nowotnik Puzzle, Zodiak. 

Four colour printer plotter (suitable for any 
computer with Centronics interface) R.R.P. 
£149.95 inc VAT. Special offer £79.95 inc VAT. 
P&P £3.95. 

Joysticks R.R.P. £10 inc VAT. Special offer £5 
inc VAT. P&P £1.00. 

Available from: 

OPEL LTD, 
Home Farm, 

Wentworth Drive, 
Virginia Water, 

Surrey GU25 4NY. 
Tel: (Wentworth) 2877 
Telex: 846 224 OPEL g. 
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NOW an expansion system 
as versatile as the QL 

i, one cartridge 
MEDIC takes up where others leave off. Why 
narrow down your choices? The Q. L. was 
intended as a versatile computer capable of 
fulfilling many roles. With our system cartridge, 
the choice is yours. As well as a disc interface 
including parallel port you can have any one of 
the following: memory upto 512K, modem, 
Eprom card (192K) experimental card including 
front interface. You can upgrade to any level in 
line with your needs. Our disc interface affords 
full Psion, versions 1 and 2, compatibility. 

Ask your dealer for details or order direct: 

□ Please send me further details on your products. 

I wish to order the following: (please tick required items) 

Individual Products 

□ 64K Memory £99.95 

□ 128K Memory £129.95 

□ 256K Memory £169.95 

□ 512K Memoryf £259.95 

□ Eprom card socketed (192K 
- excluding Eproms) ex¬ 
perimentation card with 
front interface £24.95 

□ Dust Cover that doubles up 
as a stand £14.95 

□ Modem* £79.95 

tCan only be powered if Medic 
disc system connected 

* Delivery beginning April 

Packages 

□ 1 Megabyte disc drive 
(cased, inc. PSU) disc inter¬ 
face and parallel interface, 
with cables £249.96 

Q2 1 Megabyte disc drives, 
(cased, inc. PSU) disc inter¬ 
face parallel interface, with 
cable £399.95 

□ 1 megabyte disc drive, 
memory inc., disc interface 
and parallel interface. 

1 disc drive 2 disc drives 
O 64K £299.95 □ £449.95 

□ 128K £329.95 □£479.95 

□ 256K £359.95 Q £509.95 

□ 512K £449.95 Q £595.95 

medic datasvstems limited 
76 Grainger Close, Basingstoke, Hants. RG22 4EA 
Telephone: 0256 460748 

I 
I 

To order products please make cheques/P.O.'s payable to 
MEDIC DATASYSTEMS LTD. Allow 28 days for delivery. 
All prices include VAT. Please add £5 p&p 

NAME_-_ 

ADDRESS_ 



ft ANDOM ACCESS 
r I re your words of praise or send us a rocket about PCN.We want to hear your views and feelings 

the articles we print — and those you feel we ought to. Write to Random Access, Personal 

Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. You could win £15 for the 

best letter of the week. 

Amstrad owners — 
you’ve got it lucky 
Several weeks ago in your 
magazine I read a letter from an 
Amstrad owner moaning about 
the lack of support from soft¬ 
ware houses for his machine. 
This really annoyed me—there 
are dozens of very good prog¬ 
rams already available, and 
this level of support is many 
times greater than that for the 
Atari, Oric or Memotech 

micros. 
As I recall, excepting English 

Software and Level 9, only one 
British software company has 
produced anything of quality 
for the Atari — Imagine with 
Leggit. I am still awaiting 
Ocean’s Hunchback on Atari 
which was announced ages ago. 

And another thing — why do 
Spectrum owners pay less than 
Commodore and Atari owners 
for US Gold conversions? Prob¬ 
ably to compensate them for 
owning such an awful machine 
(I should know, I once owned 

one). 
Chris Oakes, 
Haywards Heath, W Sussex. 

Minority micro user 
feels left out 
I have been an avid reader of 
PCN since issue 1 and have read 
the various attacks on your own 
and other magazines, by own¬ 
ers of micros which have suc¬ 
cumbed to the pressures of the 
market place. Until now 1 have 
been disinclined to enter the 
affray, even in defence of my 
beloved Dragon. 

However I feel I must now 
interpose particularly on be¬ 
half of Dragon owners and 
other, especially British, micro 
owners, (eg Lynx, Oric, etc). 

There are many hobby maga¬ 
zines which cater for those 
generally interested in the pas¬ 
time without aligning them¬ 
selves to one or two factions 
only. Take, for example, the 
sailing and fishing fraternities. 

The specialist groups all have 
their own magazines and the 
more popular have more spe¬ 
cialist support, but the general 
interest periodicals still main¬ 
tain impartiality, and provide 
support and interest for minor¬ 
ity groups within the hobby. 

So it should be with comput¬ 
ing. The Spectrum has an 
enormous user base and there¬ 
fore has more user magazines 

than the Dragon, but for you to 
answer all complaints such as 
mine, with 'We only print what 
we receive from readers and 
suppliers’, is a cop-out, and a 
negation of your responsibility 
to the general computing public 
< made up of more non-Spectrum 
and non-C64 users than users of 
those two); otherwise change 
your name from Personal Com¬ 
puter News to Spectrum News. 

After this week’s copy of PCN 
(issue 103), I can find no justi¬ 
fication in continuing to buy 

your circulation figures and the 
hobby as a whole is far greater 
than you imagine. I trust that 
future issues will correct the 
current imbalance, and that I 
and other disheartened compu¬ 
ter afficionados will not have to 
abandon your otherwise excel¬ 
lent magazine. 
C B Goldman, 
Welwyn, Herts. 
Like it or not, computing — 
unlike sailing or fishing — is a 
machine-specific hobby. As to 
issue 103, only six pages of the 
magazine featured Commodore 
64 and Spectrum — the rest 
covered Apple, Atari, A mstrad, 
BBC and Electron — Ed. 

BT rates don’t 
fit Prestel bill 
I wish to issue a warning to 
future modem owners who are 
interested in subscribing to 
Prestel. You may be in an area 
which cannot get Prestel at 
local call rate. It was only after I 

had subscribed that I found out 
that the whole country was not 

a local call rate. 
I am now going to start a 

battle to fight for more local 
call access points because hav¬ 
ing contacted my telephone 
area office I was told that as 
British Telecom had been 
privatised it might now have 
trouble making remote areas 
local to Prestel. 

If any other Prestel users who 
do not get the service at local 
call rate would like to contact 
me over Mailbox to exchange 
views on this, my Mailbox 

number is 0824 22531. 
Robert Evans, 
Ruthin,Clwyd. 
While most of the country enjoys 
local call rates, some areas 
don't. Potential subscribers 
should check in advance — Ed. 

Enterprise wins 
unlucky label 
After following the progress of 
the Enterprise since its initial 
announcement, I am nominat¬ 
ing Enterprise Computers as 
the most unlucky up-and-com¬ 
ing computer company ever. 

Many things have contri¬ 
buted to a year-long delay: 
name changes rendering early 
advertising useless; the custom 
graphics chip which was very 
difficult to debug; andjust when 
distribution had started, more 
problems. 

The new distributors are Zap- 
po Computers (??!!). A friendly 
Zappo lady, in a burst of helpful¬ 
ness, offered to send me an 

at least my computer manufacturer is still in business! 

Enterprise in three days, on 
receipt of a cheque. What wor¬ 
ries me is that Enterprise has 
not yet launched an extensive 
advertising campaign, even 
though the machine is in the 
hands of the distributors — this 
caution may lead to low sales. 

Zappo can be contacted on 
05432-57817. They will prob¬ 

ably be able to tell you where 
you can buy an Enterprise. 
Andrew Ballingall, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
How much of the Enterprise 
saga was bad luck, and how 
much was blundering, isopen to 
question. However, advertising 
has now started. Of more con¬ 
cern is the number of software 
houses working on Enterprise 
material—Ed. 

The final word 
on the STZ 
Let’s sort out this STZ/R65C02 
thing once and for all (R Brooks- 
by, issue 99; various correspon¬ 

dents, issue 102). 

1 The STZ opcode is termed an 
‘undocumented opcode’, 
which means that the opcode 
has been left out of the official 
documentation because it 
was not 100 per cent reliable 
when the 6502 was launched. 
However, the bugs may well 
have been fixed and the 
opcode made reliable in later 

versions of the processor. 
2 The CMOS 6502 (the 

R65C02) does have a STZ 
instruction along with a num¬ 
ber of others. The processor is 
available as a drop-in replace¬ 
ment, and Mr Brooksby or 
anyone else with a 6502 based 
machine, should be able to 
change their processors for an 
R65C02 and use these new 
instructions. Anyone in¬ 
terested should contact: 

Solidisk Technology, 
17 Sweyne Avenue, 
Southend-on-Sea, 
Essex SS2 6JQ 
(Tel: 0702-354674) 
Solidisk sells the R65C02 for 
£12, including VAT, postage 
and packing. 

Solidisk also does some soft¬ 
ware on disk which adds the 
new opcodes into the assembler 
on the BBC Micro. 

I hope this clears up any 
discrepancies which may have 
come up over the past few 

weeks. 
Simon N Taylor, 
RCS Microsystems. 
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UTINE ENQUIRIES 
Suffering from circuit crunch or data dyslexia? Want some sound advice on speech synthesis 

or the best type of printer? Then consult the experts. But remember, no SAEs, 

Going 'on line’ 
with Interface 1 Ql own a 48K Spectrum, Interface 

1 and Microdrives, and would 
like to go ‘on line’, but am told that 
the RS232 output from Interface 1 
can’t be used for communication via 
a modem, and most other RS232 
interfaces won’t work with Interface 
1 connected. 

I own a 300 baud modem but 
would like to be able to upgrade to a 
multi-mode modem in the future. 
Can you recommend an RS232 
interface that will work with Inter¬ 
face 1 and communications soft¬ 
ware to drive It 
Keith Clay don, 
Wickford, Essex 

We don’t know of any way to 
ret Interface 1 going with a 

modem, basically because In¬ 
terface 1 doesn’t include a 
buffer, so you lose most of your 
data in comms. However, while 
Interface 1 can interfere with 
other peripherals, the Spec¬ 
trum doesn’t normally recog¬ 
nise its presence until you 
access it. You should therefore 
be able to use most RS232 
interfaces provided you haven’t 
accessed Interface 1 since 
switching on. Check this with 
your dealer first. 

As far as specific interfaces 
are concerned we’d suggest you 
look at the Demon modem (see 
page 28), which will have a 

Spectrum interface developed 
for it shortly. 

Handy address for 
Commodore tape user QOne of your recent correspon¬ 

dents mentioned a product from 
interceptor Micros called the azi¬ 
muth head alignment tape for use 
with Commodore cassette units. Can 
you let me have the address of the 
firm? 

A Gill, 
Bodmin, Cornwall. A Sure thing: Interceptor in¬ 

habits Lindon House, The 
Green, Tadley, Hants. 

Why is my program 
a bad driver? Q As the owner of a Spectrum 48K 

I have just purchased a Wafad- 
rive. Could you please tell me why a 

'cos we can't reply personally. Address your queries to Routine Enquiries, PCN, 

Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A2HC. 

fectly well in drive A, but comes up 
with a ‘bad sector' error every time 
on drive B? 

K Sanby, 
Lincoln, Lines 

A Your problem sounds as if 
it’s related to the heads of 

one of the drives being out of 
alignment or — less likely — 
speed variations between the 
two drives. Try saving a prog¬ 
ram on drive A then reloading it 
from drive B, then vice versa. If 
you can save a program on B 
and load it from drive B, and 
save one on A and load it from A, 
but can’t switch between the 
two, it’s almost certainly an 
alignment problem. 

If this is the case you should 
be able to get the drive ex¬ 
changed by your dealer. 

Compiling a Pascal 
list for the 64 Ql want to program in Pascal on 

my Commodore 64 but I only 
know of two compilers — Oxford 
Pascal and Zoom Pascal. Are there 
any other Pascal compilers for the 
64 and which is the best imple¬ 
mentation? 

B Short, 
Bailrigg, Lancaster 

A We reviewed Oxford Pascal 
back in issue 68 in July last 

year. You can order a copy from 
PCN Back Issues, 53 Frith 
Street, London W1A 2HG. 

There are two other Pascals 
available for the 64, from 
Orpheus and from 1st Pub¬ 
lishing. We'll be carding re¬ 
views of these two within the 
next few weeks. 

One line gets Bruce 
on the road again Ql have a problem with your 

Commodore 64 program, 
Bruce, published in issue 94.1 get a 
syntax error in line 1 which reads: 
TO 10: RLU> 8: NEXT 

This is obviously wrong but I'm not 
sure why. 

G Donaldson, 
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. 

A We published a correction 
for this in issue 96, but for 

those who missed it, line 1 
should read: 

FOR W - 1 TO 10: READ B: NEXT 

Making a connection 
with an Atari printer 8I wish to buy a low cost printer 

for my Atari 800XL. Unfortun- 
' I have seen no reviews of Atari’s 

own printers. How do they compare 
with other makes? 

If I want a non-Atari printer, such 
as the Brother M-1009, how would I 
interface this to my computer and at 

what extra cost? Also, do you think 
that the current Atari printer range is 
likely to be subject to similar price 
reductions as the XL series of 
computers? 

James Turner, 

Braunstone, Leicester. 

A There is a slight problem 
involved in attaching a 

printer to an Atari computer. 
At the moment, there are basi¬ 
cally three main printers for 
Atari machines: the 1020 col¬ 
our printer plotter, the 1025 
80-column dot matrix, and the 
1027 letter quality printer. 

The first is almost identical to 
Microperipherals’ CCP-40, and 
the Tandy printer plotter — in 
fact all are the same machine 
with different cases. 

The 1025 is a bog standard 
dot matrix printer. It is rather 
slow at 40 characters per second 
and only has a 5 by 7 dot matrix 
with no descenders. It will, 
however print all of the Atari 
characters and connects direct¬ 
ly to the computer, with no 
interface required. 

The 1027 provides the best 

quality print using a barrel 
similar to the golfball but with 
a cylinder instead). The print 

speed is slow, at 20cps, but 
faster than most daisy wheels. 
Again, connection is direct to 
the computer. 

The most common second 
choice printer for Atari users is 
the Epson, or an Epson look- 
alike (such as the Brother 
M-1009). Unfortunately, you 
will need an interface and cable 
costing around £150. The 

advantages can outweigh the 
extra cost, as it gives increased 
flexibility with faster speed and 
better quality and the printer 
can be used with other 
machines if you ever decide to 
get rid of your Atari. 

The prices of the current 
Atari printers could be forced 
down by the new range of cheap 
printers being launched with 
Atari’s new machines. 

The new XT, XM and XD will 
be a great deal cheaper and 
include dot matrix and daisy 
wheel models. The prices 
should range from £50 to £100. 

Limited use for 
Amstrad monitor 
^ Being thoroughly hooked on 

computers I now have a Spec¬ 
trum Plus, Commodore 64 and an 
Amstrad with colour monitor. Is 
there any way I can use the Amstrad 

monitor with the other two compu¬ 
ters? This would obviously be of 
great benefit but I have no idea of 
how to go about it. 
Colin Smith, 
Boscombe, Dorset. 

A Practically speaking, no 
you can’t hook up the moni¬ 

tor with the Spectrum or the 64. 
Amstrad’s monitor is an RGB 
model which neither of your 
other machines supports. They 
provide a different output sig¬ 
nal called composite video. 

One possible solution would 
be to buy a Commodore 1701 
monitor and you should be able 
to make up a cable that will 
work with your Spectrum too. 

Another alternative would 
be to invest in a small, cheap 
colour television. Although 

there is a noticable difference 
in quality between TVs and 
monitors, nether the 64 nor the 
Spectrum support sufficiently 
high resolution for the use of a 
TV to be a real problem. 

Please SIR — my 
Osborne 1 won’t work Q Having purchased an Osborne 1 

(single density) recently, I have 
been dismayed to find that SIR 
Computers, from whom I purchased 
it with a three months guarantee, 
has gone out of business. 

The problem is that the format and 
copying program ‘COPY’ will not load 
and gives the error message 'BOOS 
error on A'. Second, the main 
Wordstar file WS. COM has dis¬ 
appeared from the disk, leaving all 
the overlays behind. 

David Barlon, 
Nuneaton, Works. 

A This sounds more like a 
problem for either a disk 

head cleaner, or a service. 
Unless you have left your disks 
somewhere where they may 
have become corrupted, they 
are unlikely to be dead. It 
sounds as if they’re not being 
read correctly. 

Try reading the disks in drive 
B and if they work, copy them 
fast. If they don’t, the disk are 
more than likely bust. 

If you haven’t got any back¬ 
ups, Micropro may replace your 
Wordstar disk free of charge (or 
at least a nominal charge), if 
you can provide proof of where, 
when, how, and why vou bought 
it (it’s always worth a try). The 
same may well apply to Digital 
Research who supply the CP/M 
system disks. 
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Amstrad characters X$ should contain the string to 
. , . | be printed in double height 

aOUDie Up and the text cursor be posi- 

This Amstrad routine gives tioned with the LOCATE corn- 
double height characters in mand beforehand, 
any mode and is relocatable as James Marshallsea, 
long as line 110 is maintained. Oldham, Lancs. 

10 MEMORY HIMEM-50:AD=HIMEM+1 
20 FOR I=AD TO AD+49 
30 READ A*sPOKE I,VAL<"&"+AS> 
40 NEXT 
50 DATA CD,06,B9,F5,3E,00,CD,A5,BB,DD,21,32 
60 DATA 90,06,08,7E,DD,77,00,DD,77,01,23,DD,23*DD 
70 DATA 23, 1 0, F2, FI, CD, 0C, B9, 3E, FE, 21,32, 90, CD 
80 DATA AS, BB, 3E, FF, 21,3A, 90, CD, AB, BB, C9 
90 XS=“MESSAGE":LOCATE 7,18 
100 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(X*) 
110 POKE AD+5,ASC < MIDS < X *, 1, 1)>:CALL AD 
120 PRINT CHR*(2S4);CHR*(10);CHR*(8);CHR*(255); 
CHR*<11>;CHR*<9> j 
130 NEXT___ 

Hearing an echo in line 30 either lengthens or 
...... iimn. shortens the echo. Changing 

On yOlIT Atmos the value taken from X, in line 

This following short program 60, will increase or decrease 
produces some interesting the number of echoes, 

sound effects. Changing the P Brown, 
values before and after STEP Bexley, Kent. 

10 X=15 
20 P=RND(1)*300 
30 FOR N=P TO P+100 STEP 5 
40 SOUND 1,N,X 
50 NEXT N 
60 X=X-2 
70 IF X<2 THEN 10 ELSE 30 

Its easy 
to complain about 
an advertisement. 

I Once you know how 
One of the ways we keep a check on the 

advertising that appears in the press, on 
posters and in the cinema is by responding to 
consumers’ complaints. 

Any complaint sent to us is considered 
carefully and, if there’s a case to answer, a full 
investigation is made. 

If you think you’ve got good reason to 
complain about an advertisement, send off 
for a copy of our free leaflet 

It will tell you all you need to know to 
help us process your complaint as * 
quickly as possible. J 

The Advertising Standards Authority. W 
If an advertisement is wrong.were here to put it right. 

ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House, 
^^omngtor^lace^^ndonWCll^Hh^^j 

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising. 

WORD PROCESSOR 
cum LETTER WRITER 
FOR Commodore 64 

FULL SCREEN EDITING 

" Upper and lower case * Near machine code speed 
• Insert and delete characters * Or view + edit any 12 lines by 80 
• Add. move, delete lines columns 
• Search and change strings • Save text to tape or disc 
• Centreing facility * Print to Commodore or RS232 (eg 
•Tab facility Epson) 
• Screen 24 lines by 40 columns * Your own name and address coded 
• Text up to 99 lines by 80 columns in the program for your letter 
• View + edit any 24 lines by 40 headings 

columns * Despatch by return whenever 
possible 

A: Tape (with your address).£9.85 
B: Tape (without your address).£8.85 
C: Disc (with address facility).£14.50 
Other Countries: Sterling or local currency at current exchange rates 

To Cotswold Software 
8 Monks Park, Milbourne, Malmesbury, Wilts 
SN16 9JF 

Please send me A/B/C (delete as necessary). 
I enclose cheque, money order etc 
(payable to Cotswold Software) for L_ 

or: Please send me further details without obligation. 

Pokes to put a 
ping into Atmos 
Atmos owners may be in¬ 
terested in the following pokes: 
DOKE # IB, A FA9F gets rid of the 
ready sign and pings instead; 

POKE #1B,«CCB0 replaces the 

ping with the ready sign; POKE 
#247,#40 disables the reset 
under the computer, and POKE 
#247, #4C enables the reset. 

TWarburton, 
Lancaster, Lancs. 
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STORAGE 
SPACE 

Gavin Monk's program — started last week — puts more 

_ method in to your Microdrives. Final section next week. 1 

Listing (cont) 
fileft!i> 

26290 END IF 

26260 IF NOT mlss:COPY ’mdv’fcfrom. 

dr 1 vek’_’ 8cf 1 1 es* C1) TO ’ mdv ’ fcto_dr 1 ve#<*_ 
•fcfi lesSI 1 > 

26270 END IF 

262BO END FOR i 

26290 END DEFine back.up 

26300 DEFine PROCedure se1ect.fi1es(mode 
*) 

26310 lOCal xpos,ypos,o1d_xpos,o1d_ypo 

s,key.code 

26320 d 1 sp1ay.fi1es 

26330 DIN s»!acted*(91) 

26340 xpos=2:vpos-2:old_xpos=2:old_ypo 
s-2!f i 1e.group*- * * 

26390 b? l«ct»d*«FHL»( ’ ’,91) 

26360 REPeat se1»ct_by_pos111 on 

26370 AT ypot,xposlPRINT’?’:AT old.y 

poi,old_xpos:PRINT selected*((old_xpo*-2 

>/24 +(old_ypo*-2> *3+1> 

26380 ol d_ypos,= xpos: ol d_ypos“ypos 
26390 key.code—CODE(INKEY*(0)1 

26400 SELect ON key.code 

2641O ON key_code-32:selected*!(xp 

os-2)/24♦(ypos-2)#3+1) — ’ ’ 

26420 ON key.code-CODE(mode*)*32:s 

elected*!(xpos-2)/24*(ypos-2)*3+l)-mode* 

:IF mode*-’ l * OR mode*-’M’:EXIT select_b 

v_pos111 on 

26430 ON key_code-216:ypos-ypos+1: 

IF ypos-19:ypos-2!RENark cursor down 

26440 ON key_code-2C8:ypos-ypos-1: 
IF ypos-1:ypos-18:RENark cursor up 

26490 ON key_code=200:xpos-xpos+24 

t IF xpos—’’4: xpos—2: REMar l< cursor right 

26460 ON key_code-192:xpos-xpos-24 

1IF xpos—-22:xpos—SO:RENark cursor left 

26470 ON key_code-10:EXIT select_b 
'/_posl t Ion 

26480 ON key_code-236 

26490 IF mode»< >'L * AND made*<>’ 
N* 

26900 AT 19,0:PRINT FILL*!’ ’ , 
73)lINK 4 

26910 AT 19,6:INPUT*A11 files 

containing:-*ifl!»_group»:INK 7 

26920 IF LEN(fi1e_gr oup*)—0 

26930 AT 19,0:INK 4:PRINT pr 

26SOO AT 19,0:PRINT FILL*(’ 
73):INK 4 

26910 AT 19,6:INPUT*A11 files 

containing:-’iflla_group»!INK 7 

26920 IF LEN(fi1e_group*)—0 

26930 AT 19,0:INK 4:PRINT pr 
ornpt*:INK 7 

26940 ELSE 

26990 FOR i-1 TO no_of_files 

26960 IF f11*_group« INSTR 

fi1es*(1>:selected*(i)-mode* 

26970 END FOR i 

26980 EXIT se1ect_by_posit1o 

END IF 

ON key_code—RENAINDER 

■ 26620 END SELect 

26630 END REPeat se1ect_by_position 

■ 26640 NODE 8:tit1e:BORDER 2,6:PAPER 1: 
1 TNK 7 

■ 26690 END DEFine select_flles 

26660 DEFine PROCedure d1sp1ay_f11es 

26670 NODE 4:BORDER 2,7 

26680 title 

26690 CLSICSIZE 2,0.’UNDER 1 : AT 0,10:PR 

INT ’Files on drive ’I dr 1ve_no:UNDER o:A 

T 0.28:INK 2:PRINT*NODE*!mode*:CSIZE 0,0 
: INK 7 

26700 UNDER 1:PRINT TO 11*Cartridge Na 

me: ’»:UNDER o:PRINT cart.name* 

26710 FOR 1-1 TO no_of_files STEP 3 

26^20 FOR J-l TO 3:IF files*(i♦J)■’» 

:fi1es* <ifJ >-FILL*(* *,20) 

26730 PRINT TO 4ffilesS(i,l TO 20)I 

TO 281 tiles*(if1,1 TO 20)| TO S2|files*( 

if2,1 TO 20) 

26740 END FOR 1 

26790 prompt*-’Press F2 to select a fi 
le group or select from above with the c 

ursor keys’ 

26760 IF mode*—*L’ OR mode*—’N’:prompt 

•-’Use the cursor keys to select a file 

from above and press • ’ BcmodeSftc* ■ to load 
it . ’ 

2677Q AT 19,O:INK 4:PRINT prompt*:INK 
7 

26780 END DEFine disp1ay_f11es 

26790 DEFine PROCedure backup_cart(from_ 

‘drive.to_drive,overwrite) 

26800 UNDER i:CLS:AT 1,9:PRINT’BACKUP 

A CARTRIDGE’:UNDER 0 

26810 RESTORE 32769:READ no_of_iterns 

26820 PRINT\ 

26830 FOR item-1 TO no_of_iterns * 

26840 READ menu* 

26890 PRINT TO 6|item|’.’| TO 8|menu 
S\\ 

26860 END FOR item 

26870 PAPER 2 

26880 AT 17,6:PRINT ’Select Option (1 

to ’Ino_of_iternsI’)’ 

26890 PAPER l:AT 19,9:PRINT ’ESC to re 

turn to Nain Menu’ 

26900 AT 7,24:IF overwrite-1:PRINT’OFF 

’:else print ’on* 

26910 AT 9,30:PRINT ’ <’|from_drive| ’- * 
1to_dr1ve!’)’ 

26920 REPeat option 

26930 key*—INKEY* 

26940 IF key*—CHR*(27)ICLSlRETurn 
26990 IF key*>’O’ AND key*<’9’:EXIT 
opt 1 on 

26960 END REPeat option 

26970 key-key* 

26980 SELect ON key 

26^90 ON key-1:back_up 1 

27000 ON key-2:back_up 0 

27010 ON key-3: overwr i te-overwr i te'*'* 

1:IF overwr1te-1:backup_cart from_drive, 

to_drive,l:ELSE backup_cart from_drive,t 
o_drive,O 

27020 ON key-4:get_drives:backup_car 
t from_dr1ve,to_drive,overwr1te 

27030 END SELect 

27040 END DEFine backup_cart 

27090 DEFine PROCedure get_drives 

27060 CLS:UNDER 1:AT 1,9:PRINT ’BACKUP 

A CARTRIDGE’:UNDER 0 

27070 REPeat drives.loop 

27080 AT 2,O:PRINT ’From: ’:get_d 

r1ve.no:from.dr1ve=dr1ve.no:AT 2,9:PRINT 

f rom.drive 

27090 AT 2,7:PRINT ’To:’:get.drive.no! 
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to_driv»*driv*_no 
27100 I*F 4rom_dr 1 ve< >to_dr lv*! EXIT dr 

1ves_loop 
27110 BEEP 10000,701 AT 14,8:PRINT ’Equ 

al drive numbers’ 
27120 END REPeat drlves_loop 

27130 END DEFlne get_drlves 
27140 DEFlne FuNctlon check_date(new_dte 

• ) 
27130 LOCal month,month.!lmlt(12),date 

_1lmit*(2,6>,err_dte,dte_lndex 

27160 err_dte=l 

27170 date_l1mlt*(1>-’000080’ 

27180 date_llmlt*(2)-’391999’ 

27190 IF LEN(new_dte»X>6:RETurn O 

27200 RESTORE 32766 

27210 FOR month-1 TO 12:READ month_llm 

1t(month) 
27220 FOR dte_lnd»x«l TO 6 
27230 IF new_dte*(dte_index><date_I1 

mltSII,dte_1ndex) OR new_dte*(dte_1ndex> 

>date_!imlt*(2,dte_Index):err_dte-0:EXIT 

dte_lndex 

27240 END FOR dte_Jndex 

27230 IF err_dte-0:RETurn 0 

27260 IF new_dte*(l TO 2)«0 OR new_dte 

• (1 TO 2)>31:RETurn O 
27270 IF new_dte»<3 TO 6)MOD 4-0:month 

_1 imit (2)-29 
27280 IF new_dte*(l TO 2>>month_Ilmlt< 

new_dte*(3 TO 4>):err_dte-0 

27290 RETurn err_dte 

27300 END DEFlne check_date 

27310 DEFlne FuNctlon check_tlme(time*> 

27320 LOCal err_t1me,time_1ndex 

27330 err_time*l 

27340 IF LEN(11 me*)< >6:RETurn 0 

27330 FOR time_index«l TO 6 
27360 IF tlme*(time_index)<’O’ OR tl 

me*< 11me_lndex> >’9’:err_tlme-O:EXIT time 
.Index 

27370 END FOR time_lndex 

27380 IF err_tIme-O:RETurn O 

27390 IF t1 me*(1 TO 2> >23 OR time*<3 T 

O 4) >39 OR t1 me*(3 TO 6>>39:RETurn O 

27400 RETurn err_time 

27410 END DEFlne check_tlme 

27420 DEFlne PROCedure set_up_date 

27430 LOCal new_date* 

title 

WINDOW 448,204,32,32 

PAPER 11INK 71CLS 

BORDER 2,6 

new_date*-DATE* 

IF new_date*(1 TO 41-1961 

IF 41If_on_drive (1,•1ast_date 

27440 

27430 

27460 

27470 

27480 

27490 

27300 

_dat’1 
27310 

27320 

27330 

27340 

27330 

OPEN_IN£3,mdvl_last_date_dat 

INPUT£3,new.date* 

CLOSE£3 

ELSE 
OPEN_NEW£3,mdvl_1ast_date_da 

27360 PRINT£3,new_date* 

27370 CLOSE£3 

27380 END IF 
27390 get_new_date 

27600 END IF 

27610 END DEFlne set_up_date 

27620 DEFlne PROCedure get_new_date 

27630 LOCal err.date,err_t1me,month*,m 

onths*,dteS,new_dte*,new_time»,time* 

27640 err_date-l:err_time-1 
27630 months*—’JanFebMarAprMayJunJu1Au 

gSepOctNovDec’ 
27660 month*—((new_date*(6 TO 8) INSTR 

months*)*2)/3:IF LEN(month*)-1:month*-’ 

O’fcmonth* 

276^0 11 me»-new_date* (13 TO 14)l<new_da 

te*(16 TO 17)fc’00’ 

27680 dt e*—new_date*(lO TO 11>fcmonth*b 

new_date*(3 TO 4) 

2-»690 REPeat date_time 

27200 UNDER llINK 6:CLS:AT 1,10:PRIN 

T’SET UP THE DATE’:UNDER O 

27710 IF NOT err_date:AT 13,4:PRINT’ 

Date o4’!new_dte*!’was Invalid.* 

27720 IF NOT err.tlmelAT 14,4:PRINT’ 

Time of’ !new_t1 me*1’was invalid.' 

27730 AT 3,6!PRINT ’Date...’Idte*!!! 

tINPUT new_dte* 

27740 IF new.dte*-’’* new_dte*-dte* 

27730 err_date»check_date(new_dte») 

27760 AT 9,61PRINT ’T1 me. ..’111 me*! ! 

•:INPUT new.t1 me* 

27770 IF new_t1 me*-* *:new_t1me*-t1 me 

* 
27780 err_time-check_tlme(new_tlme*) 

27790 IF err.date:dte»=new_dte* 

27800 IF err_tlmc:11me*-new_t1 me* 

27810 IF rrr_tlme AND err.date!EXIT 

date_tlme 

27820 BEEP 10000,70 

?t830 END REPeat date_tlme 

2^840 SDATE 198»dte*(3 TO 6>,dte*(3 TO 

4),d te*(1 TO 2 >,11me*(1 TO 2>,tlme*(3 TO 

4),tlme*(3 TO 6) 
27830 DELETE mdvl_lost_date_dat 

27860 OPEN_NEW£3,mdvl.last_date_dat 

27870 PRINT£3,DATE* 

27880 CL 0SE£3 

27890 END DEFlne get_new_date 

?7900 DEFlne PROCedure title 

27910 OPEN£6,scr_448x36a32x16 

27920 CSI2E£6,2,0 

2"*930 PAPER£6,6 

27940 BORDER£6,2,2 

27930 INK£6,1 

27960 CL S£6 
27970 UNDER£6,l: AT£6,O,3:PRINT£6,’QL 

MICRODRIVE MASTER VI.O’ 
27980 AT£6,2,31PRINT£6,’COPYRIGHT (c> 

GAVIN MONK 1984’ 

27990 CLOSE£6 

28000 END DEFlne title 

28010 DEFlne PROCedure menu 

28020 REPeat main.loop 

28030 MODE 8:title 
28040 WINDOW 448,204,32,32 

28030 PAPER 1: INK 7 

28060 CLS 

28070 BORDER 2,6 
28080 CSIZE 3,1:AT 0,8:UNDER l:PRINT 

•MAIN MENU’:UNDER 0:CSIZE 2,0 

28090 RESTORE 32767:READ no_o4_iterns 

28100 FOR ltem-1 TO no_o4_iterns 

28110 READ menu* 
28120 PRINT TO 6!lteml’.*l TO 8|me 

nu*\ \ 
28130 END FOR Item 

28140 PAPER 2 
28130 AT 17,61 PRINT ’Select Option 

(1-8)» 
28160 PAPER 1SAT 19,4:PRINT’ESC to r 

eturn to SuperBaslc’ 

28170 REPeat option 

28180 key*«INKEY* 

28190 IF key*—CHR*(27):CLS:call_ty 

pe-1:RETurn 
78200 IF key*>’O’ AND key*<’9’S EX 

IT option 
28210 END REPeat option 

28220 l-ET key-key* 

28230 SELect ON key 

28240 ON key-1: format.cart 
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MYRDDIN 
FLIGHT SIMULATION 

Real time simulation with 3D Graphics 
Uses massive 64,000 x 64,000 longitude & 
latitude flying area, making each flight 

completely different. Developed under pilot 
instruction to give realistic flight effect. 

View through cockpit gives moving 
3D graphics. 

Comprehensive instrument panel with moving 
needle meters and digital displays. 

15 Aircraft types from 100-500 knots airspeed. 

3 runways available for refuelling, take-off and 
landing... ground and landmark orientation 

correct with all flying attitudes (rolls etc). 

3D landmarks you can fly around. 

Hours of absorbing skilful involvement with this 
superb simulation ... complete with 

manual and fully detailed chart of landmarks 
and airfields. 

JOYSTICK OR KEYBOARD OPERATION 

MYRDDIN P.O. BOX 61. Swindon. Wilts. Tel. (0793) 40661 

Please supply . 

Cheque for total amount enclosed . 

Name.... 

Prices incl. p&p UK only 

Address 
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> ecu not crt 64 < GRAPHICALLY BETTER 

B. Gold Ltd., Church Row Chambers, Longton, Preston Tel: 0772 61766! 



FREE 16X24 
FULL COLOUR 

POSTER 

This great new game is 

based on the Tyne Tees 

series Super Gran and 

produced in association 

with Tyne Tees Television 

Super Gran will 

be available for 

the CBM 64, 

Spectrum 48K, 

C16 and Amstrad on April 

2nd with versions for the 

BBC/B Electron, MSX, 

Atari and Einstein to follow. 

Ring Tynesoft on 

(091)4144611 

for your local 

stockist. COMPUTERSOFTWARE 



THE 
GRID 
_It’s hip to be square In this_ 

simple but satisfying game from_ 

1 Richard Garrad’s cubist period. 1 Do your fingers cry out for mercy as 

you try 'just once more’ to reach the 

120th screen of Revenge of the 

MutantBananas from Somewhere North 

of Penge? Are you inevitably slain or 

eaten by trolls and dragons when you set 

forth to seek the Golden Carbuncle? 

Why not take time off to relax with The 

Grid, a simple game for the 16/48K 

Spectrum. 

Banded about 
The idea is very straightforward. The 

computer takes a square grid compris¬ 

ing four to seven bands of colour, 

scrambles the bands and leaves you to 

sort out the resulting mess into its 

original state — a little like the dreaded 

cube or Spillikins but in two dimensions. 

To begin, just enter the grid size you 

wish to play on and then the level of 

difficulty (0 is easy. 9 is hard). There is a 

pause as the grid is rearranged, after 

which it is displayed. You are then asked 

to input your move. 
As you move each row or column, it 

wraps around the grid. 

The two machine code routines at 

addresses 32001 and 32031 allow the 

variables to be saved and loaded as 

DATA Z$ () and are relocatable. To use 

these routines in your own programs you 

must have, as your first line: 

i letzs = ” ”: rest of program ... 

The routines can then be called using a 

subroutine similar to that at line 1000 

onwards. 

© R . GflRRfiD ©.'84. 
20 CLEfiR 320©©: LET Z*="": GO 

SUB 03© 
30 POKE 23658,8: BORDER 7 INK 

© : CL S 
40 REM GRID SIZE 
50 PRINT " THE VALUE INPUT 

UJ ILL DETERMINE THE SIZE OK 
THE GRID. E.G. RN INPUT OF 

UILL" " PRODUCE R 4 X 
4 GRID" 

60 INPUT "INPUT SIZE (4 TO ? > 
; L if l <4 OP l >7 THEN GO TO ©0 

70 REM INITIALISE ARRAYS 
80 CLS DIM a * ( l , l > DIM b * < l 

, l ) DIM V * U . U LET t=0 
90 GO SUB 750 

100 REM SET BORRD 
110 FOR a=l TO l: FOR b-1 TO : 
LET ta . b ) = ST R $ a LET v*(a,b> 

■ a*(a,b) NEXT b NEXT a 
120 REM DIFFICULTY 

130 CLS INPUT "DIFFICULTY 7(0 
TO 9)"idi(: IF dif'0 OR d»r>9 T 

HEN GO TO 130 
14© LET d « (d i r +1) *10 
150 GO SUB ©00 
160 REM PRINT GRID 
170 FOR a=l TO l PRINT RT ©.a* 

2,a: PRINT RT 4*2,0iCHRt <64+a>: 

180 FOR a=15 TO 15+(15*1) STEP 
16 PLOT a , 160 DRAU 0, itllS) 
PLOT 15,175 —a : DRRW 11*16) ,0 NE 
XT a 

190 PRINT PRPER 5,RT 0,20;"LEUE 
L" PRINT RT 0,25;dif 

200 PRINT PRPER 6 ; AT 2,20; "MOVE 

210 PLOT 159,144 DRRU 73,0 DR 
AU 0,-41: DRRU -73,0: DRRU 0.41 

220 FOR a = 175 TO 175+ (8*1) STEP 
8: PLOT a . 9© : DRRU 0 , - < 8 * l) NE 

XT a 

240 FOR a-1 TO U: PRINT OVER 1; 
PRPER a, BRIGHT 1,RT a+9,22;" 

" ( TO C) : NEXT a 
2S0 GO SUB 270 GO TO 300 
250 REM PRINT COLOURS 
270 OVER 1: FOR a=l TO l: FOR b 

= 1 TO I.: PRINT BRIGHT 1, PRPER U 
RL a * (a , b) ; RT a *2 , t-*2; " " , ; RT a 
*2 + 1, b*2," •• : NEXT b: NEXT a 
280 OVER 0 RETURN 
290 REM INPUT ROUTINE 

300 GO SUB 890 
320 LET t=t+l PRINT RT 2,25, t. 
330 PRINT RT 4,20;" ":R 

T 6,20," " ; RT 8,20; " 

335 INPUT BRIGHT 1, PRPER 5,"CO 
LUMN(1 TO "; U),") .OR ROU(R T 
O <CHR* <64+ L) ) ; "> . LLL TO 

LORD "'" SSS TO SAVE "; LINE 

340 IF c *■"SSS" THEN GO SUB 103 
0 GO TO 170 

350 IF c*="LLL" THEN GO TO 1060 
35© IF c* = "" OR LEN c*<>1 OR c* 

<"1" OR ct>STR % l RND c*<"R" OR 
Ct>CNRt (©4 + L) THEN GO SUB 460 
GO TO 330 _ 

370 PRINT BRIGHT 1; PRPER ©,RT 
4,20; "COL/ROU : ", C S 

380 IF c * > = " 1 " RND c$<*STRt <- T 
HEN INPUT PRPER 5, BRIGHT 1;"UP 
OR DOUN 7"; LINE d* IF d*<>”U" 
RND d*<>”D" THEN GO SUB 450: GO 
TO 330 

390 IF C*>-"R" RND c*<sCHRt ( (. + 
©4) THEN INPUT PRPER 5; BRIGHT 1 
;"LEFT OR RIGHT 7"; LINE d* IF 

d*<>"L" RND d*<>"R" THEN GO SUB 
450 GO TO 330 

400 PRINT BRIGHT 1, PRPER 5;AT 
©.£0."DIR. "id* 

410 INPUT PRPER 7; BRIGHT 1;"NO 
. OF SQUARES ’";S _ 
420 PRINT BRIGHT 1; PRPER 7;RT 

8,20,"SQUARES:";S _ 
430 IF c * : = " 1 " RND C * < “ST R * IT 

HEN GO SUB 480 
440 IF C*>="R" RND Ct<»CHRt (©4- 

+C) THEN GO SUB 560 
450 GO SUB 270 GO TO 300 
460 FOR a=l TO 3 PRINT 80,RT a 

,10. PRPER 2, INK 6. BRIGHT 1, F 
LASH 1," ERROR BEEP .1,-a 
-20: NEXT a PRUSE 100 RETURN 
470 REM UP S' DOUN 
460 FOR a»l TO l: FOR b=l TO l 
490 LET b*(a,b)=a*<b,al: NEXT b 

NEXT a 
500 LET msVRL C* 
510 IF d*="U" THEN FOR X=1 TO S 

L ET b * < fd ) = b * ( m , 2 TO > + b * ( W) , 1 > : 

520 IF d*="D" THEN FOR x«l TO S 
LET b*(m)=b*(m,l)+b*<m, TO l-l 

530 FOR a=l TO l: FOR b=l TO l: 
LET a * ( a , b) =b* (b,a) : NEXT b NE 

XT a 



550 REM LEFT &. RIGHT 
660 IF c*>*"«” AND c*<*"G" AND 

d $ i 1) ■ " L " THEN LET m =CODE C$-64: 
FOR X*1 TO S: LET a * (m) =a»(m ,2 

TO ) + a S (m , 1) NEXT x 
570 IF C * > =“R” AND C*<="G" RND 

d*>i)="R" THEN LET fn=COOE c*-64: 
FOR x*l TO »: LET a $ (m) >a* (in , U 

+ a*(m, TO l-l): NEXT X 
5©0 RETURN 
590 REM SET PROBLEM 
500 PRINT RT 10,8,"PLEASE WRIT 

WHILE";AT 11,©," GRID IS SET UP" 
©10 FOR J =1 TO d 
©20 LET c r =INT (RND#2J +1 
©30 LET S = INT (RNDaUl) 
©4.0 LET e = I NT (RND*2) +1 
©50 IF C T =1 THEN LET C*=CHR* Cl 

NT (RND* L ) +49) 
6©0 IF cr=2 THEN LET C*=CHR* (I 

NT (RND* t ) + ©S) 
©70 IF c r =1 RND e = l THEN LET d* 

s"U" GO SUB 4S0 
6©0 IF C r =1 RND e=2 THEN LET d* 

= "D" GO SUB 4©0 
©90 IF c r =2 RND e = l THEN LET d* 

»"L" GO SUB 5©0 

700>IF C r =2 RND e =2 THEN LET d* 
■ "P " GO SUB 5S0 
710 NEXT J 
720 PRINT RT 10,8;" 

RT 11,8;" 

730 RETURN 
740 REM INSTRUCTIONS 
750 FOR a = 1Q3 TO 183+(8*U STEP 
©: PLOT a,16© DRRU 0,-(8*1); N 

EXT a 
760 FOR a-168 TO 168-(8»U STEP 
-© : PLOT 183, a: DRRU ©*(.,0; NEX 

T a 
770 FOR a=l TO l: PRINT OUER 1; 
PAPER a, BRIGHT 1, RT a ,23, " 

"C TO l): NEXT a 
7©0 INK 2 

©00 PRINT RT 2,3;- 

PRINT RT 4,3;* 

I UL I k*ll 

ct: 
©40 PRINT " THE OBJECT OF THI 

S GAME IS TO MOUE THE LINES SO T 
HAT THEY FORMTHE PATTERN RS SHOW 
N RBOUE." 

©50 PRINT " YOU MAY MOUE LEFT 
RND RIGHT (ROUS R TO '.CHR* ( 

64 + U ; ") OR UP RND DOUN (COL 
LIMNS 1 TO ", l . " ) " " UHEN R SOU 
ARE MOUES OFF THE END OF R LIN 
E IT U ILL RERPPERR RT THE OPPOS 
ITE END." 

©©0 PRINT FLASH 1,RT 21,5,"PRES 
S ANY KEY TO PLAY" PAUSE 0: CLS 

CHECK GRID COMPLETE 

910 IF ce=l THEN GO TO 930 
920 LET ceace+l: GO TO 900 
930 FOR Xwl TO 50 STEP 2: BEEP 

.01,x: NEXT X 
940 PRINT RT 18,0;" YOU HAUE C 

OMPLETED THE GRID. DO YOU U 
ISH TO PLAY AGAIN" INPUT "(Y/N) 
"; x * 
950 IF x*<>"Y" THEN STOP 
960 RUN 
970 REM SRUE/LORD URRS M/C 
9©0 DATA 42,75,92,12©.254,90,40 

,2,207,27,235,42,©9,92,1.4,0,1©7 
,237,©2,237,©6,235,54,21©,35.115 
,35,114.201 
900 DATA 42,75,92,126.254,218,4 

0,2,207,2©,54,90,35,54.0,35.54,O 
, 201 
100fe FOR X =0 TO 4© READ g POKE 
32O01+X,g NEXT X 

101O RETURN 
1020 REM LORD 8, SRUE GAME 
1030 IF C*="SSS” THEN RANDOMIZE 
USR 32001 SRUE "grid" DATA z*() 

INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE 
9 "; * * 
1040 IF S.*= Y" THEN RANDOMIZE US 
R 32031 LET t=t-1 RETURN 
105O STOP 
1060 IF c*="LLL" THEN CLEAR LO 
AD "grid" DATA Z*() : RANDOMIZE U 
SR 32031 LET t ■ t - i. : CLS GO TO 
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ANCHORLORD LTD. 
COMMODORE PACK C64, DATASETTE. REFERENCE GUIDE 
BOOK. JOYSTICK. CARRYING CASE + INTERNATIONAL 
SOCCER+ SIMONSBASIC.£245 
COMMODORE PORTABLE SX 64.£450 
COMMODORE + DISC DRIVE + PRINTER + EASY SCRIPT + 
EASYFILE + 6GAMES.£538 
PRINTER DPS 1001.£300 
SIMONSBASIC + INTERNATIONAL SOCCER £35.50 

SPECTRUM PLUS. 
QL. 
ATARI. 
AMSTRAD (GREEN MONITOR)... 
AMSTRAD (COLOUR MONITOR). 
ELECTRON.£125 
BBC + DFS INTERFACE.£399 

MEDIC DATASYSTEM. 1 MEGABYTE DISC DRIVE.£249 
1541 FLASH FROM SUPERSOFT £89.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

ALL STRAIGHT FROM THE MANUFACTURER! 

\ kwv KSr F0R EVERY £3° 
ClJr YOU SPEND WITH US,> 

V, V W ^ YOU HAVE THE CHANCE TO WIN 

^ A SINCLAIR C5!!* 
Every 100th customer drawn from our hat \ 
wjll win a Sinclair C5. All runners up 

~~7 will receive a free game! 
^—~7 • Spend El SO and have wA 

-  5 chance* to win. \ 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
'EVERYONE'S A WALLY’ FROM MIKRO-GEN .. 
SORCERY'FROM VIRGINGAMES. 
PASTFINDER FROM ACTIVISION. 
MOONCRESTA'FROM INCENTIVE. 

‘DARKTOWER- FROM MELBOURNE. 

£8.95 v 
£7.95 
£8.99 Mali order only. Send cheque* POe to 

These are just a few examples of our huge stocks! 

ANCHORLORD LTD. 
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ON SITE DEMONSTRATIONS 
Avartable for many software packages m the 
Manchester/SheffieW Nottingharn'OerbY area. 
For other areas please call 

PEGASUS ACCOUNTING 
Regarded by many accountants as the very 

best accounting software available Pegasus 
comprises eight modules, most of which will 
operate alone or will work together in a totally 
integrated system. We have professional staff, 
in London and the Midlands, fully trained to 
install and support Pegasus. Prices and detais 
on request 

BEST UK SOFTWARE PRICES? 
Buy from TriSoft Ltd., the specialist software company, 

formed by microcomputer consultants. 

* Over 400 leading software packages (inc Apple) 
* Independent advice in making your choice 
* Professional staff + network of consultants 
* Most formats. All Dtoarams latest versions 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

DBASE II £239 
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £265 

APRICOTfSIRIUS/COMPAO 
range ol computers sold: please telephone 

NORTH STAR DIMENSION 
The only 100% PCcompatWe multi-user, 
multi processmg system currently avertable 
Wi accept up to 12 work stations and runs all 
IBM "off the shelf" software. Tremendously 
cost effective as compared to IBM PC 
networks: up to 60MB central storage. Entry 
level. 2 screen configuration with 15MB 
central storage - only £5875. 

FRAMEWORKIDIBASE III 
The new generation of software from Ashton 
Tata. Each program is avartable at £325 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN 
As specialist consultants in this field we can 
supply either software only or a total system 
configuration with full support We are supplier 
of AUTOCAD. DOODLE and a number of other 
CAO packages The productivity benefits of 
CAO are enormous - the cost of a system is 
almost certainly much less than you would 
expect. In most cases our dients have found a 
system pays for itself within 3 to 12 months! 

COMPUTER BOOKS 
We sd a range of over 200 books Included in 
the titles we sen are: "Getting to know your 
Apricot" £12.95. "Framework: Programmer's 
Reference" £18.50. "MS00S User s Guide' 
£11.05. Please ask for a copy of our booklist. 

SAGE ACCOUNTS £259 
The new updated version (1.5) featuring many ol the enhancements at only 

£259 (reduced Irom £375) Please telephone or write loi details ol all other Sage 
Accounting products and our Sage training programme 

products advertised at a lower price we will improve upon that oiler ut mi 
Please phone or write lot our comprehensive puce list 

DEALER AND CONSULTANT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

PSION XCHANGE 
Now. for the first time, you can buy a modular 
suite of programs that individually represent 
the latest state of development in word 
processing, data management, financial 
planning and graphcs Linked togethei they 
form an integrated software system that 
allows you to switch instantly between 
various tasks and to exchange information 

. between programs This exerting new 
software development from the British 
company Psion is priced at: 
SJm £399 
Individual module prices are avartable on 
request Psion Xchange is curiently avartable 
on IBM. Apricot and Sirius. 

LOTUS 12 3 £279 
The famous package combnmg spreadsheet. 

. graphics and information management 
' Origmatty only avartable on IBM/DEC Now also 

avartable on the 

APRICOT and SIRIUS 

SHEKHANA COMPUTER SERVICES 

RadOmrBiAieMngeay 
Psl Warrior 
HypwBMr 

10 95 1 50 SPadl 
7 95 5 95 Spy vs Spy 
9 95 ( 00 BouMwOun 
9 95 7.50 HotOm 

7 95 5 95 BraaAFtvtr 
7 00 5 20 Combat lyn* 
9 99 • 00 LorOsolMOmgM 

10.95 12.00 Bloc* Maws 
9 95 7 50 Kongo Bongo 
9 95 900 SoltM 
9 95 a 00 CaOCamWarnor 
9 95 tOO MSStmuEag* 

11 95 195 Bloc* Thunder 

9 95 790 An! Attack 30 
9 95 7 50 Strontium Dog 

10 95 12 50 D*TOy D>y 
7 95 5 95 Son of BUBO* 
7 95 5 95 PWaPtWUon 
7 95 5 95 BucARogars 
795 515 Aamuti (Haad Akgnmant) 

12 95 10 99 ...COMttOOOneieWLUSI 
t ie 7.50 Hop*-it 
9 95 7.50 lunar Docking 
7 95 0 99 RigMack 

1098 11.00 Zap-Em 
7.16 t,S0 Shoom 

9 99 tOO XargonWors 
9 96 7 50 VOTImeTfW 
7 96 6 26 Slat Commando 

WELCOME SQe PEA TAPE. PLEASE MAKE 

ES. UMOOHMOQT. MAIL ORDER AM 
M.T). TEL: 01-10011 SC. I. A.I. FOR LI 

COME AND SEE US PERSONALLY AT MARBLES SHOPPING CENTRE 
UNIT 11,527-531 OXFORD STREET, LONDON WIR 1 DO 

(1 MINUTE FROM MARBLE ARCH TUBE STATION) 
ABOVE DISCOUNTS APPLICABLE ONLY ON PRODUCTION OF THIS ADVERT 



PC PRICE BONANZA 

PC’s & COMPATIBLES exvat 
APRICOT PORTABLE 256K 1 x 720K Drive£1495 
APRICOT 256K 2 x 720 Drives & Monitor C1545 
APRICOT XI 2S6K 10MB & Monitor £2195 
COMPAQ 2 2x360K drives £1795 
COMPAQ PLUS 10MB £3195 
IBM PC 2S6K 2x360K Mono £18«5 
IBM PORTABLE 256K £1902 
IBM XT 256K Colour £3217 
IBM XT 256K Mono £2952 
MACINTOSH £1545 
OLIVETTI M24 256KB 2x360KB Drives £1690 
OLIVETTI M24 256KB 10MB £2810 
OLIVETTI M21 256KB 2x360KB Drives £1590 
OLIVETTI M21 256KB 2x720KB Drives £1810 

EXVAT 
£2234 
£2065 

£895 
£579 
POA 
£625 
£955 
£535 
£595 
£625 

£1435 

£249 
£1370 
£1299 
£1350 
£1350 

EXTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVES 
PLUS 5 20MB 4 5MB CARTRIDGE £2325 
PLUS 5 30MB 4 5MB CARTRIDGE £2845 
PLUS 5 40MB + 5MB CARTRIDGE £3059 

IBM MEMORY BOARDS 
128K MEMORY EXPANSION 
2S6K MEMORY EXPANSION 

PC NET STARTER KIT 

We accept official orders from UK Government and 
Educational Establishments Mail Order and Eapon 

£24.9SmcVAUPP 
£1«.95incVAUPP 
E2S.MI0CVAUPP 
£59.50 nc VAT & P P 

AMERICAN & BRITISH 
COMPUTER 

BOOKS & MAGAZINES 
We offer a World-Wide service for books from all 

publishers and more than 50 magazines. 

Please fill in the coupon and ask for monthly listing of 

NEW books and magazines. You may also subscribe to the 

following popular magazines starting from the current 

issues Europe Other 

AMSTRAD CPC 464 USER £19 £27 

BYTE £26 £32 

COMMODORE USER £18 £28 

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD £19 £28 

QL USER £18 £28 

SINCLAIR PROGRAMS £18 £28 

SINCLAIR USER £19 £29 

YOUR COMPUTER £21 £32 

These are SPECIAL 6 months Trial Offer Prices. 

Please fill the coupon and send it with your cheque to: 

COMPUTER BOOKS AND 
MAGAZINES — HAULSTERM LTD 

91 Exeter House, Putney Heath, London SW15 

Tel: 01-788 8746 

Name.Tel:. 

CIRKWIK 
Schematic drawing on the 

BBC micro 
.A lightpcn or trackerball 
driven CAD package orien¬ 
tated to the production of 
schematic drawing, such as 
circuit diagrams, flow 
charts, power systems, pipe¬ 
work diagrams, fluid logic 
diagrams and many similar 
professional and engineer¬ 
ing applications 

I wish to subscribe for 6 months to the following magazines: 

* Lightpcn or trackerball driven 
' Virtual screen 8x the BBC’s mode 4 
* Uses standard dot matrix printer in 

dual-density graphics mode to pro¬ 
duce excellent quality diagrams 

■ Automatic parts list generation 
’ Up to 640 symbols may be in use in 

any one diagram 
’ Total symbol library unlimited in 

size 
* Create your own symbols with the 

lightpcn on a highly magnified scale 
’ Many electronic symbols already 

included in package 

~ I CIRKWIK program lor lightpen and trackerball 
Satapen jRKWIK program tor ligntpenonly 
-—-1 I OATAPENnahlDen 
- MARCONI Trictorball 

Enclosed please find a cheque for Total £. 

Please send me list of books and other magazines □ 

DAIAPEN MICROTECHNOLOGY LTD. 
Dept. PCN. Kingsclcrc Road. Overton. Hants. RG25 3JB 

TEL: (0256) 770488 

PC SOFTWARE 
CAXTON BRAINSTORM 
CAXTON CARDBOX 
DBASE II 
DBASE III 
DMS DELTA 
DMS 4 
DR FORTRAN 77 
OR PASCAL 
OR ASSEMBLER Plus Tools 
FRAMEWORK 
FRIDAY 
KNOWLEDGEMAN 
LOTUS 1 2 3 
MICROSOFT WORD 
MULTIMATE V 3.2 
MULTIPLAN 
MULTIUSER ACCOUNTS per Module 
OPEN ACCESS 
PEACHTREE 
PEGASUS LEDGER MODULE 
PULSAR LEDGER MODULE 
SAGE ACCOUNTS 
SAPPHIRE OATAMASTER 
SYMPHONY 
TK SOLVER 
VOLKSWRITER DELUXE 
WORDSTAR 

PROMPT DELIVERY 

exvat PC PRINTERS 
£245 ANADEX DP 6500 500cps 
£165 ORE 8850 3001pm 
£235 EPSON LQ 1500 200cps (NLO) 
£345 MANNESMANN MT180 160cps (NLO) 
£375 MANNESMANN MT400 400cps (NLO) 
£155 NEC 2050 20 cps 
£199 NEC 3550 35cps 
£280 NEC PINWRITER P2 <P) 
£125 NEC PINWRITER P3 (P) 
£345 OKI 84A <P) 200cps 
£135 OKI 2350P 350cps 
£380 OLIVETTI DY450 45cps (P) 
£285 PANASONIC KP1091 120cps 4 NLO 
£210 QUME 11/55 RO 
£225 RICOH FLOWRITER 1600 8k 
£135 TOSHIBA TH2100H 192cps (P) 
£225 TREND 930 200cps NLO 80cps 
£315 
POA _ 

HI MAYFAIR 
H MICROS 
poxc BLENHEIM HOUSE. PODMORE ROAO. 
£155 LONt>ON SVV18 1AJ 

£195 TEL: 01-871 2555 

NEXT DAY INSURED COURIER DELIVERY AVAILABLE Enquiries welcome Callers by appointment 
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Interface-Problems ? ? ? 

We are manufacturing a complete range of 
interfaces and buffers. Low prices and 

professional quality are standard. 

Examples: 
Interfaces Atari/Centronics, C64/Centronics 

Centronics/C64, Centronics/V24, lEEE/Centronics, 
IEEE/V24, IEEE/C64, V24/Centronics. . . 

Buffers Centronics/Centronics, lEEE/Centronics, 
IEEE/IEEE, V24/V24 . . . (32-128Kbytes) 

UK dealer wanted! 
MIKROCOMPUTERTECHNIK 

Winchenbachstr. 3a 
POB 201 605 

D-5600 Wuppertal 2, West Germany 
Tel: 202/505077 
Telex: 859 16 56 
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T3 UTPUT: HACKING 

HACKER TARGETS 
Th« targets that attract the toying attention o< the experts of computer 

communications described in PC N't second exclusive extract from The Hacker’s Handbook. 

Wherever hackers gather, talk 
soon moves from past achieve¬ 
ments and adventures to spe¬ 

culation about what new territory might 
be explored. 

On-line hosts 
On-line services were the first form of 
electronic publishing: a series of big 
storage computers act as hosts to a group 
of individual databases by providing not 
only mass data storage and the appropri¬ 
ate 'search language’ to access it, but 
also the means for registering, logging 
and billing users. Typically, users access 
the on-line hosts via a phone number 
which links into a public data network 
using packet switching. 

The on-line business began almost by 
accident; large corporations and institu¬ 
tions involved in complicated technolo¬ 
gical developments found that their 
libraries simply couldn’t keep track of 
relevant new scientific papers, and 
decided to maintain indices on compu¬ 
ter. One of the first was the armaments 
and aircraft company, Lockheed. 

In time the scope of these indices 
expanded and outsiders were granted 
access. Other organisations with similar 
information-handling requirements 
asked if space could be found on the 
computer for their needs. Eventually 
Lockheed and others recognised the 
beginnings of a quite separate business; 
in Lockheed’s case it led to the founda¬ 
tion of Dialog, which today acts as host 
and marketing agent for almost 300 
separate databases. 

Originally on-line hosts were accessed 
by dumb terminals rather than by 
VDUs. Today the trend is to use 
front-end intelligent software on an IBM 
PC which allows the naive user to pose 
his/her questions informally while 
offline. The software then redefines the 
information request into the formal 
language of the on-line host and then 
goes on-line via an auto-dial modem to 
extract the information as swiftly and 
efficiently as possible. 

On-line services require the use of a 
whole series of passwords: the usual 
NUI and NUA for PSS, another to reach 
the host, yet another for the specific 
information service required. 

The categories of on-line service 
include bibliographic, which merely 
indexes the existence of an article or 
book — you must then find a physical 
copy to read; and source, which contains 
the article or extract thereof. Full-text 

services not only contain the complete 
article or book but will, if required, 
search the entire text. 

Financial services 
The financial world can afford more 
computer aids than any other non¬ 
governmental sector. 

Over ten years ago Reuters put 
together the first packages which gave 
some questioning power to the end user. 
Each Reuters Monitor is intelligent, 
containing a mini and some firmware 
which accepts and selects the stream of 
data from the host at the far end of the 
leased line, marshalls interrogation 
requests and takes care of the local 
display. There is little point in eaves¬ 
dropping into a Reuters line unless you 
know what the terminal firmware does. 

The first sophisticated Stock Ex¬ 
change prices 'screens’ used modified 
closed circuit television technology. But 
London now uses Topic, a leased line 
variant on viewdata technology, though 
with its magazine-like arrangement 
and auto-screen refresh, it has as much 
in common with teletext as Prestel. 
Topic carries about 2,500 of the total 
7,500 shares traded in London, plus 
selected analytical material from 
brokers. 

Datastream represents a much higher 
level of sophistication: using its £40,000 
plus pa terminals you can compare 
historic data—price movements, move¬ 
ments against sector indices etc — and 
chart the results. 

The hacker’s reward for getting into 
such systems is that you can see share 
and other prices on the move. None of 
these prices is confidential. However, 
this situation is likely to change as there 
will be electronic prices services giving 
privileged information to specialist 
share dealers. 

All these services are only available 
via leased lines; City professionals 
would not tolerate the delays and 
uncertainties of dial-up facilities. 
However, dial-up ports exist for demon¬ 
strations, exhibitions, engineering and 
as back-up — and a lot of hacking effort 
has gone into tracking them down. 

Business information 
Business information is usually about 
the credit-worthiness of companies, 
company annual reports, trading oppor¬ 
tunities and market research. The 
biggest electronic credit data resource is 
owned by the international company 
Dun & Bradstreet: during 1985-86 it is 
due to spend £25m on making its data 
available all over Europe. 

In addition, all UK companies quoted 
on the London Stock Exchange and 
many others who are not, have a report 

and analysis available from ICC (Inter¬ 
company Comparisons) who can be 
accessed via on-line dial-up through a 
viewdata interface and also by Data¬ 
stream customers. Dim & Bradstreet 
also have an on-line service called KBE 
covering 20,000 key British enterprises. 

Prodigious quantities of credit and 
background data on US companies can 
be found on several of the major on-line 
hosts. A valid phone number, passwords 
and extracts from the operations manu¬ 
al of one of the largest US services, TRW, 
sat on some hackers’ bulletin boards for 
over twelve months during 1983 and 
1984 before the company found out. 

According to the Washington Post, the 
password and manual had been obtained 
from a Sears Roebuck national chain 
store in Sacremento. Some hackers 
claimed they were able to alter credit 
records, but TRW maintains that tele¬ 
phone access to its systems is designed 
for read-only operations alone, updating 
of files taking place solely on magnetic 
tape. 

University facilities 
In complete contrast to computers that 
are used to store and present data are 
those where the value is to deliver 
processing power to the outside world. 
Paramount among these are those 
installed in universities and research 
institutes. 

Although hackers frequently acquire 
phone numbers to enter such machines, 
what you can do once you are there 
varies enormously. There are usually 
tiers and banks of passwords, each 
allowing only limited access to the range 
of services. It takes considerable know¬ 
ledge of the machine’s operating system 
to break through from one to another. 

However, the hobbyist bulletin board 
system quite often provides passwords 
giving access to games and the ability to 
write and run programs in exotic 
languages. 

In the UK, many important univer¬ 
sity and research institution computers 
have been linked together on a special 
data network called SERCnet. SERC is 
the Science and Engineering Research 
Council. Although most of the compu¬ 
ters are individually accessible via PSS, 
SERCnet makes it possible to enter one 
computer and pass through to others. 

Banking 
Prominent among public fantasies ab¬ 
out hackers is the one where banks are 
entered electronically, accounts ex¬ 
amined and some money moved from 
one to another. 
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Most 'remote stealing’ from banks or 
illicit obtaining of account details touch 
computers only i ncidentally and involve 
straightforward fraud, conning or brib¬ 
ery of bank employees. For hackers, 
however, the very considerable effort 
that has been made to provide security 
makes the systems a great challenge in 
themselves. 

In the UK, the banking scene is 
dominated by a handful of large com¬ 
panies with many branches. Cheque 
clearing and account maintenance are 
conducted under conditions of high 
security with considerable isolation of 
key elements. 

In the United States direct attacks on 
banks have been much easier because 
the technology adopted is much cruder 
and more use is made of public phone and 
telex lines. One of the favourite techni¬ 
ques has been to send fake authorisa¬ 
tions for money transfers. 

The trick is to spot weaknesses in the 
cryptographic systems used in such 
authorisations. The specifications for 
the systems themselves are openly 
published; one computer security ex¬ 
pert, Leslie Goldberg, was recently able 
to take apart one scheme and show that 
much of the 'key’ that was supposed to 
give high level cryptographic security 
was technically redundant. 

There are, however, a few areas where 
banking is becoming vulnerable to the 
less mathematically literate hacker. A 

number of international banks are 
offering their big corporation customers 
special facilities so that their Treasury 
Departments can have direct access to 
their account details via a PC on dial-up. 

Telebanking is now available via 
Prestel and some of its overseas imita¬ 
tors. Although such services use several 
layers of passwords to validate trans¬ 
actions, if those passwords are mis- 
acquired, the bank account becomes 
vulnerable. 

Electronic mail 
Electronic mail services work by storing 
messages created by some users until 
they are retrieved by their intended 
recipients. The ingredients of a typical 
system are: registration/logging on faci¬ 
lities, storage, search and retrieval, 
networking, timing and billing. 

Electronic mail is an easy add-on to 
most mainframe installations, but in 
recent years various organisations have 
sought to market services to individuals, 
companies and industries where electro¬ 
nic mail was the main purpose. 

The system software in widest use is 
that of ITT-Dialcom. It’s the one that 
runs Telecom Gold. 

In the Dialcom/Telecom Gold service, 
the assumption is made that most users 
will want to concentrate on a relatively 
narrow range of correspondents. Accor¬ 
dingly, the way it is sold is as a series of 
systems, each run by a 'manager’: 

someone within a company. The mana¬ 
ger is the only person who has direct 
contact with the electronic mail owner 
and he in turn is responsible for bringing 
individual users on to his system — he 
can issue mailboxes direct, determine 
tariff levels and put up general mes¬ 
sages. 

In most other services, every user has 
a direct relationship with the electronic 
mail company. 

The basic systems tend to be quite 
robust and hacking is mainly concen¬ 
trated on second-guessing users’ IDs. 
But increasingly their cutomers are 
using PCs and special software to 
automate logging-in. The software 
packages, of course, have the IDs nicely 
pre-stored. .. 

Government computers 
Among hackers themselves the richest 
source of fantasising revolves around 
official computers like those used by the 
tax and national insurance authorities, 
the police, armed forces and intelligence 
agencies. 

Although I know UK phone freaks 
who claim to have managed to appear on 
the internal exchanges used by Century 
House (M16) and Curzon Street House 
(M15) and have wandered along AUTO- 
VON, the US secure military phone 
network, I am not aware of anyone bold 
or clever enough to have penetrated the 
UK’s most secure computers. g 

HACKER'S HANDBOOK 
Now you've tiptoed into hacking with this exclusive extract from The Hacker's Handbook, get the complete 
works for £4.95, not including postage and packing. 
Published by Century Communications, this 160-page illustrated paperback explores the sport of hacking and 
reveals the myths and legends of star operators. It includes technical information and a trouble-shooting 
guide. 
You can buy the book at your local bookshop or order it through Personal Computer News by completing the 
coupon below. 

ORDER FORM 
To: Mail Order Department, Tiptree Book_Service_Ltd., ChurchRoad, T^tree^olche^er^Es^xCOBOSR_ 

Please send me.copy/copies of THE HACKER'S HANDBOOK (ISBN 07126 06505)byHugo 
Cornwall at £5.50 per copy, including post and package. 

CENTURY 
COM Ml NICATIONS 

I enclose my cheque/Postal order for £. 
Cheques should be made payable to Tiptree Book Services Ltd, please 

Please debit my Barclaycard/Access 

Account number I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 l~l 

HACKER’S 
HANDBOO 

Expiry date . 

NAME . 

ADDRESS 
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I made the mistake of thinking I 
could get this week’s Commod¬ 
ore column planned before even 
looking at the adventures con¬ 
cerned. Pride of place was to go 
to Amazon from Trillium, a 
graphics adventure of two dou¬ 
ble-sided disks, with handsome 
packaging that seemed to jus¬ 
tify the high asking price of 
£19.95. After that, I thought, a 
few paragraphs on a more 
humble offering from Ducksoft, 
Time Search, a tape-only game 
at the comparatively bargain 
price of £7.95. But then I looked 
at the adventures themselves. 
I’ll still begin with Amazon, but 
it certainly doesn’t get pride of 
place. 

Up the river 
A mazon was written by author 
Michael Crichton, perhaps 
best-known for the books Coma 
and The Andromeda Strain. It 
begins by putting you in the 
Communications Control 
Room of the NSRT, the Nation¬ 
al Satellite Resource Technolo¬ 
gy consulting firm. A field team 
has been sent out to the Amazon 
basin, and you're awaiting a 
transmission from them. 

The top half of the screen is 
given over to graphics, with a 
fuzzy screen where the trans¬ 
mission is due. The instructions 
tell you your first command 
after loading should be new data, 
but this is ineffective and you 
must type in the exciting wait, 
whereupon transmission be¬ 
gins and you’re invited to tune 
it in with your joystick. 

The field team has been 
wiped out, it transpires, and a 
native peers at you through the 
screen before transmission is 
also wiped out. You are sum¬ 
moned to Murphy’s office, go to 
the omcE, I typed, thinking I 
wasn’t very adventurous. 'Im¬ 
proper Command’ was the re¬ 
sponse, as it was to go to office 
and go to murphy. I tried wait 
again, only to be told ungram¬ 
matically 'You better go to the 
office.’ go to the office, then 
Improper Command.’ So much 
for the game’s sophisticated 
vocabulary recognition. I per¬ 
sisted in trying to go to Mur¬ 
phy’s office and found success at 
last. 

Murphy asked me my name, 
and kept me waiting while he 
pretended to search for a file, 
theq gave me a couple of screens 

MURPHY’S LAW 
Gerrard’s flickering torchlight falls on two very different games this week. 

One has fancy packaging and a price-tag to match, the other makes a 

humbler claim to fame. Which does the Dungeon Master open his doors to? 

of information, occasionally 
allowing me to participate in 
the adventure by typing yes or 
okay now and then (though 
experimenting showed you can 
type anything in those places.) 

A tedious few minutes later, 
Murphy told me to go to the 
airport and catch a flight for 
South America. There you see a 
flight leaving, but when you go 
to the appropriate gate you’re 
reminded you haven’t got a 
ticket. All you have is a sealed 
envelope. 

You can’t go north, south, 
east, west, up, down, in or out, or 
to a ticket office, nor can you 
even open the envelope. I tried 
tearing and unsealing it, and 
all the words on the word-list 
you’re given (and some that 
weren’t) but to no avail. The 
flight left, the game was over 
and I had to reload from scratch. 

I sat through the same open¬ 
ing sequence, but this time 
when Murphy dismissed me I 
tried to ask for a ticket. I was 
dismissed, but knowing how 
fussy the program was about 
commands I tried again with, 
ASK MURPHY FOR A TICKET. At that 
point I was told I’d disobeyed 
orders, the game was over, and I 
had to reload again. 

By now a few hours had gone 
by because I had some loading 
problems, not helped by the 
instructions telling me to load 
side three first, instead of side 
one. What graphics I did see 

looked impressive, as do those 
on the packaging, but I’m afraid 
it’s now been consigned to the 
shelves as more of an obstacle 
course than an adventure. 

Time machine 
Thankfully Time Search res¬ 
tored my faith in the fun of 
adventure playing, and this is 
one I will be going back to again 
and again, as I try to hunt down 
a time machine. The adventure 
has been written by someone 
who plays adventures, who 
knows how people play adven¬ 
tures, and what they want from 
them — like funny response to 
four-letter words, and the abil¬ 
ity to do silly things, as well as 
real problems to solve rather 
than ones set you by poor 
programming. 

You leave your front door, to 
head off and explore the town, 
past the post office and straight 
into the pub. Yes, this is what 
we want. Whether Neville the 
part-time barman has any use 
remains to be seen, but his 
tankard of beer was delicious, 
and came in handy. 

It seems that whichever way 
you go, you’re eventually 
plunged into darkness. Right, 
where’s the torch? Ah-ha, here 
it is, but the wretched thing 
won’t light. It nearly did . . . 
then it nearly did again. . .then 
it nearly did again . . . hang on, 
something fishy here. The torch 
was left here by a previous 

adventurer and is now useless. 
This is the kind of game where 
you can’t believe everything 
you read, however, so let’s leave 
the torch for the moment. 

Magic plays its part, and 
you’ll need a little to find a 
source of light. One of your 
rewards for doing so is to plunge 
into a devious maze of under¬ 
ground burrows. Mapping this 
out was a mix of fun and 
frustration, but I emerged at 
the other end clutching a couple 
of new items. 

Going in the other direction 
led me to a dead-end, near 
which was a whiff of wild 
animal, though nothing 
emerged from the bushfes, 
thank goodness. What does 
emerge with regularity is the 
evil Groark, whom you must 
outwit constantly by a means 
which has become rather too 
familiar. 

So far, I’ve uncovered 50 or 60 
locations, and will no doubt be 
uncovering more if I can man¬ 
age to cross this raging torrent 
of a stream, cross stream'* 'Yes! 
Furious in fact!’ comes the 
answer, but even with a bow, 
arrow and coil of rope I haven’t 
yet managed to haul myself 
over. 

This week’s two titles show 
there are no rules about adven¬ 
tures, except that most people 
want a good one. Time Search is 
one, and I reckon you should 
search it out for yourselves. £ 
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AT LAST... 
The Zero 2 Robot has arrived. It’s the 
first truly micro robotic system available 
and remarkably it costs less than £100. 

THE AFFORDABLE ROBOT. 
Controlled electronically 

I through a cable from your 
| computer, it is equipped with 

wheels, pen, line follower and 
two tone horn. Itjvill connect 

easily with theSpectrum,BBCB, 
Acorn, Commodore 64 and all 
other personal computers with 

a standard ‘D ’ type RS 232 
connector. 
The Zero 2 Robot will add a new 

dimension to your computer. It is 
capable of precision movement to 
accuracies of 1mm and can befitted with 
bump and hole sensors. 

As a teaching aid it has endless 
applications and forP.C. users at home 
it’s just gp'eat fun. 

With additional software and sou 
ekciting new add-ons pla 

later this year, 
open up awj^Brfcw area of 
a pplicQj/^Jmhd <games. 

INTERGALACTIC ROBOTS LTD. 
UNIT208. HIGHBURY WORKSHOP. 
22 HIGHBURY GROVE. LONDON N.5. 

Please send me a free information pack. (INTERGALACTIC ROBOTS LTD.. UNIT 208. HIGHBURY WORKSHOP. 
22 HIGHBURY GROVE. LONDON NS. 

aorx 
Name___ 

Address_ 
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Necessary tools 

When it comes to playing around 
with electronics most computer 
owners are scared. They’d like to 

get out a soldering iron to make their 
own add-ons, but don’t know where to 
start. 

In Workbench we will take you 
through the fundamentals of building 
projects for many home computers, and 
show you how easy it is. 

It is very important to have a decent 
toolkit; bad tools lead to badly built 
projects which won’t work. A decent 
toolkit costs about £30, and will last for 
years. 

So what tools should you buy? The 
central piece of equipment is a soldering 
iron. The one you choose should be fairly 
small and around 17 watts. A soldering 
iron that’s built like a poker and has a 
high wattage will only damage your 
components. Expect to pay around £7. 

A low wattage iron prevents you from damaging 

components. The bit should be 2.3mm. 

If there isn’t a small biton the end, buy 
one. Iron clad bits are the best value as 
they last longer. Using a wet sponge to 
wipe the soldering iron bit is also 
essential as it not only cleans excess 
solder off the iron but also makes the bit 
last longer. 

Of course the type of solder that you 
use is also important. Don’t buy the 
solder that is used in metalwork, the 
type that has to be dipped in flux; always 
use solder made from 60 per cent tin and 
40 per cent lead that contains its own 
non-corrosive flux. This is usually in five 
cores that run through the solder. 

A decent pair of cutters are also 
needed to cut your components, wire etc, 
rather than scissors or pliers. Don’t buy 
the cheapest pair of small side cutters as 
they don’t last long. Pay as much as you 

This week sees the start of an exciting new weekly feature in PCN Workbench. 

While most magazines concentrate on what you can do with software, we’ll be 

taking you into hardware. Each week there’ll be a project that will enhance the 

T hardware side of your system — things like simple reset switches and external 

sound speakers. We’re starting from scratch by talking about tools and 

how to solder — so there’s no excuse, even if you’re a complete beginner. 

can afford — you won’t regret it. 
As well as the cutters you also need a 

small pair of snipe nose pliers for doing 
fiddly work. Again, buying a decent pair 
pays off in the long run. 

usually small. 
Just as handy is a multimeter. In fact, 

it is often essential as you will have to 
check voltages to make sure that every¬ 
thing is working correctly. Again, spend 
what you can afford, and expect one 
that’s adequate to cost around £7. 

So let’s build up our toolkit. Maplin is a 
good source, so we have listed its prices 
and parts numbers. 

15W Miniature 
Soldering Iron FJ44X £6.75 

Box-Jointed Min 
Insulated Pliers BR78K £6.75 

Low Cost Min Cutters FY19V £5.45 
Pocket Multimeter YJ06C £6.95 

£25.90 

v K 
Snipe nose pliers allow you to handle small 
components. 

Wire strippers are handy but not 
essential as it is possible to cut your wire 
using the cutters, but wire strippers do 
make life easier. You can buy wire 
cutters that not only cut the insulation 
from your cable but pull it off as well. 

The standard of soldering in an electro¬ 
nics project can make the difference 
between success and failure. One dry 
joint and the entire project is likely to 
function incorrectly or not at all. 

The first few workbench projects are 
deliberately simple: this is to allow you 
to get used to handling a soldering iron. 

Edge cutters enable you to cut component leads near 
the circuit board. 

A selection of good screwdrivers also 
helps. A set of small jeweller’s screw¬ 
drivers is extremely handy, and the ones 
with alien keys and small spanners are 
even better. Don’t forget that the nuts 
and bolts you will be dealing with are 

A meter is essential for checking voltage. 

Preparing components 
Make sure that the leads are clean and 
free from grease for a good connection. 
It’s also a good idea to tin the connec¬ 
tions: simply place the iron on the leads 
or wire to be soldered and apply a first 
thin layer of solder to the area to be 
soldered. 

The leads of the component you want 
to solder should then be carefully bent so 
that it will fit into place. Place the iron on 
the joint. Next, the solder should be 
offered up to the lead of the component, 
not the iron. As soon as the solder starts 
to flow around the joint, the solder, and 
then the iron should be removed. 

Once the joint has cooled down it can 
be' inspected. The solder should com¬ 
pletely surround the joint and look 
bright and shiny. If it has a crystalline 
appearance or looks dull, you probably 
have a dry joint, which must be remade! 
Sometimes reapplying the iron for a 
couple of seconds does the trick. 

Mistakes to avoid 
Don’t leave the iron on the component 
too long—it may get damaged. The iron 
should only touch the component for a 
couple of seconds before you apply the 
solder. People often put too much solder 
on the joint; use oniy enough solder to 
cover the joint completely. 

Always make sure that your iron is hot 
and kept clean as a cool or dirty iron 
won’t make a good connection. Keep a 
damp sponge on hand so that you can 
clean the tip of the iron as you go. 
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PROJECT 1 
To stop your Spectrum’s power socket coming unstuck, 

Stuart Cooke explains how you can make a simple power 

on/off switch for less than £3.i 

A major omission from the Sinclair 
Spectrum is a reset or power off 
switch. The only way to wipe out an 

existing program is to pull out the power 
connector from the rear of the machine. 

Unfortunately, the socket can become 
so loose from the wear and tear that the 
plug no longer fits tightly and the 
computer turns itself on and off at the 
most inconvenient moments, especially 
if you have caught the power lead. 

This simple project should prevent 
many of these problems as it provides 
your Spectrum with an on/off switch and 
a power indicator. 

Construction is extremely straight¬ 
forward. First decide how you are going 
to place the components inside the box 
and then drill the holes where necessary. 
Next, lay out the components as they 
will fit inside the case and cut the 
lengths of wire necessary for them to 
connect inside. 

It is probably a good idea to make the 
wires slightly longer than necessary as 
this makes it easier to manoeuvre the 
components once in the case. 

The wires should be connected as 
shown in the diagram. Be careful to get 
the wires the correct way round, as an 

incorrect connection could damage your 
computer. 

Connect the resistor to the socket. Use 
a bit of the sleeving from the cable to 
cover the legs of the resistor so it won’t 
touch any component it shouldn’t. The 
LED should be the last component to be 
connected as it is the one most likely to be 
damaged. Make sure you get it the right 

way round. The leg nearest the side with 
the flat should be connected to the 
resistor. Again, cover the leads with 
sleeving before joining it to the cable and 
resistor. 

It’s a good idea to check the wiring a 
couple of times before you install the 
components in the box. 

In use 
When using the project the Spectrum 
power supply goes into the socket on the 
box and the flying lead from the box goes 
into the Spectrum. Now, when you want 
to turn off the Spectrum you simply 
press the button on the box. Don’t forget 
that the power supply is still connected 
to the mains and should be unplugged 
when you’re not using the Spectrum. V\ 

All components needed for this project 
are available from Maplin Electronic 
Supplies, 0702-552911 

Parts: total cost 
£2.57 

Cost Maplin No. 

Small Box 59p FK73Q 
2m Zip wire 28p XR39N 
2.1mm std power 
plug 
2.1mm power 
socket 

16p HH60Q 

23p HH85G 

pushlocks switch 
SPCO 

£1.20 FH41U 

Red LED 4p YY40T 
LED clip 4p YY40T 
4K7 standard 
resistor 

3p S4K7 
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But it isn’t only British Telecom who will benefit 

from our Brothers. 

There is indisputably a place for these models in 

every business in the country. 

TC-600. The typewriter that uses the phone. 

Full function typewriter... word processor... 

computer printer... telecommunicator. 

Or TC-600 for short 

Link it, via an optional acoustic 

coupler or modem, to a 

telephone receiver, and it will 

send your typewritten message 

OlIR sales department had an interesting 

call recently. 

It was British Telecom on the line. 

With an order for our very own portable tele¬ 

processors. 

The Brothers TC-600 and EP-44. 

A couple of plugs for Telecom Gold. 

These remarkable machines represent one of 

BROTHER TC-600; 
X.415 + VAT 

the most economic entries into British Telecom’s own 

electronic mail service. 

Telecom Gold. 

(If you’ve been walking around with your eyes and 

ears closed for the last 12 months, you won’t know 

that electronic mail is the decade’s biggest step forward 

in information retrieval.) 

RECOMMENDED BY U-ADING ELECTRONIC MAIL HOUSES 

Into your electronic mailbox, computer, or simi¬ 

larly linked TC-600. 

(Incidentally, electronic mail also gives you access 

to over 1.6 million telex subscribers and a host of other 

databases.) 

Being around the size of a telephone directory, the 

TC-600 is truly portable too. 

So wherever you or your staff are, as long as you 

have access to a phone, you’re literally in business. 

TELECOM GOLD 

isth onetocne 
CASUIINK 

QuiK-Comm 

TC-600. 

The wort! processor that fits inside a briefcase. 

Besides its telex sending abilities, the Brother 

TC-600 is also a portable,fully functioning word pro¬ 

cessor. With its own 14,000 character memory. 

On its 24 character wide screen display, you’re 

able to search, find and replace text with ease. 

Records its own disks. 

The TC-600 even has its own disk drive optional 

accessory. 



How 
British Telecom 

is sharing 
in our future. 

The tiny FB-100, which utilises 3.5" floppy disks 

and gives you an infinite memory capacity. And being 

battery powered (mains adaptor optional extra), you 

can take it anywhere. 

Offering all the facilities of electronic mail, 

computer terminal, computer printer, calculator and 

letter quality printing. 

Please stop reading this advertisement 

And find yourself a pen. 

For more details of the TC-600 and EP-44, fill in 

the coupon. 
Who knows, it could be the last time you ever use 

So much for the G.T. 

a stamp. 

|~PLEASE SEND ME MORE DETAILS OF THE BROTHERS TC600 AND EP-44. 

I NAME___ 

, POSITION_____ 

1 

I COMPANY 

| ADDRESS - 

Lr .TEL NO. 

brother \ 
The f uture at your fingertips. 

How about the economy model? 

The EP-44, though retailing for far less than its big 

brother, is hardly less well endowed. 

DEFT. T. BROTl IER OFFICE EQUIPMENT DIVISION, JONES + BROTIIER. 
SIIEPLEY STRFET. GUIDE BRIDGE, AUDENSHAW, MANCHESTER MJ4 SJD. 

TEL- 06IU0 6SJI.TELEX: 669092. BROTHER SHOWROOM: 8} EUSTON ROAD. 
LONDON NWI. TELECOM GOLD 81: JBC002. 

BROTI IER INDUSTRIES LIMITED, NAGOYA, JAPAN. 



ARDWARE PRO-TEST: MODEM 

DEVIL’S 
ADVOCATE 

The Demon is a devil of a modem, offering the sort of 

facilities you’d expect to pay a lot more for, say* Kenn Garroch. 

^Wiere has been an awful lot of talk 
1 and rumour about what was origi- 

with the BBC Micro, but since it 
operates through the RS432 port there is 

1 nally known as the Unicom modem. no reason why it could not be operated 
At last it has arrived, under the name of with other systems, with the appropri - 
the Demon. At£57.44, the little devil has ate software. 
controlling software, available for the Most of the features are software 
BBC Micro only so far. That is an extra selectable with only three buttons on the 
£23, bringing the total to £80.44. This front to select originate/answer, baud 
means the Demon has more facilities rate scan auto/manual, and whether 
than many devices costing twice the Bell or CCITT frequencies are to be used. 
price. The latter is probably the reason why 

First impressions 
this amazing gizmo still doesn’t have the 
necessary little green sticker from the 

The review version was set up to work | BABT. 

II Commands preceded with 
ANSWER ON/ Turns the auto answer a powerful command 
OFF on or off NOVEC Disables all Zromm 
BAUD n Sets the baud rates interrupts 

between 1200/75,300/ OFF Takes the modem off 
300 answer, 75/1200, line 
and 300/300 originate ON Puts the modem on line 

CARRIER Waits 20 seconds for a PRESTEL Starts up the built-in 
carrier to appear; Prestel software 
returns an error if it PRETZEL Dials 618 for connection 
doesn’t to the London Prestel 

CHAT Enables a simple service 
terminal mode PSS Auto dials the PSS 

CLOSE Closes all currently open computer in Slough, 
files (eg CLOSE £0 from then puts the system 
Basic). into terminal mode 

DETECT ON/ Enables the auto baud SEND Resembles ULOAD 
OFF rate detect and select closely except the format 

system; also controlled is specified in the 
by switch on the front of command, ie SENDASC 
the modem fname 

DIAL number Auto dials the specified STATUS Returns the current 
telephone number status of the modem, 

DLOAD name Downloads a file from whether on line, baud 
the modem and files it rate etc 
on the current filing TERMINAL No Auto dials the number 
system (No) and puts the Beeb 

FLOW 0NDFF Select XON/XOFF into terminal mode. This 
GET This resembles DLOAD is similar to CHAT mode 

but specifies the file type but with a lot more 
in the command le facilities 
GETCPM fnm TIMEOUT mins Sets the amount of time 

HOPPfT Remove the Zromm from before the modem 
the operating system to automatically hangs up. 
prevent clashes with Can be set between 0 
other software and 255 mins 

HOST Gives the calling system ULOAD name Used to send a file to 
total control over the someone else. Three 
BBC, ie similar to *FX types of protocol are 
2,1 and *FX3,l.The available; normal ASCII 
difference is that the text, ASCII-HEX data 
Beeb retains its use of and XMODEM binary 
the keyboard as well — data 

In use 
The Demon has three wires coming out 
of the back: one for connection to a 
telephone socket; one to a 5-pin domino 
for the Beeb’s RS432 socket; and the 
third is the power supply lead which 
connects to the mains supply via a 9V 
transformer. Demon seems to have 
saved its money on plugs and sockets. As 
none of these leads are detachable from 
the modem, moving it around can result 
in a tangle of trailing wires. 

Connecting up was easy apart from 
getting the RS432 plug into the BBC the 
right way round (due to the plug’s dumb 
design). After inserting the ROM and 
turning everything on, a boot message 
tells us that the lucky old Beeb now has a 
Demon Zromm V.1.0. Sadly, *HELP 
Demon Zromm V.1.0 displays nothing 
about the star commands available. 

One of the nice things about the 
system, as it stands, is the number ofbits 
and pieces hidden inside the system for 
would-be hackers to find. 

Work on the obvious sort of project — 
such as a Basic program to phone 
bulletin boards until it gets through — 
or, in fact, most others is easy. The 
facilities are instantly available with 
the star commands (see box). 

Documentation 
The review system came with the 
customary photocopied manual that 
appeared to be incomplete. Not in¬ 
cluded were *HOST and *GET but 
Demon says these will be in the final 
version. 

The manual has three sections: a 
simple overview of how to get started; a 
complete breakdown of the commands 
with examples for most; and a set of 
technical notes on control of the modem. 
This involves pulsing the RTS line of the 
RS232 port to control the baud rates and 
autodialling. There is also a section 
showing how to program the system 
from machine code. 

Verdict 
The Demon modem is an excellent buy 
for the BBC. Versions for the Commod¬ 
ore 64, the Spectrum, and the Amstrad 
should be available soon. 

The only problems I had were general¬ 
ly caused by entering confusing com¬ 
mands which, perhaps, mucked up the 
timing. Fortunately, the system is 
flexible enough to get around almost any 
comms problem you might have. PI 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 
Features ••••• 

Documentation 999 
Performance 9999 
Overall value liii 

t Demon Modem Price £84 for 
modem and BBC software, £60 for 
modem only, £4.95 for a disk of board 
numbers Seppfar Demon Electronics 
01-930 1612. 
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Interactive BASIC Programming for 48K ZX Spectrum 

ATTENTION ALL SPECTRUM USERS! 
You probably bought your Spectrum in order to find out about computing (remember?). But the w \ 

manual isn't easy to follow and programming books are not much better. Now you can learn ZX BASIC 
programming with your Spectrum. 'Interactive BASIC Programming is a unique package in twelve parts. V" ~i 
Look at these features: £ -O ’ \ 

* Plain English (yes, real English not jargonese). , iiln i in. 
* Due to an amazing programming technique you will have complete control over V V 

Spectrum BASIC. So you can write, save and load programs while using Interactive 
BASIC Programming'. 

* You'll learn about graphics (see some on this ad), colour, sound, motion, system vari- (/’ ^ ) 
ables, menus and much more, explained simply. 

* Problems are given with hints and answers in the form of programs that are put into ^ 
BASIC for you to look at, run and alter. . . .. „ . . 

* You'll learn how to write your own games (by way of examples) and how to put your 
machine to serious use (e.g. graphs, problem solving, filing system). 

* The package has been written by a computer science teacher. r ... 
* Low price, excellent value. 
* More than 250K (yes, two hundred and fifty kilobytes). ’r* 
* After sales support at no additional cost: write ortelephone if you have any questions 

about Spectrum BASIC. > 
* "An educational program which shows real inventiveness-better still it teaches 

Sinclair Basic." 
-Popular Computing Weekly 7/3/85 

Britain is the Software Capital of the World - far superior to the U.S.A. The computer revolution is just } ~ ,f 
beginning and as the emphasis shifts from hardware to software WE are best placed to shape the future. 
The writing's on the wall: get actively involved while the industry is young. / 

(Amstrad, MSX. Atari 800XL. CBM 64. BBC/Electron versions are in preparation.) cX/ 

To receive the whole package by return of post send £9.95 (p & p free) to: 
EIGEN SOFTWARE 45 Bancroft Road, Widnes, Cheshire. WA8 OLR 

Tel. 051-423 6201 

H<1> .= E4> EIGEN SOFTWARE create reality '' I*' i 

IT’S 1985 — 
THE YEAR OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 

V buy programmes for your BBC when a world of free telesoftware’ is open to you Discover Prestel. 
:ronet 800, Viewfax. bulletin boards and open a whole new world. Even user to user 
wbody's doing it — linking their home computers to giant mainframes and networking to the thousands 
ither micro users via the phone and a modem • 
rhole new world of mainframe games, electronic mail, free telesoftware. e‘fctrp?'J^not^ beards, r^l 
a conversation, armchair shopping and home-banking will be at your fingertips! And at local and cheap 
». phone charges are only around 40p for a whole hours entertainment 
C Modem 1000 comes complete with all the software (in ROM) required to access the world of _ 
ctronic communications, networks, telesoftware and databases (both public and private User to user software on cassette E3 95 as extra). 

ly one lead links your computer to the outside world. 

FOR THE BBC MICRO THE MODEM 1000 IS AVAILABLE AT A VERY SPECIAL PRICE 

£59.95 
inclusive of VAT and P&P 
for a limited period only. 

SPECIAL, SPECIAL OFFER 
Order your Modem 1000 NOW and get a FREE quarter's subscription to Mlcronet 800 and Viewfax. 

All modems provide 1200/75 baud, enabling access to Prestel, Micronet 

800, BT Gold, Farmlink, Citiservices. Homelink. and some free bulletin 

boards (some databases and networks require a small subscription). 

Please send to me: 
□ BBC Modem(s) £59.95 

Fully BT Approved. 

Simply clip the coupon and send it with a cheque 
(payable to Modem House) to: 

MODEM HOUSE 
lolantho Drive, Exeter, Devon EX4 9EA 

Tel: (0392) 69295 

I enclose L 

Name_ 

Address— 

Telephone- 
Please allow 28 day delivery 
This offer applies only while stocks last. 
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IWIflRDWARE PRO-TEST: OCR 

READING BETWEEN 
THE LINES 

much less something you have to get the 
hang of. 

I’m sure that having developed this 
technology for the current machine, we 
can look forward to an enhanced or more 
upmarket OCR soon. The basic compon¬ 
ents are there. 

Verdict 
The Omni-Reader is a good idea in need 
of a few refinements. Because the price is 
comparatively low, it’s hard to complain, 
but I wouldn’t mind paying up to £100 
more to make it a little more sturdy and a 
bit easier to use. 

I see the Omni-Reader as the ZX81 of 
the optical character reader world — it’s 
cheap, it works, but it’s difficult to use 
and limited in its power. I can hardly 
wait for the ’Spectrum’. p 

Product Omni Reader Application 
Optical character reader Prtca £458.85 
Available Oberon International 
0442-3803 
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6, London Bridge Walk, 
1 London SE1 

Tel: 01 4031988 Mon-Frid 
Open 8.30 - 6 pm. 9 am. -1 pm. Sat 

Ferguson 12” 
High Resolution 

Computer Monitors 
Incredible specificition at 

a budget price tor home 
or business use 

i nromcnw TV • Anti-glare face plate tor clear, 
FERuUatJN [Ta| non-Strain, character display 

• High resolution display - 2000 
characters, 80 characters x 
25 lines 

• Choree of Green (P31) - Model 
MM02 or Amber - Model MM06 

Dynamic focus maxi tains over-all 
sharp focus, even at screen 
edges 

• Composite video or TTl inputs 
• On/oft, brightness: focus and 

hoinht rnntmk 

r If you cannot call 
in Please use our 

r! order and pay the Tra nscash Way 

MAILORDER 
SERVICE 

Mail order made Easy! c._-—.—- ---- -—- 
at one of our 20.000 Mail order branches! Your local Post 
office It s an ideal method if you do not have a Bank A/C or 
Credit card. No Stamps letters or envelopes. Just go to 
your Local Post office and ask to Pay by Transcash. 
Quote our Transcash No. 505 9577 and put your Require¬ 
ments in the Message area of the Transcash Form, We and 
the Post Office do the rest. 

MICROTIME 
INTERNATIONAL 

LIMITED 
106A BEDFORD RD, WOOTTON, 

BEDS MK43 9JB 
Telephone (0234) 767758/766351 

NEC PC-8201 A 

From Tokai Create 

PASOCALC _ rom based spreadsheet (NEC) 

From A.M.P. Incorporated 

Forth 
The Journalist - Unique text formatter with graphic 
layout display 
From Travelling Software Inc. 

Travelling Writer - acclaimed word processor 
Time Manager - time costing for professionals 
Appointment Manager - calendars & 

appointments 
Sales Manager - sales activity/customer notes 
Expense Manager - full expense accounting 
Project Manager - budgets/actuals/costs/ 

activities 
T-Base - the ultimate relational database system 
T-Backup - advanced tape filing utility 
IDEA! — the revolutionary outline processor 

From Chattanooga Systams 

Autopen - full featured word processor 
Autopen N&A - as above with name/address 

options 
Autopad — a small memory (5K) spreadsheet 
Trip - expense account details and trip log 
ChequeBook - personal cheque book record 
Book - single entry accounts package 
Tfile-tape filing utility 

£80 

£90 

£65 

£50 
£55 

£50 
£55 
£55 

£60 
£90 
£25 
£75 

£40 
£40 
£30 
£25 
£30 
£20 

From Datacount Inc. (NEC only) 

Data-Dex - automated desktop card index system £35 
Data-Text - text formatting and word processor 
Data-Code - bar code generation package Err 
Data-Max - database, any record in 0.5 seconds tao 

From Silicon Crafts/Micro Tima 

PUFS our best cassette based spreadsheet under 
7K 
MPLAN - spreadsheet with templates 
MSOLVE - equation solver with templates 
MBRAIN - full RPN calculator with stacks/ 

memories 
MLABEL - general purpose labelling program 

£50 
£50 
£50 

£20 
£30 

From Custom Software 

80C85 Assembler — (in 3K machine code) 
CBUG 80C85 Assembler De-Bugging tool 

(all prices ex-VAT, 50p per item UK p&p. 2nd class 
post) 

SEND OR RING FOR DETAILS 
TODAY FROM MICROTIME 

Approved NEC PC-8201 A dealers 
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FTWARE PRE-VIEW 
^71 We check out the latest contenders on the software market Don’t forget, if you 

want your company's package to be included on this page, tend your latest releasee to 

Bryan Skinner, PCN, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HC, along with prices and 

_’phone numbers._ 

AMSTRAD 

first pin-ball 
KLWrTgkl tabl<-‘ simula- 

tionforthe Am- 
* -m* 5 strad, is a con- 

version of the 

trum game. There are five 
speeds to choose from and the 
display’s colourful. But what a 
pity Sagittarian Software 
didn’t take the opportunity to 
offer any different screen lay¬ 
outs. The ball’s rather small, 
but the flipper response is fast. 

Sir Lancelot £6.95 Melbourne House 01-940 6064 

Mystery Of Java Star £7.95 Shards 01-514 4871 

Pfnball Wizard £8.95 CP Software 0423-57089 

DFM Database £14.95 Antsoft 0277-230222 

COMMODORE 64 
MULE is here 
at last. It’s a 
sort of cross be¬ 
tween King¬ 
dom and 
Monopoly, but 
in a sci-fi set- 

_ ting. There are 
three skill levels and up to four 
can play, or you can play 
against your 64. The aim is to 

amass dollars by installing 
MULEs (Multiple Use Labour 
Elements) for mining or culti¬ 
vating. Might sound dull, but 
it’s turning more than a few 
heads and looks set to do well. 

No, there’s no mistake, The 
Hobbit does now cost £17.95 — 
on disk. There are over twice 
the locations, with sound and 
better graphics. 

The Hobbit 17.95 Melbourne House 01-940 6064 

Realm Of Impossibility £11.95 Ariolasoft 01-834 8507 

MULE £11.95 Arlolasoft 01-834 8507 
Las Vegas £6.95 Anirog 0322-92513 
Dftel Tower £7.95 Chalksoft 0775-79518 

SPECTRUM 
Wriggler is 
Romantic 
Robot’s first 
game. Written 

® by Devonshire 
House, the cas- 

psC* sette features 
original music 

to listen to while playing the 
game — shades of Automata. 
There are four basic locations, 
some 250 screens and an un¬ 

usual scenario. As a maggot 
your aim is to come first in the 
Annual Maggot Marathon. 
Also unusual is the loader; ever 
seen a Spectrum screen load 
from the bottom up? And the 
programmers really know their 
code—the graphics and anima¬ 
tion are excellent. Even better, 
there are surprises throughout. 
Esoteric maybe, but a sure hit 
with those in the know —buy it. 

The Wriggler £5.95 Romantic Robot 01-625 9463 

Pete V Barry £6.90 Impact Software 0884-38312 

Chaos £7.95 Games Workshop 01-965 3713 

Fantastic Voyage £6.95 Quicksiha 0703-226515 

Mighty Magus £6.95 Quicksika 0703-226515 

Right Path 737 £5.95 Anirog 0322-92513 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER... ONLY £10! 

... get one month’s supply of Personal Computer 

News absolutely free when you take advantage of our 

special 6-month introductory offer. 

You pay for 26 issues and get 30 sent to you. 

This way they’ll cost you less than you pay in the shops 

—only 33p each instead of 40p. Post and packing is 
free. 

So, try our 6-month special now... 

Please send me one month’s free supply of Personal Computer News with 

my special introductory six-month subscription for £10. 

□ six months UK..£10 

□ six months Europe.£17.50 

□ six months airmafl...................£32.50 

□ I enclose my cheque made payoble to Personol Computer News 

□ Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/American Express cord (delete where not 

applicable) 

Account No_Expiry date:__ 

Signed 
What type of computer do you use?. 

Do you use it for home/work/education?_ 

Send to: Subscriptions Dept, 53-55 Frith Street, London W1 
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You can order by telephone (using ACCESS) or 
by post. All orders aredespatched by FirstClass 
post, usually on the day of receipt. Prices 

include VAT. 

If you want the best software for 
your Commodore 64, buy from 
SUPER SOFT! We’ll prove that the 
64 is more than a games machine. 

Please send me a copy of the 
SUPERSOFT catalogue FROM THE SUPERSOFT RANGE 

t £9 95; We stock the best programs from 
l ^ 5J’ other software companies too! 
d £50 oo 
I £17.95* 

d. 25- EASYSCRIPT 
S'-** VIZAWRITE 

VIZAWRITE cartridge 
22 vizaspell 

c £39 95 VIZAWRITE+VIZASPELL 

MICRO-MAGPIE d/base 

t £6.95- GRANDMASTER 
t £5.95' GRANDMASTER 
t £5.95* ALICE IN VIDEOLAND 
t £5.95* FLIGHTSIMULAT0R2 
t £6.95- SUMMER GAMES (U S.) 

I own a 64 with tape 

I own a 64 with disk 

Send me the following programs: 

d £49.95 i 
d £69.95 ■ 
c £89.95 ! . 
d £39.95 | . 
d £99.95 j 
d £39.95 | . 

t £8 95 • . 
d £12.95 . . 
d £12.95 . 
d £44.95 ; Cheque enclosed £. 
d £19.95 ; Qr Cf,arge my ACCESS card 

TOOLKIT 64 
GRAPHICS DESIGNER 
MIKR064 assembler 
BLITZ compiler 
BUSICALC spreadsheet 
BUSICALC 3 (3D) 
INTERDICTOR PILOT 
MUSIC MASTER 
MASTER 64 
VICTREE (Basic4 etc) 

Latest arcade games 
OUINX 
KAMIKAZE 
THE CHIP FACTORY 
SEAWORLO 
PESKY PAINTER 

Name... 

Address 1541 FLASH! 
t^R^ASE.^YS^RTpTFviZAWR|,T?VlS!sTAR, 
ANAGRAM. BUSICALC 3. MIKRO etc etc (in fact more 
than 99% of all 64 software'). Easy to fit and worth every 

SUPERSOFT, Winchester House. Canning Road, 
Wealdstone, Harrow. Middlesex HA3 7SJ 

Telephone: 01-861 1166 
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DONT PRESS Q 

Every now and then comes a 
game with a certain something. 
Don’t Press the letter Q is one of 
them. It’s simple, but invokes a 
love-hate relationship between 
player and program. 

You know you’ve got some- 
thi ng weird from the inlay: *1 set 
the computer to add “games” to 
the pathways. With sinister 
speed and efficiency it created 
dozens of video games with 
hundreds of variations and de¬ 
viations.’ 

When you load the game its 
strangeness is immediate: 'Do 
you like the bomm song?’ it 
asks. Actually, that’s just for 

MOTOCROSS 
Motocross is an American im¬ 
port and is a cross between Pole 

Position and Full Throttle, and 
lets you do a ton on two wheels. 
Here you’re driving through a 
scorched desert. 

Down at the bottom centre of 
the screen is the rear view of a 
forward-crouching, left-lean¬ 
ing, white-garbed motor-cyc¬ 
list. A closer look just about 
reveals that he’s hunched 
astride a motor-bike; a growl¬ 
ing engine sound confirms it. 

the background music. 'Do you 
want to play the standard 
pathways?’ is harder to answer 
at first. 

As far as I can make out, the 
goal is to achieve 30,000 points, 

HYPERCIRCUIT 
There are some games that look 
and sound great, but after about 
five minutes playing you real¬ 
ise that that’s all they’ve got 
going for them. Hypercircuit is 
one of these. 

You control a yellow thingy, 
patrolling a printed circuit 
board (PCB). Your task is to 
defend your PCB from maraud¬ 
ing molecules which try to 
create a fault in the circuit. 
Strip all this mumbo-jumbo 
away and you’re left with a 
maze-type game, vaguely re- 

MINDSHADOW 
Who am I ? Where am I? No, I 
haven't just woken up from a 
heavy night out. I’ve been 
playing Mindshadow, one of 
Activision’s latest, where the 
aim is to discover your own 
identity. It’s an illustrated 
adventure, and disk only — 
hence the price. 

After wandering about on a 
nicely drawn beach it’s plain 
that it’s both desert and de¬ 
serted. But if you get lonely or 
stuck you can call up your 
friendly local Condor, a feath¬ 
ered creature who gives advice, 
but only three times. As it turns 

when there may or may not be a 
nice surprise. It’s easiest to see 
the game as several games, 
linked by passageways. Once 
you’ve entered one, you must 
win it to move on. The inlay says 

Your route across this track¬ 
less waste of solidified gravy is 
marked out at regular intervals 
by hay bales. A slight push on 
the joystick and the engine tone 
rises, the figure straightens up 
the bike and roars away. 

Actually, he stays where he 
is. It’s the hay bales that start 
moving toward you, giving the 
illusion that you’re racing 
along. The illusion is intensi¬ 
fied by the background scenery 
(mountains and clouds) scroll¬ 
ing swiftly to the left or right. 

The game offers automatic or 
manual transmission, the lat¬ 
ter with three gears. The scroll- 

miniscent of Black Thunder, 
but nowhere near as good. 

The PCB is a grey back¬ 
ground, the tracks are black, 
outlined in blue. Moving items 

there are 35 different video 
games of over 5000 types, but 
you’d be a fool to imagine each 
game is very different. There 
are 30 beacons in the pathways, 
but as with the rules for most of 
this game, you’ll have to work 
out their significance for your¬ 
self. 

Some of the offerings are a bit 
simple: for instance, there’s one 
screen where you and another 
shape move round leaving a 
trail. If you can force the other 
shape into a closed area so it’s fot nowhere to move, you win. 

lasy. 
Then there are Pac-man 

variants. In one of these you 
and two ghosts roam a maze 
littered with power pills. Gob¬ 
ble pills for points, avoid the 

ing of the track and landscape is 
very smooth and mo ves at a rate 
of knots when your bike’s going 
flat out. If you dare to look up. 

normal-size multicol 
sprites and the various compo¬ 
nents of the circuit are lined in 
black, but limited in colour to 

out, the advice isn’t always that 
useful. 

Strolling around the island 
you come across a hut. Nothing 
much here except some dry 
straw. Then it’s off to the jungle, 
passing a wrecked dory before 
ripping off a length of steel. In 
thejungleyou can collect a vine, 
then it’s back to the beach, east 
to the rocks and down to a cave 
—you must tie the vine to a rock 
first. Digging in the cave un¬ 
earths a map. Examine the map 
and you see the hut and a set of 
triangles. It doesn’t take much 
to work out that these indicate 
directions—ifa triangle is apex 
up it means North and so on. 

So it’s back to the hut — but 
climbing the vine breaks it, so 

ghosts and when they’re all 
gone it’s on to the next. 

Sounds simple? Well, some of 
the variants are much harder 
and the evil meter counts down 
to zero at an alarming rate. 

Win a screen and the happy 
meter is reset to zero. Win or 
lose, the program makes com¬ 
ments like 'I spit upon your 
toenails’ or 'I mildly dislike 
your play’. Exasperating at 
first, but they soon degenerate 
rapidly to mildly annoying. 

It’s wacky, difficult and total¬ 
ly addictive. BryanSkinner 

m Rating9 10 
M Price £8.50 Publisher 

1^ UK0253-55282 

Even better is the option to 
race on an empty circuit or 
against other computer-con- 
trolled cyclists. The whine of 
another bike as it races up 
behind, and then past you, is 
pretty unnerving. 

The sense of speed is excel¬ 
lent and the engine noises first 
rate. Speed freaks, this is one. 
for you. Bob Chappell 

you’ll see a magnification of 
your handlebars at the top of 
the screen, complete with work¬ 
ing intruments. 

pink or blue. The home bases 
(haven’t seen them in the latest 
Maplin catalogue) contain 
spinning shapes. 

The start’s pretty standard. 
The pieces of your patroller 
come together from all quar¬ 
ters of the screen and it’s into 
the fray. 

Pressing fire releases a pellet 
which zaps off, bouncing down 
the tracks, blasting nasties. 

And that’s all there is to the 
game. The nasties come in 
various colours and shapes, but 
they’re all the same size. Some 
(the easiest to handle) follow 
the tracks at various speeds, 
according to type. Others fly 

think again. . . . Must be more 
in the cave — yes a small rock 
with a rough surface. 

Following the coded direc¬ 
tions brings you to another 

M Ratings 10 
M Price £7.95 

m Publisher System 3 
fcv Software 
1^ 01-7358171 

overhead, and there are mine 
layers, mains spikes and electro 
jets which can fire back at you. 

When things get really hairy 
you can zap every track-bound 
nasty in the vicinity with a 
hypercharge blast. 

The accompanying music is 
nicely done, fast and furious, 
matching the action. The scrol 1 - 
ing and movement is also well- 
treated. But five minutes and 
you’veseenitall. BryanSkinner 

trunk 
with a bottle of rum. 

The graphics are good — 
colourful, detailed and drawn 
quickly. Some are slightly ani¬ 
mated, not up to Melbourne 

A Rating 5/10 
Price £7.95 Publisher 

Alligata0742- 
i_| 755796 

House’s Castle of Terrors, but 
the rippling sea and wheeling 
seagulls look pretty. Five lines 
of text appear below each pic¬ 
ture and you can toggle be¬ 
tween text and image by press¬ 
ing Return. The keyboard re¬ 
sponse is slow, but you can 
chain commands together with 
full stops. 

Frankly, I wasn’t impressed. 
Know thyself, goes the adage, 
but all I know is that without 
any real challenge I become 
bored quickly. BryanSkinner 

Rating 6 10 
Price £19.99 
Publisher Activision 
01-486 7588 
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3D LANDMARKS 
YOU CAN FLY AROUND 

SUPERB REAL 
TIME SIMULATION 

MYRDDIN FLIGHT SIMULATION 
AMSTRAD CPC 464 

MANUAL 

FULL SCREEN 
DISPLAY 

Here are some screens from a typical flight showing the view from the cockpit (top half of screen) 
produced as printouts of the actual simulator. 

A real time simulation with 3D graphics uses a massive 64000 x 64000 longitude & latitude flying 
area, making each flight completely different. Developed under pilot instruction to give realistic 
flight effect. The view through the cockpit gives moving 3D graphics. 

Comprehensive instrument panel with moving needle meters & digital displays. 15 aircraft types 
with varying control sensitivities & speeds of between 100- 500 knots. 

3 runways available for refuelling, take off & landing. Ground and landmark orientation correct with 
all flying attitudes (rolls etc.). 

The3D graphics are still accurate when 
you fly upside down. 

3D landmarks you can fly around. 

Comes complete with manual & fully 
detailed chart of landmarks & airfields. 

Joystick or keyboard operation. 

If your local dealer doesn't have it in 
stock yet, order from us direct. 
For despatch within 48 hrs. 
(usually 24 hrs.). 

MYRDDIN SOFTWARE, PO BOX 61, SWINDON, WILTS. 

Telephone: (0793) 40661 

Please send me.Flight Simulators) by return of post for 
the Amstrad CPC 464 

Name . 

Address . 

Cheque enclosed for El 1.95 (in. P.P.) 

OR Debit my Access A/C No.:- 

1 C n c m 
OR Telephone through your Access Order. 

Signed.. 
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AMEPLAY 
SPECTRUM 

FINDERS KEEPERS 
As Magic Knight, you aim to 
obtain a place at the famous 
Polygon Table by exploring a 
castle and collecting treasures 
for the King's daughter. 

At first sight a platform 
game, this does have some 
absorbing variations. As well 
as amassing objects, you ex¬ 
amine, drop, sell or even trade 
them with some of the locals. 
And you don’t start out on your 
quest totally destitute — your 
worldly goods consist of a lump 
of cheese, an Olympic medal 

and a chunk of catmeat. 
In just the early part of my 

travels, I came across even 
odder objects: Gordon’s Foot 
(whatever that is), a carving 

knife, a philosopher’s stone, a 
pile of mud and a tube of glue. 
Some interact with others. 

A panel at the side of the 

screen shows the total value of 
your assets, cash in hand, lives, 
and energy remaining. The list 
of objects you are carrying is 
displayed whenever you 
attempt to pick up another. 

Each room is separately 
named and has its own screen. 
Move to an exit on one screen 
and your knight, looking like 
Snoopy in armour, pops up in 
the adjoining room. There are 
two exceptions. Somewhere in 
the castle are two mazes, which 
both feature multi-directional 
scrolling over several screens. 

Many rooms are similar, 
being differently configured 
platforms, but there is a good 

cross-section of ghouls, ghosties 
and gizmos, and the graphics 
are clean and clear. Animation 
is smooth and presentation and 
screen layout are top notch. 

This thoroughly enjoyable 
game has plenty of depth and 
interest. Even at three times 
the price it would still be 
excellent value. At its budget 
price it’s a smasher. 

Bob Chappell 

Rating9 10 
Price £1.99 
Publisher 

Mastertronic 
01-4868108 

SPECTRUM 
A DAY IN THE LIFE 

A day in the life of. . . who else 
but the man who made British 
home computing what it is, Sir 
Clive himself. But what a 
let-down. We’ve come to expect 
high quality from the company 
that produced Death Chase, 
Full Throttle and Codename 
Mat, but now the quality’s 
taken a nosedive. 

The goal is to steer the 
balding and bearded head of Mr 
Computer through some 20-odd 
screens to knighthood at Buck 
House. The inlay makes refer¬ 

ence to Sir Clive’s becoming 
Dame Commander, an irreve¬ 
rent and irrelevant throw¬ 
away line culled from Private 
Eye. Definitely not cricket, and 
not particularly funny. 

First task of the day is to get 
dressed — dodge the manic 
television, down the stairs, past 
the lethal feline and to the 
cupboard. With clothes donned 
(not that you notice because all 
you see is a blue head) a key 
appears in the attic, so it's back 
upstairs to collect the key be¬ 
fore you can exit screen right. 

Each location has tasks 
which have to be completed in a 
certain order. For example, to 

catch the 8.15 you must reach 
the station cashpoint, then a 
brolly appears which must be 
picked up before you can board 
the train. 

All screens use a white back¬ 
ground, and the sprites are 
large, colourful and smooth. 
There’s some clever over-and- 

under sprite handling, and each 
screen is tricky to master — 
though not, I suspect, for a 
hardened games player. 

Moving Sir C about is diffi¬ 
cult — there are channels to 
move through which require 
precise positioning. 

Micromega may want to 
move away from 'Black Leath¬ 
er’ into bright and breezy 
games, but this is a dodo. 

Clare Gurton 

Rating.') 10 
Price £6.95 
Pu blisher M icromega 
01-223 7672 

COMMODORE 64 
PENETRAT0R 

An old Spectrum favourite has 
at long last been translated for 
the Commodore 64. This ver¬ 
sion of the classic Scramble 
arcade game has been con¬ 
verted, pepped up and let loose 
by its original publishers, Mel¬ 
bourne House. 

Bearing in mind that there 
have been enough 64 Scramble 

clones to have filled a dozen 
caverns, you might wonder 
whether it was worth bringing 
one out this late. It certainly 
was. 

For the uninitiated, games of 
the Scramble persuasion have 

you flying a fighter plane/ 
spacecraft through caverns/ 
tunnels trying to bomb/rocket 
assorted enemy fuel dumps/ 
missiles. Delete as appropriate. 

o* 

Penetrator follows this stan¬ 
dard pattern with two notable 
exceptions. No longer do you 
have to obliterate the foe’s fuel 
depots in order to replenish 
your own fuel reserves. 

In Penetrator, you have an 
unlimited supply of whatever it 
is that keeps your craft airborne 
and the flames belching from 
the exhaust. The fuel dumps 
have been replaced with rotat¬ 
ing radar towers but the deadly 
ground-to-air missiles are still 
there — in abundance. 

The second innovation is that 
you can customise the supplied 
landscape and come up with 
your very own bespoke cavern 
complex, complete with newly 
placed radar bases and mis¬ 
siles. And, better still, your 
masterpiece can be saved to 
tape for subsequent games. 

There are four sequential 
stages in Penetrator, each prog¬ 
ressively tougher. If you’re not 

the greatest player in the world, 
you can still get to see all the 
stages by selecting the training 
mode. 

Graphics are well up to par— 
the scrolling is smooth, the 
animation crisp. The differing 
explosions of ground-based and 
airborne objects are particular¬ 
ly well done while the stirring 
music does a grand job of 
keeping the old adrenalin 
pumping. 

All in all, a welcome revival 
ofaclassic. Bob Chappell /Rating 8.10 

Price£7.95 
Publisher Melbourne 

_HouseOl-9406064 

AMSTRAD 
FLIGHT SIMULATION 

This is the first of its kind, so 
you have to look at it in a 
particular light. There are 
many other flight simulators 
(especially one for the IBM PC, 
which seems to have become a 
yardstick ) but they don’t run on 
the CPC464, so they’re 
irrelevant. 

Or are they? Since Neil Arm¬ 
strong crashed a mock-up of the 
lunar module the game has 
moved on. 

The Myrrdin flight simulator 
has limitations: the 3D ground- 
plan is rudimentary, the view 
forward flickers unpleasantly, 

and you won’t be able to practise 
much in the way of aerobatics. 
On the plus side the simulator is 
easy to get to grips with, 
performs logically, and has a 
decent range of performance 
levels determined largely by 
the speed you select. 

The windscreen and instru¬ 
ment panel are drawn painfully 
slowly but once you’re rolling 
the dials move smoothly. Take¬ 
off is a straightforward matter 
of opening the throttle and 
taking off the brakes — landing 
needs more care, but Myrddin 
has written in a kind of Immel- 
mann turn whereby touching 
the ! key switches you abruptly 
through 180°, so that you can 
practise landing immediately 

after take-off. 
Besides a manual, the game 

comes with a map of the terrain 
— try to cross the edges of the 
flight simulator’s universe and 
you’re bounced back. 

With limitations on speed 
and altitude, and with the 
ability to execute only a fairly 
shallow turn, the package is 
more a test of navigation than of 

piloting skills. The terrain 
gives you three runways to try 
out, but you have to find them 
first. The landmarks are colour- 
coded line drawings with token 
perspective. The controls are 
simple and easily memorised, 
but some are like a steering 
wheel with too much free play. 

There will surely be better 
flight simulators for the Am- 
strad than this, but as the first 
of its kind considered in isola¬ 
tion it’s an entertaining piece of 
software. David Guest /Rating 6/10 

Price £11.95 
Publisher Myrrdin 
Software 0793- 

_ 40661 
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Organised by The Association of London Computer Clubs 

18th, 19th & 20th APRIL 1985 
FROM 10am TILL 6pm 

COMPUTING FOR LONDON. 

Software. Hardware, 
Peripherals and bits for all 
micros. Free unbiased advice 
from the club stands Bring- 
and-Buy Sale on the Saturday 
Plus Other Features Robotics 
Conference. Network Features. 
Community Computing 
Admission Adults £2.50 Under 
12's£1.50 
For stand information and 
availability contact Patricia 
Spilabury 01 -303 8849 

The Personal Computer Show 

For Everyone 

48K SPECTRUM 
and 

COMMODORE 64 

THE PUNTER S PAL 
COLLECTION 

STARTER'S ORDERS: The Original and best horse race predictor. (67% 
winners on top tips with very good SP^). 

Whilst the vast majority of punters had a bad flat season. Users of STARTER'S 
ORDERS enjoyed over £150 profit to a £1 level stake on each day's ‘nap 
(Compare this to newspaper tipsters.) Already after three months of the NH 
proper the program shows over £125 profit on ‘naps' to a £1 level stake. 

All the computer need know is the name and 6-figure form of each horse in a 
race. (Found in any daily newspaper.) 

lust one program to predict on both NH and flat 
No experience of horse racing is necessary to use the program. 
No tedious updating of databases. 
The only horse race predictor with a brand new dual and straight forecast and 

tri-cast facility. In three monthscorrect tri-casts have paid 360-1,211-1,105-1, 
102-1 plus many others below 100-1. 

ONCE YOU HAVE THIS PROGRAM, THEONLY THING IN DOUBT IS THE 
STARTING PRICES OF YOUR WINNERS! 

HARE'S RUNNING: A successful and easy to use as STARTER'S ORDERS but 
for use on greyhound races. 

If in doubt of the authenticity of the above, telephone every Saturday between 
9 am and 1 pm for the day 's best bet plus the TV Nap. 

HARE'S RUNNING.£5 
STARTER'S ORDERS.£6 
BOTH PROGRAMS.£10 

(including P&P IMMEDIATE DISPATCH) 

Orders to: 
D.C. JACKSON, 1 OSBORNE PLACE, 
TODMORDEN, LANCS OL14 5BQ. 
Tel: TODMORDEN (070681) 6854. 

MONITORS 
Microvitec 1431 Standard Res.£189.00 
Microvrtec1451 Medium Res.£289.00 
Microvitec 1441 High Res.£399.00 
Microvitec 203120"Standard Res.£315.00 
Microvitec Sinclair QL.£270.00 
Philips BM7502 V. H. Res (Green).£85.00 
Normende TV/Monitor + Remote control £249.00 
Ferguson CTV+RGB.£240.00 
Philips CTV + RGB.£229.00 
Kaga RGB Vision III 12*.£369.00 
Kaga12*H.R. Green.£118 
Sanyo SCM14"VHR.£425.00 
Novex1414colourMonitor.£215.00 

DISC DRIVES 
BBC Single 100K Drive.£99.00 
BBC Dual 200K.£189.00 
BBC Dual 200K40Track.£159.00 
BBC Dual 400K 40 Track.£299.00 
BBC Single 4Q0K 80 Track.£159.00 
BBC Dual 800K 80 Track.£318.00 

BBC Single Power Supply.£20.00 
BBC Dual Power Supply.£29.00 

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS 
Brother HR15...£378.00 
BrotherHRI 5 Keyboard.£155.00 
Brother HR 15 Sheet Feeder.£212.00 

BrotherHRI 5TractorFeed.£71.00 
Quen Data 20 CPS.£249.00 
Juki 610018 CPS.£340.00 
JukijSingleSheet Feeder.£230.00 

JukiTractorUnit.£115.00 
Juki RS232 Interface.£74.00 
Juki Spare Daisywheel....£16.00 

PRINTERS 
Brother EP44.£228.00 

Brother HR5./...£148.00 
Canon PW1080A160 CPS (NLQ).£289.00 

Canon PW1156A160 CPS (NLQ).£399.00 

Kaga KP810 (NLQ).£285.00 
Kaga KP910 (NLQ).£399.00 
Kaga RS232 + 2K Buffer.£95.00 
Ensign 1650165 CPS.£305.00 
Epson RX80T100 CPS.£212.00 
Epson RX80F/T100 CPS.£240.00 
MP-165 (NLQ).£316.00 
Panasonic KP1091.£325.00 
SeikoshaGPIOOA.£189.00 
Epson RX100F/T100 CPS.£396.00 
Epson FX80160 CPS.£370.00 
Epson FX100F/T160 CPS.£494.00 
ShinwaCP80.£199.00 
Riteman Compact 120CPS.£199.00 
Star Gemini 10X120 CPS.£230.00 
Star Gemini 15X120 CPS.£339.00 
Epson8143RS232 InterfaceforFXand RX £34.00 
Epson 814RS232 Interface with 2K 

Buffer X On/Off.£65.00 

COLOUR PRINTERS 
Canon PJ1080A 7 Colour40 CPS InkJet.. £440.00 
Seikosha G P700A 7 Colour 50 CPS.£399.00 

5 COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, . 
I ACCESSORIES, UTILITIES ] 
> and lots, lots more!! < 

hlf HUllS? 

DISKS 
Very high quality Fuji 

Diskettes, guaranteed for life 
at only £20.00 per box 

(Double-sided 80 track) 

BBC UPGRADES 
A-B Upgrade.£110.00 
DFS Interlace...£120.00 
Econet Interface.£69.00 
Speech Interface.£54.00 
RS232 Interface for any 

Centronics-type Printer.£34.00 

HOW TO ORDER 
You may purchase any of (he Hems listed by 
cheque made payable to: Twillstar Computers 
Ltd Barctaycard or Access AJI you have to do 
is fill in your requirements on a separate sheet 
of paper, post to us and we will despatch within 
24 hours, subject to availability. All prices 
inclusive of 15% VAT ADD £2.50 P&P for 
orders below £150. Over add £8 P&P Credit 
card holders may order by telephone Give 
card number, name, address and items 
required Please note VAT is not charged on 
export orders Export customers please ring for 
details of P&P 

(01)574 5271 

!S days a weak 
•am to 7pm 

Monday to Saturday 

Twillstar Computers Limited 
17 Regina Road. Southall, MIDDLESEX UB2 5PL. TEL: (01)574 5271 
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VIZAWRITE PC 
WORD PROCESSING 

VIZAWRITE is probably the easiest business 
program that you will ever use!! 

Right from the start, just type onto the screen 
and your words are instantly laid out on the page. 

Just like a professional typist, VIZAWRITE 
knows when to end each line so that pages are 
produced with neat margins, inset paragraphs and 
perfectly lined up tabulations. 

Now you can concentrate on what you’re typing, 
not how to type. Documents take on a new look of 
professionalism. Produce memos, lists, letters and 
complete reports with incomparable speed and 
ease. 

VIZAWRITE can also proof-read your work, 
excellent at picking out those ‘juggled’ words that 
get typed when the phone rings. 

Document statistics, how many words you’ve 

typed, VIZAWRITE shows you — instantly. 
VIZAWRITE is so easy to use, THE TIMES 

featured it again and again in no less than three 
separate articles on word processing for 
newcomers. 

We’ve even included some of the latest software 
‘fashions’, such as WINDOWS to view several 
documents at once, such as PULL DOWN MENUS 
that assist command selection, such as on-screen 
HELP if you can’t find the manual!!... and much 
more. 

Over the page we have listed each and practically 
all of VIZAWRITE’s powerful layout and filing 
commands. 

Remember that VIZAWRITE has achieved an 
ease of use that you won’t find in any specification. 
It’s intuitive, simple and fast. 

VIZA 
SOFTWARE 
Call us now, or fill in the 
coupon for more details. 

VIZA SOFTWARE LTD. 
Chatham House, 
14 New Road, 
Chatham, 4 
Kent ME4 4QR. 
Tel: (0634) 45002 

I” Please send me further details of the VIZAWRITE PC and the name-! 
' of my nearest dealer. 



we re looking for the best games 
machine code programmers in the 
country to join our exciting 
development team. 
The rewards are exceptional for the right 
people who show a high degree of 
creativity plus a full knowledge of Z80 
machine code programming initially for 
48K spectrum. 
write with details to: Mr M Mahony, 
Alligata software Ltd., 10range 
Street, Sheffield si 40W. TCI: (0742) 
755796. 

RAM BOARD MCT 64K 
DESIGNED FOR USE WITH THE COMMODORE C16 

Easily fitted and without modification of the main 
PCB. 
The Ram Board will allow 60671 bytes free to Basic 
programming 

Fully compatible with El 

existing Cl6 Plus 4 LU9.95 
including p&p and VAT 

software 

Designed for use on the CBM 64 
compatible with C16 Basic but with 

over 125 
commands MCT o*irtco° 

BASIC til-96 
including p&p and VAT 

Please supply...Ram board(s) @ £59 95 
.MCT BASIC cassette(s) @ £10 95 

I enclose my cheque/postal order/Girocheque for £ 

I understand that a full refund less post and packing will be made by MCT 
if I am not fully satisfied and provided the Ram board is returned within 10 
days in its original packing and in a working, new condition. 

Signed _ 

Postal address . 

Micro Component Trading Company q 
Group House, Fishers Lane, Norwich, Norfolk 
England NR2 1ET Telephone (0603) 633005 

SAVE ££££’s on 

office consumables 

r DISKETTES 
Single SideSingie Oensily 
Single SideOouble Density 
Double SKteOooWe Oensily 

5 Vi' DISKETTES 
Single Side Double Density 
Double SideDouble Density 
Single SkteQuad Density 96 TPI 
Double Side Quad Density 96 TPI 

2088 3200 19.70 27 60 27 50 
25 31 34 00 23 10 27 60 27 50 
23.74 39 00 25 40 32 50 32 50 

16 59 21 00 18 50 19 00 19 20 
19 45 32 90 22 30 25 00 28 00 
21 50 32 50 24.10 25 00 28 00 
24 00 39 50 26 70 28 00 35 50 

SONY 3’/$'S/S £45 DS£55 MAXELL 3"£45 
LOCKABLE DISKETTE BOXES ALSO AVAILABLE 

RIBBONS: 
PRINTER CLASSIFICATION PRINTER CLASSIFICATION 

Alder SEIOIOCorrectable 
Anadex 8000 (Fabric) 
Andex9000.9500 
BrotherHRI Single Strike 

Brother HR IS Multi Strike 
Brother HR 15 Fabnc 
Brother HR15 

Black Correctable 
Centronics 150 
C Itoh 1550.8510 
Commodore3022 
Commodore4022 
Commodore8023 
Commodore8024 
Commodore 8026 

per Ribbon (£) 
6+ 12+ 

3 80 3.20 

3 60 3 20 

2 35 2 25 
315 290 
3 60 3 15 
210 180 
3 60 3 00 

Daisy M50Mulb Stnke 
Decwriter LA34 
Decwriter LA120 
Decision Data 6703 
Diablo Hytypel 
Diablo Hytypel Multi Stnke 
Oablo Hytype II 
Diablo Hytype II Multi Stnke 
ORE8000 
EpsonFX80.MX80.RX80 
Epson MX100 
Epson HX20 

IBM 82C Selectnc 

2 65 2 25 
4.75 4.65 
3.30 3 00 

— 335 
12.00 11 00 

3 72 3 50 
4 60 3 60 
4 00 3 75 
2 45 2 35 

12.00 11 00 
3 60 3 00 
8 00 6 50 
280 240 
3.57 3 30 

165 1.25 

NEC Spinwnter 5000 
NEC Spmwnter 5000 

Multi Strike 
NECSp«M*tter3510 
OKI Microiine80.82 83 
OKI Microtine 84 
Olivetti ET1010 401 
Olympia ESI 00/110 
Olympia ES100/110 

Correctable 
Qume Spnnt 3/5 Multi Stnke 
Qume QuickJoad 

Multi Stnke 
Qume rv Mutt. Stnke 
Ricoh 1600 Mum Stnke 
Se.koshaGP80 
SeikoshaGPIOO. GP2S0 
Seikosha GP7004-colou r 
ShinwaCPSO 
Star Gemini Delta 
Tally 1000 
Wangwnter 2281 

per Rlbboe |C) 
•+ 12+ 

5 00 4.75 

3 15 2 80 
7 60 7.35 
2.10 180, 
340 3.10 
290 245 

IBM 3262 
IBM ^2661 cartridge) 
IBM 5152 (PC) 
IBM 5224 (baseball bat) 
IBM 5225 
IBM 5211 
IBM Disptaywrrter 

Multi Stnke 
ITT Creed (Cheetah) Telex 
Juki 6100 Single Stnke 
Juki 6100 Multi Strike 
Mannesman Tally MT80 
Mannesman Tally MT100, 

110.120.160 
Mannesman Taty MT130. 

140.ISO 

Xerox 800860 Muth Stnke 4 60 3 60 
Xerox620Mutti Stnke 4 40 4 00 
LittOft Tapes lor ALL 

Corractables 1.25 1.15 

CWO preferred with first orders Cheques 
payable to Conway Computer Services Tele¬ 
phone orders welcome Open an account now! 
Carnage is FREE on all items listed Add 15% 
VAT 

V\9 
COflUMY COMPUTER 
SERVICES IXD. Tel:(01)8001796 

DATA PROCESSING SUPPLIES A PERIPHERALS 
39 CONWAY ROAD LONDON N15 3BB 
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NEW HORIZON 
COMPUTERS LTD 

8 ASHBURNHAM ROAD 
BEDFORD 
MK401DS 

TEL: 0234 53816 
TELEX: 82392 ROBINS 

FOR OLIVETTI M24 PLUS IBM COMPATIBLE 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

AGENT BUYERS 
CURRENTLY UNDER CONTRACT 

IMPORT and EXPORT 
COMPUTERS 

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A WORLDWIDE PARALLEL 
IMPORTER OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS. 

WE CAN OFFER THE BEST PRICE FROM UK 
DISTRIBUTORS AND ASSISTANCE WITH 

ADVERTISEMENTS AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT IF 
REQUIRED. 

MAXIMUM RESERVATION TO ALL CUSTOMERS. 
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OFTWARE PRO-TEST: MACINTOSH 

COMPOSE 
YOURSELF 

Peter Worlock becomes a Mac virtuoso with Musicworks. From the moment the Macintosh was 
unveiled its outstanding graphics 
talents — typified by the icons and 

Macpaint — received all the attention. I 
suspect there are many who are un¬ 
aware that the Mac has considerable 
sound facilities too. Now, after several 
pictorial software packages, comes 
Musicworks and, as has been the case 
before, the Mac has brought out the best 
in its programmers. 

Features 
Musicworks allows you to compose and 
play back music compositions for up to 
four voices, adding a choice of nine 
instruments and a variety of ADSR 
envelopes. The bulk of these are preset 
with two exceptions — on the instru¬ 
ment list are two synthesisers and you 
can define your own waveform for these. 

The choice of instruments is a little 
unadventurous — fairly easy wave¬ 
forms like piano, trumpet, flute and 
chimes — but the sound output is of 
exceptionally good quality — as the 
catalogue of dozens of classical pieces 
demonstrates. 

The real power of Musicworks comes 
from the composing facilities where the 
control is in keeping with the Mac 
philosophy of icons and mouse move¬ 
ments. Using an on-screen stave and a 
toolbox of notes and rests, you simply 

select the type of note you want, position 
it on the stave using the mouse, then 
draw in the next one. There are compre¬ 
hensive editing facilities, too — Music- 

works is a 'music processor’ in the way 
that Macwrite is a word processor and 
Macpaint is a picture processor. 

To wrap things up, you can also select 
a variety of time and key signatures. 

In use 
If you have any facility for music, 
Musicworks is extremely easy to use. If 
you don’t, then the going is a bit tougher. 
The major criticism of the package is 
that there is no way to sound a note 
immediately, so those of us who like to— 
or must — play it by ear are at a 
disadvantage. There are ways around 
the problem: you can select the current 
bar and have it repeat while you edit so 
you can hear what you’re creating, but 
it’s a fairly clumsy process. 

If, however, you can read music, 
composing is a dream. Musicworks takes 
all the hard work out of the job, 
automatically making your piece fit the 
measure by inserting spaces where 
necessary, or tying notes across a bar. 
Using the cut and paste facilities makes 
repeated sections—especially bass lines 
— easy. Simply write the section once, 
copy it to the Clipboard, then paste it into 
your score where you like. 

You work on one of the four parts at a 
time, but you can choose to hear either 
that voice alone, or any combination of 
the four together. 

Having got the music right, you can 
then fool around with different instru¬ 
ments and envelopes to get the sound 
you want, and you can change your mind 
at any time. The Mac multi-tasks to a 
certain extent too, so you can have the 
music play while you edit. 

The different instruments sound like 
their namesakes, and the preset ADSR 
envelopes are useful. They are presented 
in non-technical language so if you don’t 
know anything about attack, decay, 
sustain, release, you can make sense of 
Soft-Short, for example. In addition, 
there are two percussive sounds. 

If you’re a non-music-reading musi¬ 
cian, a second composing option might 
be better. This is the Grid, which works 
like the traditional stave but doesn’t 
require knowledge of crotchets, dotted 
minims and the like. Down one side of 
the grid is a piano keyboard and filling in 
a square next to your chosen key will 
create the correct note. If you know your 
way around a keyboard, the Grid wifi 
work well for you. 

Finally, when everything is the way 
you want it, you can print out the score 
showing all or any of the four parts. 

The illustrations on this page were 
produced using a Brother M10009. The 
Mac is only designed to drive Apple’s 
Imagewriter, but various products allow 
you to drive Epson compatibles. We used 
Epstart from P&P Micros (0706-217744) 
as a software driver. However, we’ve not 
been able to get other applications on the 
Mac to drive the Brother with Epstart. 

This may be because there are two 
versions of the printer; one doesn’t 
support the no-parity protocol deman¬ 
ded by the software. 

P&Palso sells the Hanzon serial board 
for the Epson RX-80 and MAC Epson 
Connection for all dot-matrix Epsons. 
We’ll be taking a much closer look at 
these in the near future. 

Verdict 
While the actual sound output of Music- 

works doesn’t compare with what can be 
achieved with some of the music pack¬ 
ages available for the Commodore 64 or 
the BBC, as a way of using a computer to 
create music it is outstanding. The 
combination of the Mac’s hardware 
facilities and the imagination of the 
programmers has created a program 
that is fun to use, and a powerful tool for 
serious musicians. B 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 
Till 

Documentation •••• 
Performance ••••• 
Overall value ^tLLXj 

Name Musicworks System Apple 
Macintosh Price £70 Publisher Hayden 
Supplier Retail (distributed by Softsel). 

6 File Edit Options Windows Instruments Donations 

Symphony»40 Oueruiew ptnvi enrol bcpibi jj)R jgt 

aniEESlCB SJn 3Jo 
^ Tempo Dolume 

it/trrrrrrrr/frrrrrrrrrrtrrrrr 

a Sipphont|»40 Staff ^^H9BS3SSES 

S. j J. J J. • *M7IC53DOI3XDQD□ 

A I---- . 11 . 1 1 H 11 . 1 j ^ 

tf ! : : . * . * m . ^ • . 7 7^7 
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i nic*i' i 

This is what the screen looks like when you’ve composed a few bars 
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD 
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9AE. Telephone: 01-636 

7142/4102 

SPECIAL 
IBM COMPATIBLE y 
SANYO 550. 
Features dual 360K disk 

drive, 256K Ram. 

Full IBM Colour Grahpics, 

(including IBM Compatible 

Video Board and GW Basic). 

MSDOS 2.11. Wordstar and Calcstar. 

FREE Hi-Res Green Monitor 

Runs Lotus 123 etc 

E995VAT 
Limited stock. 
Offer applicable only 
while stocks last. 

a apnea xno with qj 

m t ,'IOMB WINCHESTERS 
—K joNLY £1995 +VAT! 

3S»PLUS 
- J • FREE Monitor ^ 

* FRff Wordprocessor 

/ /' 11;/ (Superwriter) 
tellSj / • FREE Spreadsheet/-/ 

SSS55^ (Supercalc) / 
• FREE Super Planner 

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS PACKAGE { 
FREE Invoicing 
FREE Stock Control 
FREE Sales Ledger 
FREE Purchase Ledger 
FREE Nominal Ledger 
FREE Payroll 
FREE Mailing List 

IBM 1 
COMPATIBLE 

550 

m\ PLUS 
256K Ram and MSDOS 2.11 
Monitor (Philips V7001) 
Wordprocessor (Wordstar) 
Spreadsheet (Calcstar) 
Invoicing \ 
Stock Control 
Sales Ledger / integrated 
Purchase Ledger \ Accounts 
Nominal Ledger I Package 
Payroll | 
Mailing List 

SANYO with 10MB 
Winchester 360K floppy, 256K 
Ram, MSDOS 2.11, Wordstar & 
Calcstar and Monochrome Monitor 

£1995 +VAT 
SANYO 775/10MX 
SPECIAL OFFER /PLUS FREE 

The portable Sanyo with t 'accounts 
10MB Wnchester disk. £ PACKAGE 
Twin 360K floppies, 256K i WITH THESE 
Ram, MSDOS 2.11, Integral \ STSTEMS 

9 train, FREE SOFTWARE, FREE ^ 
COLOUR PRINTER /! 
£2795 VAT ^ / 

i 
We also stock a wide range of Printers, Monitors, Disc 

Drives and Software Packages, plus many other 
Computer Systems at bargain prices. 

OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 9AM-6PM_ 

MAIL ORDERS TO West One Galaxy Business Systems Ltd, 
230 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1 



SOFTWARE PRO TEST: SPECTRUM 

tAM AUUtbb 
Access to a wide range of bulletin boards and PrMtd-type systems 

is eesy wtth Specnet, seys Tony Dennis New software for the VTX5000 
means Sinclair owners can access 
bulletin boards, electronic mail 

services, databases and even The 
Source. 

Before Prism’s demise, the VTX5000 
had already dropped from £99.95 to £70. 
When Prism’s old stock comes onto the 
market, the VTX will probably be one of 
the cheapest modems yet. The drawback 
to a VTX5000 was that it could be used 
only for accessing Prestel services (Mi- 
cronet/Homelink) or systems that had 
adopted the Prestel format (ICL Bulletin 
and Communitel). That has all changed: 
new 'scrolling’ software allows it to be 
used for accessing systems which don’t 
use pages to display information but 
scroll text continuously across the 
screen. Bulletin boards are a prime 
example of a ’scrolling’ system. 

In fact, one new package, Specnet, was 
designed specifically to allow VTX 
owners to access the growing number of 
bulletin boards which support 1200/75 
baud rates. The program is a modified 
version of Andrew Glaister’s Specterm 
which turns any Spectrum into an 
intelligent terminal for telephone com¬ 
munications use. Specterm was pub¬ 
lished in Sinclair Answers but Stephen 
Adams’ version for the VTX never 
appeared. He is now selling Specnet 
himself. 

Features 
The most interesting feature is the 
facility to download or upload files, be 
they Basic, machine code or text. This is 
possible through the use of error check¬ 
ing protocols. The protocols go under 
various names — Xmodem, Christen¬ 
sen, blocksum or CP/M — but they all 
amount to the same thing. 

A number of Specnet features are 
available when you go into EDIT mode. 
A good example is the ability to stop 
what you type on the keyboard being 
sent to the screen (EDIT + N). When you 
want to see what you are typing again, 
just press EDIT (shift + 1) and E to make 
the screen echo the keyboard input. 
These commands are contained in the 
instructions, but I found things were 
self-explanatory, except when it came to 
file transfer. 

Xmodem protocols require certain 
communication settings. These are: one 
start bit, eight data bits, no parity and 
one stop bit. All UK bulletin boards 
currently support this protocol, so Spec- 
net defaults to this setting. However, 
there is another common setting used by 
BT Gold, among others. That is: one start 
bit, seven data bits, even parity and one 
stop bit. To change Specnet, go back into 

Basic, poke 26603,123 then rand usr 26600. 

Specnet can then be used with BT Gold. 

Xmodem explanation 
The Xmodem method of file transfer 
breaks data down into blocks. If any 
corruption occurs, the program detects 
this and asks for the defective block to 
be sent again. Ten retries are allowed 
before the whole transmission is 
aborted. The effect is that if the 
download is completed the file must be 
error free. Using Xmodem protocols 
takes a good deal longer than trans¬ 
ferring files by other methods. Text 
files where any corruption is easily 
spotted need not be transferred using 
error checking. However, Xmodem is 
an extremely reliable form of transfer¬ 
ring software, which is what 90 per 
cent of VTX owners will want to do 
anyway. Incidental ly, as fi les transfer¬ 
red with Xmodem protocols are held in 
tokenised form, it is possible to store a 
program for say a BBC Micro on the 
Spectrum, then transfer it to the BBC 
Micro at a later date. 

$pecn«t and the VTX5000 you can access 

on-line services in the UK and the US. 

In use 
Going on-line with Specnet was quite 
straightforward. Power up the Spec¬ 
trum with VTX5000 attached. Take the 
option (7) which returns the micro to 
Basic. The program is then loaded in the 
normal manner (load ~j after which 
an introductory menu appears. This 
contains the numbers of four bulletin 
boards to try. Keep the modem switched 
to the Mnet setting and phone the 
required number. When the board’s 
modem answers, flick down the line 
switch and the green carrier detect light 
should come on. The bulletin board’s 
welcoming message should then appear 
on the screen, allowing you to sign on as 
usual. When accessing a bulletin board 
such as CABB London it was necessary 
to ask for ten nulls to see the text 
perfectly. Nulls are a stream of zeros 
designed to give a slow terminal time to 
catch up. Otherwise things operated 

very much the same as any other 
terminal. 

Specnet was also used to access BT 
Gold, the electronic mail service. First, 
it had to be poked to alter the settings. 
Then the correct phone number, Gold’s 
1200/75, has to be used. Once the 
system’s modem answered, I had to flick 
the line switch down and send a couple of 
carriage returns (press Enter twice) 
before the familiar PAD> prompt 
appeared on the screen. Again, the VTX 
needed nulls before the text would 
appear perfectly, but it is easy to get BT 
Gold to change this or set them up when 
you first subscribe. 

Specnet can be used to access popular 
on-line services in the US such as The 
Source or CompuServe. However, it is 
first necessary to subscribe to Packet 
Switch Stream (PSS). This is a service 
which al lows the user to make a local call 
to what is known as a node. From the 
node it is possible to hook into data lines 
all over the world. The big mainframe 
data services are all on some form of PSS 
system. Naturally, this all sounds very 
complicated for the ordinary Spectrum 
user but it works out much cheaper than 
phoning the US direct. 

Software such as Specnet cannot turn 
the VTX into a 300/300 baud modem. 
This is because baud rates are fixed in 
hardware. There are no supressed fre¬ 
quencies either, despite what some 
owners persist in believing. 

Verdict 
Specnet has the facility to save programs 
to cassette, Microdrive and certain disk 
interfaces which follow Microdrive pro¬ 
cedure. It does not allow the use of a 
printer on-line. Specnet's instructions 
are pretty primitive, and changing 
protocol settings requires a poke instead 
of a menu option. 

Notwithstanding these gripes, Spec- 
net is still ahead of its rivals. 

It is unfortunate that the VTX works 
with only 16K, 48K and Spectrum 
Plusses because the RS232 interface 
needed to drive a modem is built in to the 
modem and cannot be accessed. Because 
Specnet is so new, only CABB carries any 
Spectrum software, although all the 
bulletin boards could. P 

A second software package for 
VTX5000 owners, by Stephen Gold, is 
available to Prestel/Micronet subscri¬ 
bers for£2.95. Go to page *600614988# 
to download. It is scrolling software 
and has a menu option to allow you to 
select communication settings. The 
main difference between this and 
Specnet is that there is no software 
download facility. It can, however, be 
used for BT Gold and bulletin boards. 

Name Specnet Application 
Communications software Price £5.95 
AvaHabWty Stephen Adams, 1 Leswin 
Road, London N16 7NL (01 -2541869). 
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IT’S 1985 — 
THE YEAR OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Why buy programmes for your Spectrum when a world of free teiesoftware is open to you. Discover 
Prestel. Mlcronet 800, Viewfax, bulletin boards and open a whole new world. Even user to user 
Everbody's doing it — linking their home computers to giant mainframes and networking to the thousands 
of other micro users via the phone and a modem. 
A whole new world of mainframe games, electronic mail, free teiesoftware, electronic notice boards, real 
time conversation, armchair shopping and home-banking will be at your fingertips! And at local and cheap 
rate, phone charges are only around 40p for a whole hour's entertainment 
Spectrum 16k, 48k, Spectrum + and the VTX 5000 Modem comes complete with all the software (in ROM) 
required to access the world of electronic communications, networks, teiesoftware and databases (both public and private User to user software on cassette 
£3.95 as extra) 
The VTX 5000 requires no external power and fits under your spectrum to become part of the machine. Only one lead links your computer to the outside world. 

FOR THE SPECTRUM 16K. 4SK AND SPECTRUM + THE VTX 5000 IS AVAILABLE AT A VERY SPECIAL PRICE 

£49.95 
inclusive of VAT and P&P 
for a limited period only. 

SPECIAL, SPECIAL OFFER 
Order your VTX 5000 NOW and get a FREE quarter's subscription to Micronet 800 and Viewfax. 

All modems provide 1200/75 baud, enabling access to Prestel. Micronet 
800, BT Gold, Farmlink, Citiservices, Homelink. and some free bulletin 
boards (some databases and networks require a small 

Fully BT Approved. 
Simply clip the coupon and send it with a cheque 
(payable to Modem House) to: 

Please send to me: 
□ Spectrum Modem(s) £49.95 
□ User to user software £3.95 

I enclose £_ 

Name_ 

MODEM HOUSE 
lolanthe Drive, Exeter, Devon EX4 9EA 

Tel: (0392) 69295 

Telephone_' 

Please allow 28 day delivery 
This offer applies only while stocks last. 

o 
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> 
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for all owners of 
AM5TRAD, BBC B, ELECTRON 

and COMMODORE 64 

EMGLISH SOFTWARE'S GREAT RAMGE b avalable at selected 
branches of • LA5RY5 • BOOTS • VIRGIM GAMES CEMTRE 

(London) • SILICA SHOP (Mai Order and Retal) • WILDIMG5 • LIOM 
MOUSE • JUST MICRO (Sheffield) • VISIOM TECHMOLOGY 

CEMTRE (Croydon)*G B MICROLAMD (Watertoovie) 
Southern Ireland: ContactG.B. Distributors. Tel: 944 894 

R?fSMllisfflMi)TFaTiVVT HI 
THE BEST ATARI RAHOE OF SOFTWARE IH THE U.K. 

ATARI SMASH HIT5 32KCassette/tt8K'Disk: 
VOLUMES 1,2 and 3. 

_FIVE GREAT GAMES 
fxJudng JET-BOOT JACK, 

AVAILABLE m EACH PACK!!! 
AT SELECTED l^T I Only £14.95 Cassette/ 
.CHESOF/ £17.95 Osk 

SMITH/. 1 PLUS 

v-■ COLOSSUS CHESS 3.0 

f53?fe> THE BEST 
chess 

oit3 HW program 
r^U LslESJ for ATARI 

> M COMPUTERS: 
MCMm JrI55I £9.95 Cassette/ 

* ■ i £12.95 Disk 

EHGLI5M SOFTWARE'S GREAT RAHGE 6 abatable at selected 
trenches of • LA5KY5 • BOOTS • VIRGIM GAMES CEMTRE 

(London) • SILICA SHOP (Mai Order and Retal) • WILDIMG5 • LIOM 
MOUSE • JUST MICRO (Sheffield) • VISIOM TECHMOLOGY 

CEMTRE (Croydon) *G B MICROLAMD (Wateriocx/ie) 
Southern Ireland: ContactG.B. Distributors. Tel: 944 894 

ENGLISH SOFTWARE TRADE ENQUIRIES 

TEL: 061-835 1358 
EMGLISH 50FTWARE TRADE EMQUIRIE5 

TEL: 061-835 1358 

Modem WS2000: 
•en’t just for For example, 

I I. VIJ I* answer options (now u 
WS2000 from Miracle ^ *** O testing with BABT), a 
t you and your software control 

:ouch with the 0vGJl vOIlc3 *Becaus 
^ ¥ i/ not everyone’s ai 

led, multi-standard j 11 • _m tomer Services and 
it only gives you T“d I lZ"l1^ ments are happy to\ 
restel, Micronet, 1 IV ill WWii 
blic and C—~W / lead, m 

Modems aren’t just for 
businessmen. 

A Modem WS2000 from Miracle 
Technology can put you and your gy 
home computer in touch with the 
world. Here’s how: — 

W Multi-speed, multi-standard 
Modem WS2000 not only gives you - 
instant access to Prestel, Micronet, 
bulletin boards, public and 
private databases and elec¬ 
tronic mail, but also lets you 
communicate with other 
computers around the world. 

W WS2000is suitable 
for use with just about any 
home computer, and we can 
supply the necessary 
software for most. 

WWS2000 offers 
more add-ons than other 
modems. 

For example, autodial and auto¬ 
answer options (now undergoing approval 
testing with BABT), and direct computer e software control of the modem. 

U Because we appreciate that 
_ not everyone’s an expert, our Cus¬ 

tomer Services and Technical Depart- 
f ments are happy to give help and advice. 
. r W With BT telephone 

—*eat*’ ma*ns P°wer supply 
and comprehensive 

S; j operating manual, 
WS2000 costs only 

£129.95 exc (£154.73 inc 
VAT & UK delivery). You 
may also need a computer 
lead (£10.35 inc). Specify 

computer w hen 
ordering. Talk to us 

dcCT today: tomorrow 

Dl IV y°u11 be talking to BUY the world. 

To: Miracle Technology (UK) Ltd. St Peters Street. Ipswich IP1 IXB (Tel 0173 50304) 

Please send me.WS2000 modem(s) (« £154.73 inc +.computer lead(s) (<i £10.35 inc for my 
.computers). Total. 
I enclose PO/cheque payable to Miracle Technology. Or charge my Visa/Access card no. 
Please send me details of Miracle Technology's hill data comms range. .1. 

Name...1. 

sys MIRACLE 
^"TECHNOLOGY 
we thought of tomorrow, yesterday. 

Regmtered No 1756137. VAT No:«H 453521 
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Atari Video computer system complete 
with paddles, joysticks, power supply 
etc., six cartridges and extra Spectra- 
video joystick. Tel: 061-430 2118. 
Atari owner has some disk based 
software for exchange. Tel: 051-487 

drive wanted, will swap Commodore 
64 plus loads and loads of software and 
tape unit. Tel: Bedford 44060. 
Atari 1010 disk drive and tape recorder 
wanted. Will swap Commodore 64 plus 
recorder and software Tel: Bedford 
44060 Also wanted antics and ana¬ 
logues 
For tala brand new Atari 64K RAM- 
pack for 600XL Sold 600XL bought 
800XL. Offers: Write to Mr Thompson 
23 Arthurswood Rd, Withywood, Bris¬ 
tol BS13. 
Atari VC5 plus including Space Invad¬ 
ers. Pac-man, defender. Yars Revenge 
etc. Bargain at £120 ono. Tel: Soutn- 
end-on-Sca. 0702-529598. 
Atari 400 |48K) Basic cartridge and 
manual for sale, pair joysticks includ¬ 
ing. bargain at £75. Tel: David after 
11pm Tel: 01-948 6654 
Atari software cheap: Airstrike, Bug 
Attack disks £5 each. Donkey Kong. 
Submarine Commander. Gorf ROMs 
£8 each All excellent originals. Tel: 
01-341 0464 evenings. 
Atari software to swap or sell. Inc 
Donkey Kong, Pole Position, Sam 
Speech synth and many more. Tel: 
Poole 686423 
Atari Joysticks: Le Stick, mercury-filled, 
super-sensitive joysticks. Excellent 
condition. Cost £25 each new. Only £8 
each Tel: 01-341 0464 eves. 
Atari software sale or swap. Bruce Lee. 
Solo Flight, Necromancer. Blue Max 
Also disk drive wanted. Tel: 0904- 
791067. after 6pm. 

FCNMboard 

Commodore 64 disk software. Microsoft 
Multiplan £35, Abacus Chartpack 64 
£10, Micro-Magpie £20, plus many 
tape games including Decathalon and 
Hobbit all at £3 + P&P. Tel: 0628- 

C8M64, C 2N.joysticks, software worth 
£90. Excellent condition, lota of mags 
etc Worth over £355, sell £270 Tel: 
Errol on 01-808 4684 after 4pm. 
Wanted VTC 20 software, Data base. 
Bank, Writer. Junior Education. For 
sale, or swap games. Tel: Grays 
892038 after 6pm 
C8M 64 computer + 1520 printer + 
cassette + many original games >■ 
joystick. Owner will split all but 
games Recent guarantee £300. Tel: 
Llantrisant 226067. 
CBM 64 to swap. Over 200 games, eg. 
Soccer, Decathlon, Summer Games. 
Send list to25 Boswell Street, Middles¬ 
brough. Cleveland TS1 2HT. 
CBM 64 games — swap Scrabble or 
Grandmaster Chess for Monopoly or 
Cluedo. Write: David Rawlinson, 37 
Campion Clo«e, Bolton-on-Dearne. 
Rotherham. S Yorks. 
Vic 20 software Unexpanded, 8K and 
16K. From £1.50. Programmers Aid 

I £15. Know your IQ, £4. All originals. 

Quick sale needed. Tel: 021 4540234 
eves. 
Wanted: Commodore 64 in reasonable 
condition, no software hardware 
necessary. Will pay around £90. Tel: 
0745-75425 (Bodfari > after 6pm i Jon i. 
Commodore 64, data recorder. Quick- 
shot II joystick, some software: 
Camels. Beach Head, Kam. All vir¬ 
tually unused: 6 months old. £200. 
Commodore 64 + disk drive 1541. + 
cassette unit, -f- 3 educational prog¬ 
rams. + 2disk games. + 5 empty disks. 
+ Quickshot 2 joystick. Only 2 months 
old. Value over £520. Sell for£375ono. 
Tel: Peter 01-883 4669 
Vic 20 £50, C2N £20, 16k RAM £20, 
intro to Basic £7, games tapes £1 each, 
2 books £3. joystick £2. £»9 lot, swap 
Spectrum + accessories Tel: 01-748 
7325. 
CBM 64 bargains. Easy Script word 
processor £25 ono. Future Finance 
finance planner £25 ono. Currah 
speech synthesiser as new, only £20. 
Tel: Andy on 0924-402453. 
Commodore64Stuff: Pixsticklightpen • 
paintbox and 3 games £30 new; £24 
ono Paddles + 2 paddle compatible 
cartridges £36 new; £28 ono. Rat Race 
and Jupiter Lander £11 new; £8 each. 
Tel: 0823-74410 now. 
Wanted M.W-/S.W. in fact anything for 
Vic 20. Must be cheap Write Mr Elvin, 
214 Hominglow Rd, Firth Park, Shef¬ 
field S5 6SG 
Swap Imperial 90 typewriter mint 
valued. £325 for any Vic 20 outfit H.W. 
and S.W Write 214 Hominglow Rd, 
Firth Park. Sheffield S5 6SG. 
CBM 64 software. Swap Have many 
titles on disk. Send list. O. Lund, 
Atriumsvn 39. N-1600 Fredrikstad, 
Norway 
Commodore 64 newly replaced. C2N. 
joystick Stacklight rifle. 25 games, 
colour TV, PCN programme book. 200 
magazines. £300. Tel: 0726-73187. 
C8M64and 1541 diskdrive. Barely one 
year old. Hardly used. As good as new, 
£300 for both Tel: 01-556 9822 eves 
Commodore 64 wanted: around £100 for 
the computer without extras. 1541 
disk drive wanted for around £100. 
Tel: 021-454 0234 ieves) 
Vic 20 - C2N, 16K + 8K expansion. 
£ 140 worth of software which includes 
six cartridges. Price £160. Tel: 01-800 
7275. Mark, after 5pm. Offers wel¬ 
come. 
Commodore 64, wanted Flightpath 737 
on cassette. State price. Nine Spec¬ 
trum games for sale. Send SAE for list. 
Contact D. Hoult, 16 Tinahill View, 
Leeds LS16 7AT. 
Commodore 64 owners: Wallie Goes To 
Rymeland £4.50, Chinese Juggler £4. 
Aquaplane £3.50. Vortex Raider 
£3.50, Ripspeed £4, Games Creator 
£8.50 Tel: 0823 74410. Ask for Steven 
C8M 64 software to swap; 500 games 
and utilities. American and English 
titles, disk based. Send list to P. Short, 
16 Manor Road, Brighton, or Tel: 
0273-672171. 
Vk 20 16k switchable RAM pack. New 
cassette unit, 35 cassettes and car¬ 
tridges all original. Programmers 

reference guide and other books. VGC. 
Tel: Bedford 768569 
Vic 20 - RAM pack plus vast amounts 
of software cassette + ROM packs. 
Books, listings, simulations. £100 ono. 
Tel: 061-737 4015. 
CBM 64 software to swap or sell. Over 
150 games, i ncl udi ng Gorf and W izard 
ofWor. Tel: 01-471 1439. after 4pm 
Commodore 64,1541 disk drive, casset¬ 
te unit, 1520 printer/plotter, joystick, 
software (disk) and manuals maga¬ 
zines £400 ono. Tel: Neil on 01-886 
3052 after 6pm. 

0ric-l software £2.50 each including 
postage Scuba Dive, Harrier Attack, 
3D Maze Breakout. Hunchback, Hop¬ 
per, Johnny Reb. Tel: Paul (0373) 
71327 evenings. All perfect condition. 
Atmos software £2.50 each including 
postage Scuba Dive, Harrier Attack. 
3D Maze Breakout All originals, 
perfect condition. Tel: Paul (0373) 
71327 evenings hurry! hurry! hurry! 
Oric software for sale originals about 
half price. Over 50 games including 
Doggy, Zebbie, Damhusters Manic 
Miner. Don't Press Q. Tel: 01-485 
8393. 
Oric 1 —joystick interface by P.A.S.E. 
takes 2 joysticks plus 1 free game tape 
and listing. £12 ono. Many Oric 1 
games. Tel: 01-748 7325 (Barnes) 
Keith after 4.15pm. 
Oric Atmos 48K, manual and software 
Quick sale wanted. Bargain at £70. 
Tel: 061-485 5153, and ask for James. 
Oric Atmos software Xenon-1, Zorgons 
revenge, Probes 3. Oric Munch Mr 
Wimpy, Defence Force. Marc £4.50, 
each, including postage. No offers. Tel: 
Bloxwich 406411. 
Oric 4 colour printer, extra paper, pens, 
excellentcondition. hardly used £70or 
exchange for Ham Multimode II. 
FM.USB.LSB. H Hume 17B Langton 
Rd. Edinburgh EH93DA 
Oric 1 48K, as new. £80 of software 
Cassette recorder. £30 of books £100 
ono Tel: Neath 55011 or 164 Cimla 
Crescent. Neath, W Glam. S Wales. 
Oric Atmos 488 six months old. 18 
cassette games, Downsway prog¬ 
rammable joystick interface, books. 
Cost £350. £125 ono. Tel: Harthill 
(0501)51481 After 6pm 
0ric-l 48K plus cassette recorder, 
games, books and manuals. Hobbit, 
Zargons Revenge Two Gun Turtle, 
Oric Flight. Scuba Dive. Sell £ 120. Tel: 
Castleford 514044 
Oric-148K micro computer for sale with 
software, 2 programming books and 
all leads Very cheap at £50. Tel: 
Daniel 021-359 1685. 
Oric-1 48K with manual and leads, 7 
games, £30 worth books and listings. 
Cost over £200—accept £100 ono. Tel: 
01-366 7612. 
Oric software originals for sale or swap. 
Half price including Zebbie Trouble 
Doggy Don't Press Q. + 50others. Tel: 
01-485-8393 please 

Sharp MZ-700 computer with built-in 
cassette unit, lots of software plus 
instruction manual, all for £180. Tel: 
061-3707022. 
Sharp M2 80K 48K £180 ono. Sordm5. 
cassette printer cable £70 ono would 
consider p.ex for Texas TI 99.4A, 
software, hardware. Tel: 0480 75036. 
after 6pm 
Warriad Memotech keyboard and inter¬ 
face for ZX81 Peter Wood. Tel: 01-540 
2702 after 5pm. 
Memotech software for MTX series, 
games include Chess, Star Command, 
Minefield. Blobbo, Goldmine, Nemo, 
Knuckles, Toado, Kilopede etc. £2.50 
each. Tel: Matthew 0622-842823 
Jupiter Ace software 16K adventure 
game + Scramble type game £3. Also 
utilities dissassembler graphics.' 
screen designer etc. Sae for list. S. 
Leask. Robinson College Cambridge 
80 Track disk drive new and unused, 
still under guarantee only £95. Tel: 
0245-57575 
Exchange: new Claud Butler 12-speed 
cycle. All the refinementsofthorough- 
bred racer + extra for Dragon 64 + 
disk drive. Tel: John (Brighton) 0273- 
422492 i could sell I 
Gemini database on disk for BBC 32K 
includes manual and wallet. lOOri 
original. Ideal school or home busi¬ 
ness. Accept £13.75 ono including 
postage Tel: 0244-675717. 
Amazing bargain, 32 PCN magazines, 
issues 38 to71 cost £16, yours for £8 inc 
p&p R. Shah. 84 Spring Grove Cres¬ 
cent. Hounslow. London, TW3 4DB. 
Sharp MZ80K1. uilt-in monitor recorder, 
extended Basic over 50 games, worth 
£500, bargain at £200. Tel: Bradford 
0274-598622 eves 
Easy Script and future Finance. Un¬ 
wanted gifts for CBM 64 £40 each or 
£70 for both Tel: Andy on 0924- 
402453 (Heckmondwike). Cost £75 
each when new. 
Newbrain Model A. manuals FSU, New- 
bas Assembler, Chess, assorted adven¬ 
tures, pools and horses forecasting 
plus two Newbrain books £90 ono. Tel: 
0685 73366, after 8pm. 
16K ZX81. serviced Jan 84. In working 
order Also software and mag. £25 the 
lot Tel: 0948-3936 

Texas T1-99/4A speech synthesizer, 
ex-Basic, Chess, Invader. Modules, 
double cassette lead, list file. Pilot 
tapes dust cover £1()0 ono. Tel: Mir- 
field (W Yorks) 0924 498565 
Texas T1-99/4A computer with modules 
and cassette software, good condition, 
also book of programs, £80 or nearest 
offer. Tel: Haworth 42487. 
Wanted TUNER magazines. Anything 
TI-99 4A computer Tl 99/4A adventure 
software for sale. £3.50 as new. Belfast 
0232 623001 after 6pm 
TL series 700 intelligent terminal. 
Twin cartridge drives, thermal prin 
ter, green monitor, plus 19 data 
cartridges (worth £200 a!one). Accept 
£100 lot. Tel: 0203-491598. 
TV9944 incl. joysticks Invaders car¬ 
tridge leads cassettes manuals incl full 
technical manual boxed as new. £70 
ono. Tel: 0634 660037 eves 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 
2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

Your name.. 

Address:. 
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Sinclair 

II 
Write: Richard Share, 1 Hall Ave.. 
Fenham, Newcastle-Opon-Tyne NE4 

48K Spectrum includes ZX Printer, 
Interface 2, Fox programmable joys¬ 
tick interface, Sharp cassette recorder, 
£100 original games, worth £345, sell 
for £ 165 ono. Tel: 0582-660433 < Dunst - 
able). 
Spsctnim software Hobbit. Valhalla. 
Psytron, Ant-Attack, Penetrator, 
Time-gate, Kong, Alchemist, Trans- 
am, Zoom, Maziacs, Horace, Scuba¬ 
dive, Pengy, Planetoids, Atic-Atac, 
Quest. Reasonable offers. Tel: (Glas¬ 
gow) 041-881 6881 
Spectrum keyboard: £20. No soldering 
Unwanted gift. Extra shift, space bar. 
joystick port. Power pack, add-ons fit 
inside, lei: 01-661 1032 after 4.30 
488 Spectrum, leads, tape recorder, £30 
worth of magazines and £500 worth of 
software £220 ono. Tel: Pete (0594) 
24920 Gloe. 
Wanted: Spectrum 48K + leads and 
manual. Pay £60 ono. Tel: Simon 
061-485 3098 
Sinclair QL, as new, with games, sprite 
designer, machine code tutor, only 
£320 ono. Tel: 0325-312417 after 4pm 
Spectrum software sale: Sherlock £4: 
Lomidmght £4; Doomdarks £4; White 
Lightning £7.50. All originals, also 
Lo-profile keyboard £30. Tel: Melvyn 
0977-511205 (after 6pm). 
Spectrum Plus, cassette recorder, 
Kempston pro joystick interface, 
Kempston pro joystick, software and 
manuals. All new. £150 ono. Tel: Neil 
on 01-886 3052 after 6pm 
Spectrum programmable joystick inter¬ 
face, easy operation, with all games. 
Brand new, including top software 
Bargain £25, joystick not sold. Tel: 
01-903 4930 anytime. Pole position 
wanted. 
488 Spectrum in good condition. Still 

ibaaed with some games £75. Tel: 
oyfleet 45386 (eves). 
Spectrum 488 and tape recorder plus 
Fuller keyboard plus Micro Power 
sound board and Analog ioystic plus 
six games £95 ono. Tel: (03744) 5006 
(Essex). 
Spectrum 488 software, Pimania, 
Jokers Wild, Spectrum monitor, all 
£4.00 — from Tony Stiles, 20 Montfort 
Road, Romsey, Hants 505855. 
488 Spectrum Plus VTX 5000 cassette 
recorder books and software (Fighter 
Pilot) (Football Manager) etc. Quick 
sale £150. Tel: Kirk 01-555 2776 after 
6pm 
Spectrum 5.25in disk drive and Data- 
fax interface fully compatible with all 
48K Spectrums Bargain at £100 inc 
delivery. Tel: 051-339 9605 after 6pm 
and ask for Mark. 
Spectrum DKTremc. keyboard £30, 
DKTronics lightpen £15, Microl Use 
and Learn £5, Protek Hunter Killer 
£4, CRL Fifth £5. Tel: 01-533 2529 
after 6pm. 
488 Spectrum 100+ games, Currah 
speech, joystick and interface, tape, 
boxed. Worth £450, sell £300 or swap 
for CBM 64 C2P, 1570 plotter Tel: 
Taunton 76455. 

and other peripherals considered. Tel: 
01-3736354 
3 hour video cassettes. Tel: 0408- 
21870 (eves). 
488Spectrum (mintcondition)cassette 
recorder and over 50 programs. Will 
sell the lot for £120. Tel: 0296 623003. 
Spectrum DKTronics keyboard, Kem- 
ston interface, sound box. Over £210 
worth of software top titles. Cassette 
recorder, mags. Worth £450 sell £250. 
Tel: (0924) 253620 
488 Spectrum Interface 1, 2 Microd¬ 
rives cartridges, ZX printer, data 
cassette recorder, Min Decca colour 
television, 100 used tapes, £400. Tel: 
051-678 0435. 
Spectrum 488 plus tape recorder, s/w 
including Dark Star. Android 2. £90. 
Tel: Littlehampton 713763. 
488 Spectrum + programable joystick 
+ Quickshot II + Interface lwith 1 
Microdrive + tape deck + £200 of 
software and magazines. £215 ono. 
Tel: Blackpool (0253) 403994 
Spectrum software - 50 originals, cost 
over £300, sell £2.50each, £ 130 the lot 
Tel: 0954-81537 after 4pm for list. Ask 
for Russell. 
ZX Printer £20 RAM Turbo interface 
£14.95. Tel: Lancing 764299. Will post 
on clearance of cheque. 
168 Spectrum 6 original tapes includ¬ 
ing Horace and the Spiders and Horace 
Goes Skiing, lota of magazines and 
books, £55. Tel: Bedford (0234) 59170 
after 4pm. 
QL software to swap. Write to John 
Mitton, 11 Afon Street, Trehafod, 
Pontypridd, Mid Glam. 
Spictnim games for sale. 16K and 48K 
Spectrum penpals also wanted to 
exchange software, etc. Tel: Stafford 
47351. Write 14 Greenway, Little- 
worth, Stafford. Staffs ST96 3TT 
Spectrum software to swap. Hundreds of 
titles. Send your list for mine, to 
Pamela Sellick. 1 Evenlode Park, 
Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3SZ. 
Spectrum software for sale, half price, 
includes Hobbit, Valhalla, Jetpac, 
Lunar Jetman and more. Also Saisho 
DR10 Datacorder (new), £20. Tel: 
01-764 9609 after six. 
ZX81 + 168, with software, books and 
mags, good order, £25. Atari video 
game, 5 cartridges, joysticks, paddles 
and keyboard pads, £39. Tel: 
Emsworth 5897. 
Part exchange 48K Spectrum for Oric 
Atmos, Dragon or Electron. Collect in 
north west Tel: Tony Clarke, War¬ 
rington 812014 
Wanted 2X81 16K or Spectrum. Ex¬ 
change for sunlamp Electron A/D 
converter telescope 20 LPS exposure 
meter flashgun. Tel: 0408 21870 
evenings please. 

Spectrum £75. Microdrive plus 
Interface 1,2 cartridges £50. Lightpen 
£15. Kempston interface £8. Sound 
amplifier £5. Carry case £8. 103 St 
Lukes Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex 
Spectrum software, half price, includes 
Star Strike, Battlezone, Sabre Wolf, 
Fall Guy, Dark Star. Also Currah 
micro speech, £15. Tel: Rosaendale 
220426 after 6pm. 

original. With manual £40new,£20 to 
you. Tel: 0379 2898. 
488 Spectrum + recorder + Kempston 
joystick interface + competition pro 
joystick + Quickshot joystick + ori¬ 
ginal software + books on machine 
code, and lots of listings. Cost over 
£250, sell for £129. Tel: 01-254 9750 
Microdrives wanted. Must be in good 
working order, please write with price 
to: M Whiffen, 14 Rivey Way, Linton, 
Cambridge. Other items considered. 
Spectrum Interface One and one Microd- 

488 Spectrum Turbo Cambridge inter¬ 
faces sound box. Computer case, 
books, mags, 3 joysticks. 22 games, 
cost £400, sell £230 Tel: 01-272 4592. 
Eight ZX81 games for sale including 
Pilot, Defends, Scramble and others, 
£18 the lot. Tel: Keynsham 61010 for 
complete list and ask for Rob. 
Spann—computer plus RAM -pack plus 
10 games, tapes and two books, £130 
ono. Tel: Jason on (041) 776-6502 
Wanted ZX printer, cheap, in fully 
workingorder. Paper if possible. Write 
to Colin Townshend. 90 Cambridge 
Avenue, Gidea Park, Romford, Essex 
2 QL joysticks tor sale. £12. Tel: 01-954 
3600 
Wanted Spectrum penpals: over 14 years 
old. To exchange tips, software, etc. 
Write to Tony Carfick, 236 Central 
Avenue, Southend, Essex SS2 4EB. 
AJphacom 32 ZX style printer. One year 
old, perfect condition, with full roll of 
paper. £45 including P&P. Tel: 0742 
§61178 (Jez'. 
ZX Spectrum 48K and software collec¬ 
tion including Ghostbusters, Chiller, 
Blockbusters etc. Sell for £100, no 
offers Tel: 01-550 1823. 
Sinclair wanted: Spectrum 48K, £60 
offered Tel: Dave 051-424 5558 day¬ 
time. 
488 Spectrum Dk’tronics keyboard, 
Kempston interface, Kempston joys¬ 
tick, reliable data recorder £50, soft¬ 
ware worth £275. Sell for £175. Tel: 
Hornchurch 72626 after 5pm. 
488 Spectrum Fox electronics 
keyboard, cassette recorder. Interface 
2 + joystick, original software 
(£150+), books. Worth £420+. Want 
£220 Tel: 07073-36308, and leave 
phone number. May split. 
Sinclair flat sou— pocket T V Boxed 
with earphone, case, month old bat¬ 
tery unused. Quick sale, only £69 
(R.R.P. £99.95). Tel: Glasgow 649- 
0037 after 5pm 
Spectrum games Jasper Strangeloof, 
Pyjamarama, Kentilla. Factory break 
out, and many others. Half price: write 
Jack Lockerby. 44, Hyde Place, 
Aylesham, Canterbury, Kent CT3 
3AL. 
Sinclair Spectrum 48K Stack light rifle, 
electronic rifle and games, used once 
£24. Sale due to computer change. Tel: 
01-502 2681 evenings. 
Sinclair Interface 1 and Microdrive, 3 
cartridges, little used, still in guaran¬ 
tee period, £65. Tel: Bristol 0272- 
562763. 

unused duplicated gift, £45. tel: Mal¬ 
vern 06845 68095 after 6pm. 
Spectrum software for sale or exchange, 
including Knight Lore and Zeus 
assembler Especially wanted: White 
Lightning or Machine Lightning. Tel: 
0872-78520 
ZX printer for sale. Needs slight atten¬ 
tion. Yours for £10 including P&P 
Write to: R. Shah (R1SCS), 84 Spring 
Grove Crescent. Hounslow, London 
TW3 4DB. 
ZX interface II, new, still in packaging. 
Unwanted gift, £15. Tel: 051-652 
0538. 
Spectrum 488, printer. Quickshot II 
joystick, programmable interface, and 
over £600 of software, including 
KnightLoro Underworlde, White 
Lightning. Everything boxed with full 
instructions. Bargain £220. Tel: 
Brighton 32505. 
Wanted Saga Crusaded or Lo- Profile, 
Spectrum 48K keyboard, good condi¬ 
tion. Pay up to £30. Tel: after 7pm 
01-806 3523. 
ZX printer, excellent condition, plus five 
rolls of paper. £20 ono. Tel: Mark on 
0474-873185, eves or weekends. 

Peripherals 

Wanted Epson KX or FX printer Canon 
printer or Kaga printer considered. 
Tel: 01-373 6354 
Texas T1/994A, with cassette lead, four 
plug-ins, Basic tape and 2 books. Will 
split. Any offers? Tel: Mansfield 0623 
32561. 
Atari 400, recorder, joystick, six games 
Less than a year old, £80. Tel: 
Wrexham 753238 
Chess wanted White Knight Mkl2, 
preferably on disk. Tel: Mitchell 0533 
700545. Also sell or exchange com¬ 
plete set dark-room equipment . 
Epson HX-20 cassette expansion unit, 
FFoss Writer ROM card index, books, 
case etc. Brother EP-44 printer type- 
wri tercable,£600ono. Tel: DayOl-589 
1444 x3377. eve 01-267 5736. 
Juki 6100 daisywheel printer. BBC 
cable, spare ribbon cartridges, im¬ 
maculate. £285 ono. Prism modem 
1000 (1200/75) for Prestel. £50 ono 
Watford DFS 1.30 ROM £20. Canter¬ 
bury 751100 
Wanted working disk drive Cheap 
please! For Commodore 64. Stan 
Della, 4 Chalton Heights, Chalton, 
Beds LU49UF.Tel: Toddington4876. 
Games tapes to swap. 
ZXL Print III with lead for Spectrum 
enables you tousedaisywheelprinters 
etc. Costs £45. Will sell for £30 ono. 
Tel: Graham 01-959 7077 after 4pm. 
DK’tronics keyboard for Spectrum £30 
(will fit if required) Also MW LW car 
radio £20 (unused still boxed). Tel: 
Martin 01-534 3260 after 6pm 
Tandy 4-colour printer/plotter For 
either RS232 or centronics interfaces. 
Very good condition with 4 rolls of 
paper £100 ono Tel: (0225) 706630 
Epson RS232 printer interface SSI 
board, plugs straight into Epson prin¬ 
ter £40 ono. Mint condition. Tel: (0788) 
822468 after 6.30pm. 
Wanted 8271 FDC chip for BBC or disc 
interface kit. Any reasonable price 
paid. Tel: 0734 24449 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 
2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

Your name.. 

Address:. 
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MICROSHOP 
Rates: £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available. Mechanical Data: 

Column width, 1 column 57mm. 2 columns 118mm. 3 columns 179mm. Copy Dates: 10 days prior to publication. 
Contact: Jacqui Edmiston on 636 6890 

TASWORD TWO Word Processors — 
move up to “TASWORD THREE"! 

PAGE WORD and PAGECODE replace your 
BASIC and use the (unchanged) m/code to 
give your PAGEing. HEADERS, FOOTERS. 
NUMBER with TOTAL option. INSERT/ 
DELETE/SAVE a block, LOAD/SAVE to or 
from microdnve and cassette and much, 
much more 
Supplied on cassette with manual £9.99 

REFORM SOFTWARE 
4 Evelegh Road, Tarlinyton, Hants 

P06 1DL 

BONANZA 
Sales of extensive range of 
computer accessories. 

Up to 40% off normal RRP. 

For further deatils send s.a.e. to: 

DIAMOND STYLUS PLC 
COLWYN BAY, NORTH WALES. 

SINCLAIR COMPUTER REPAIRS 
Fast, reliable repairs by experienced engineers, 
having serviced Sinclair computers since the 
introduction of the ZX80. Our price is inclusive of 
all parts, labour, postage and VAT irrespective of 
fault. *No hidden charges. *While-you-wait ser¬ 
vice available. Spectrumf 18.75. ZX81 £11.50.16K 
Ram £9.95. Call or send with cheque or P.O. to: 
T V Services of Cambridge Ltd, French's Road, 
Cambridge CB4 3NP. Tel (0223) 311371 

JVnrmflaMr 

SPECTRUM XK' MEMORY 
EXPANSION SYSTEM 

XK System Kit £15.95 inc. VAT 
XK System Factory fitted £20.95 inc. VAT 

AMSTRAD OWNERS 
unlock Amstrad software 

for cassette to disk use, etc 

Details from, or £9.95 to: 

PROSOL 
110 Keswick Road 
Lancaster LAI 3LF 

(0524)36474 

IMPROVE YOUR BRIDGE PLAY 
A program that presents hands similar to newspapers & mags 
Each hand illustrates a point in pity or defense No biddmgto 

marry mistakes you have made and sums up the hand You may 
see all four hands and the solution before starting play it you wish 
All hands are predetermined Go back to a hand al any time No 
running backwards and forwards ol cassette or disc A grand slam 
with only Spts. or not making a trick with 33pts interested7 Send 
cheque or p o to V MILBURN 61 HAINULT RD CHIGWELL 
ESSEX. IG7 50H 
At present lor BSC mod B only Program 1 lor intermediate 
players Program 2 tot not quite beginners 
Cassette £7 96 P&P included 5 25 disc C9 95 state 40 60 track 
Please state which program required Other micro owners please 
write, we would like to know it there is a demand 

COMPUTER REPAIRS 
All machines dispatched within 72 hours of receipt 

Spectrum: £16.00 
ZX-81: £12.00 

Spectrum 16-48K Upgrade: £27.50 
(Includes parts, VAT and return postage) 

For a fast and reliable service, send machine, bnel 
description ol fault and cheque or postal order to the 

experts: 

CAPITAL COMPUTER SERVICES 
Oept PCN, 44 Rich s Road. Cardiff CF4 4AA 

Tel: (0222) 614401 
We also service Acorn. Dragon and Commodore 

WHY PAY MORE 
CUMANA OS 00 0ISCS IN THEIR OWN 

LIBRARY BOX 
Cumjru aso an Up queer OSOD 96TP1 esaviCwnina town pact 
This mender a plastic mp-lop iprary bo< Thee dues are suUM tar all 

6-10Doan DSOD96TP1 Cl7 00 • VAT 
10 bones0S.OD96TP1 C16 » - VAT 

41 bn a m 

JlrjxLteiJ | 
SoulMwtd HOWM 11 L•••YDOOt Qlfdra Worthing Sum#4 e 

UNREPEATABLE BARGAINS 
BANKRUPT STOCK!!! 

Ust 0«r 
Price Price 

• 3x5 megabyte Winchester 5V«* disc 
drives Unused Each £995 £500 

• 2 x Sony educational cassette tape 
recorders Model ER 780 Brand new 
boxed Each: — £150 

• 1 x Sharp M2 700 computer £115 
• 1 x Dual B* Oise drive unit, slightly used 

Bargain pnee' £499 
• ?40V 641-6Vtransformers Each £3 75 £1 50 
• Olsccontroll CslNS1771N-1 Each £27 50 £9 50 

TELETEL COMMUNICATIONS LTD 
£7 Wastow St. Crystal Palace. London SE19 3RY 

Tel: 01-771 6233 

FOR THEQL 
WD Utilities (3rd ed) (base£5.50) 
PRINT 60-tile Dl Rectory or view it on one screen. one-key LOAD, 
COPY or PRINT 60 tiles with one key (allows lor namesakes) 
Multiple FORMATting to prevent corruption by stretching ol tape 
TOOlkit to give dated, numbered modules in program 
development PRUNE old tiles to release space (one key DELETES 
a file) Full instructions in OUILL tte Use up to 6 EXTRA 
MICRODRIVES (add on your Spectrum ones)* 
WD Utilities for CST Discs MW 
100-tile capacity, tor CSTComputamale disc system WITH all 
macrodrive facilities 
WD Morse Tutor (bnse£4) 
Specification as lor Spectrin Out no speech (hurry up. Currah!) 
RefQL(lsted) (based) 
100+ useful QL references in an ARCHIVE tile 

Tow the 48K Spectrum 
WD Morse Tutor (t»ase£4) 
From absolute beginner lo beyond RYA and Amateur Radio 
receiving Adiust pilch Set speed lo your test level (4-19 wpm) 
Learn from single characters, via groups with wide spaces to 
random sentences, decrease spacing to normal Writedown what 
you hear, then CHECX on Screen or Printer or LISTEN to phonetic 
TALKBACK trom Currah MicroSpeech it fitted Also own 
message, random figures, letters or mixed 
Tndewind <ba»s£4) 
Sadlng trading strategy game with graphic surprises 

Jsisey Quest (bms£4) 
Text adventure with Bergerac and the Dragon 

QL or Spectrum Mkrotfrtm — £2 cartridge plus base price 
5.25 floppies £2 plus base (SPOOS lor Spectrum) 
Two or more programs on one medium — pay medium + base 
E G WO Utilities and Retailor £8 50 but IMPOSSIBLE to mixOL 
and Spectrum programs on one medium Send OUR caitndge and 
25p to update earlier editions 
WDSoftware, Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey 
Tel: (0534)81392 

WILLIAM 
STUART 
SYSTEMS Ltd 

DATA MANAGEMENT 
— Leading the way in QL software — 

sa«m: 12, Larch Way 
Haxby, York Y03 8RU. Tel: (0904) 760351 

Our April list now available Please send or call lor details 
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iV UNLOCK YOUR AMSTRAD ☆ 

w.th AMS KEY 
Easy to use, utility program and 
allows listing, studying and copying 
of your precious software. You 
choose loading speed and protec¬ 
tion of your back-up copies. Fully 
automatic, header reader with on¬ 
screen instructions and prompts. 

-REE PEAK A CODE PROGRAM 
Allows you to find the message and 
words in your machine code games 
(very useful for adventures). 

Only £6.99 incluidng p&p 

Overseas orders phase add £1 postage 

Interlock Services Ltd. 
Dept PCN 

37B New Cavendish St. 

X London W1M8JR. n 

Tel: 01-609 8301 

Arnor 
V.'.YVtU. 

AMSTRAD ASSEMBLER 
MAXAM 

' ‘ Best editor! assembler to be released for the 
Amstradso far." (PCN Issue 100) 

Amor is easily the best" (Pop. C omp Weekly I 
"Look no further, Amor's is the best I've seen " 

(Computing with the Armtradl 

OUTSTANDING FEATURES INCLUDE: 
* FREELY MIXED BASIC MACHINE CODE 
* PROFESSIONAL B0-C0LUMN DISPLAY 
* SUPER FAST 3000 LINES MIN 

* FULL FEATURE. MENU-0RIVEN SCREEN EDITOR 
* DISASSEMBLE OR HEX DUMP ANY PART OF RAM OR ANY 

ROM ON SCREEN OR PRINTER 
EXPRESSION EVALUATION - plus a directory ol 

OUR PRICE ONLY 

Disk £26.90 ROM & ADAPTOR £59.90 

£13.50 (mcl p&p) (Add 5% overseas) 

Arnor Ltd (dept PCN) 

P0 Box 619 London. SE25 6JI 
- TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME - 

01-6531483 

AMSTRAD CPC 464 
UTILITY PROGRAMS FROM PRIDE 

Always the first and the best software Offering more features 
and better value for money than other umilar programs 
available. We also offer a fast reliable and friendly mailorder 
service. 

VOOHI Convert your programs to load in up lo tour tines * 

d and M prrtacM 0out programs 
air •Watcoma" tape CaasaNatS M nc PAP 

★ * NEW * * 
tNSMAT Tranttaryow programs I 
a fiiPrtulty transV cassette baste v 

SPECIAL OFFER WORTH £3.95 

Europe — add El .00 per title, 
reel ol world — add £1.50 per title. 

PRIDE UTILITIES (PCN) 
7 CHALTON HEIGHTS. 

CHALTON, LUTON, BEDS LU4 9UF 

MICROSHOP 

TURBO BACK-UP COPY 
AMSTRAD CPC464 

* Makes backup copves ol all your valuable programs 
* Allows listing ol protected programs 
* Choice ol 9 bad speeds from 700 to 4000 baud 
* Load copy up to lour times taster than original 
* Displays lull header information 

£6.75 inc 

GOC SOFTWARE LIMITED 
Moblake Audlem Cheshire CW3 0HU 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS 
Expertly repaired and thor¬ 
oughly overhauled by profes¬ 
sional computer engineers 
using only top grade compo¬ 
nents. Manufacturers recom¬ 
mended modifications are fit¬ 
ted and all units are fully 
guaranteed for six months. 

£20.00. All inclusive. 

MP ELECTRONICS 

DI ST COVER SETS FOR AMSTRAD CPC464 
ONLY £6.9$ 

Matching proofed nviun. treated with eelwwk inhibitor 
Green piping on monitor cover, AMSTRAD CPC46f on 
keyboard cover Heave state colour or mono. 

COVERS FOR OTHER COMPITERS 
Matching proofed nviun with toning piping and name on 
keyboard BBC. Dragon. Commodore. Gold Star. Sanyo. 
Sonv, Toshiba. £3.50. In Mack hut unpi| 

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS! 
Aimtrad DMPI, Canon PW |OXO A. Commodore MI'S 
801, bpurn FXS0 RXB0. Mannesman M l DO. I’anthcr 
DXI09. Smwa CI'HO. CPA SO. Seikovha 500. laxan KP 
810, Brother HR5. All at £3.50. Juki 6100 at £4.50 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
Monitors. Div. Drives plus a good range ol Business 
Computer covers eg. IBM PC, Apricot, Mackintosh. Please 

48hr turn round, first class postage from 

BBD DUST COVERS 
3* MANSb AVENUE WRIGHTINGTON WN* 9RP 

TEL: 0257 422968 

f Now you can drive an EPSON printer direct \ 
[ from your 641 _ 

i 

sags 

"Excellent value for money.. it fgl QQ 
beats its rivals on several counts" 
(Personal Computer News. inei VAT 
12.1.85) 

Yes! Comprint^ gives you EP 
special printing modes PUIS emulation of Com 
printer features * Simply plugs Into any Epson 
FX/WLRX pnnter * Unks to the 64 or Vic 20 seriaHEEE 
port with the cable provided * Why not buy your Epson 
printer direct from us at the same time? 

A>Line 
A Line Computer Systems 
1 Church Farm Lane 
WiBoughbyWatedeys 
Leicestershire LE8 3CID 

CBM 64 SPECTRUM 
Zaxxon Raid over Moscow 
Tapper Beachhead 
Pole Position Blue Max 
Spyhuntcr Zaxxon 

Prices inc. VAT + pAp SAE for full lisls 
CBM 64 Phildala (PCN) SPECTRUM 
Cat £8.95 a Richmond terrace, at £6 95 

Pudses. W. Yorks 
1-S2* 9BY 

Access orders. Telephone (0532) 578851 

BASIC COMPILER 
Now supports around 90 key words Turns Basic Programs into 
really last Machine Codes Its very easy to use and comes 
-—|--- Suitable tor thi BBC Model I or 

Enquire at your local compuier store or order direct (post free) 

Cassette ow*wpo.ars« to. turns* 
Disk ACK Data 
(SO-SO TRACK) DEPT PCN 

21 Salcombe Drive, Redhlll, 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

£26.95 
£28.95 

Gio 

CHEQUES.?.0. PAYABLE TO FREECREST LTB. 
SEND TO ITS. 33 FOSCCTE ROAD. LONDON MW4 3SC 

ENQUIRIES 01430 22S4 FROM 1 lam TILL 7pm 

PHASE FOUR COMPUTERS 
FOR THE VERY REST IN SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 

Fast delivery on ALL the top games for 48K 
Spectrum, Commodore 64 & 16. Vic-20, BBC B, 
ZX 81. MSX. Atari. Dragon. Oric. 

CAN’T FIND WHAT YOU 
WANT IN THE SHOPS? 
CONTACT US, WE WILL 

GET IT FOR YOU! 
* Phone or send s.a.e. for price list and 
details of our brand new software club. 

Over 1000 titles with up to 20% off R. R. P. 
(All prices inc. V.A. T. and P&P) PLUS free 

membership * 

Contact 

PHASE FOUR COMPUTERS, 
REAR PREMISES. 4 SHIELDS ROAD. BYKER, 

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NE6 1DR 
TEL. TYNESIDE (091) 276 2023 24 HRS. 

OUR REPUTATION SPEAKS FOR ITSELF 
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MICROSHOP 

HEMEL COMPUTER 
CENTRE LTD. 

For last reliable repair service, send your 1 & 46K 
Spectrum computer to us We will repair and return tor 

E20 + £1.60p*p 
Also BBC, Commodore. Atari and Dragon service 

Three months warranty on all repairs 

Hemel Computer Centre Ltd. 
52 High Street, 

Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts HP1 3AF. 

Tel: 0442 212436 

llliM-VI IU 
The home computer repair specialist in Scotland 

BBC. SPECTRUM, VIC 20 AND ALL 
PERIPHERALS. 3 MONTH WARRANTY 

ON ALL REPAIRS. 
UNIT 4, Denny Workspace. Denny. Scotland. FK66DW. 

Tel: Denny (0324) 82346a 

COMPUTER REPAIRS 
IN SOUTHEND 

SPECTRUM. BBC. ELECTRON 
CBM64 VIC 20 

MINNIE MICRO ELECTRONICS 
12 Eastern Esplanade. Southend 

Tel : 0702 62033 615809 
Open 7 days a Week 

PRINTER PROBLEMS? 
SERIAL — CENTRONICS CONVERTER 

£59.95 
n you own in EPSON HX20 PX8. NEW8RAIN. SINCLAIR 
SPECTRUM with INTERFACE 1. Q L, APPLE IIC OR COMMOO 
ORE 64* and wish lo save money on pnnters call us now No 
----j—■ —is no external power 

TYEPRO LTD. 30 CAMPKIN ROAD 
CAMBRIDGE CB4 2NG 
Tel 0255 422017 (Day) 
0223 322 394 (Eve) 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME ffi 

HOME COMPUTER REPAIRS 

VIC 20 £20.00 
Commodore 64 £32.50 
Dragon32. £35.00 
0RIC1 Atmos. £25.00 
ZX Spectrum. £17.25 
ZX Interface 1.£17.25 
ZX Microdrive £17.25 

Wirt.. 

Ring (or foil detail. (0/34) 21J645 

ZEDEM COMPUTER LTD 

-SERIE 
The definitive role playing 
adventure from the pen of the _ 
world s leading author and the ^_^ 

jjjaj-uva-. Qtodventure 
In your High Street shortly IMIRNHIOMI 

05 New Summer Street Birmingham BI9 1TE Tel: 021 359 Ol 

rocr rnmoi rnzQ ocoqiqc rrui uji n uiu\i\u i iii\-i 
VIDEO VAULT INTERNATIONAL 

10* REPAIR SERVICE Q 
Spectrum* repaired for £19.95 Inc. Parts. Insurance and P & P No Hidden Extra. BBC. 
Commodore 64. Vic 20, Atari. Quoted for 
Are you led up with waiting weeks (or your Home Computer to be repaired!!. 
Why not try the Experts, we oiler a foil repair service on any Home Computer. 
All repairs carry a foil 3 months guarantee, plus on every Spectrum repaired we send you a 
free game worth £5.95 for your enjoyment and pleasure. 

* While you wait Service by Professional Computer Engineer*. 
* 3 Months written guarantee on all repairs. 
* International repair company. 
* All computers sent by mail order turned round in 24 hr*. 
* Most Spectrum# repaired within 45 minntaa. 
* All Micros insured for return journey. 
* Open 7 days a week. 
* School repairs undertaken-diecounts available. 
* Free software with each Spectrum repaired worth £5.95. 
* Over 8 years experience working with computers. 

ONLY GENUINE SINCLAIR PARTS USED. 
Phone today for your free estimate or send your computer to us with £1.75 
(UK EIRE I.O.M. C.I.) or £6.50 (Europe Scandinavia) we will contact you the same day by 
phone or 1st class Mail should you require quotation first. __ 
TRADE ENQUIRIES MOST WELCOME ACCESS WELCOMED 
\TDE0 VAULT INTERNATIONAL LTD (DEPT R23) THE LOGICAL CHOICE 

AMSTRAD CPC 464 0ISC0UNT SOFTWARE 
£4.96: Er Bert Forest World s End. Jewels Babylon. Message 
from Andromeda. Mm Office. Chopper Squad 
£5.05: Flight Path 737. Fruity Frank. House Usher. Moon Buggie 
Star Avenger, Sir Lancelot, Emerald Isle 
£0.95: Stagger. Dark Star Descend or Die. Football Man . 
Hunchback. Software Star. Survivor. Technician Ted 
£7.95: Centre Court, Grand Prut Driver. Fighter Pilot. Maine 
Miner Pyyamarama. Sorcery Splat. Jetset Willy 
£1.50: Battle tor Midway. Ret to Eden Ring ol Darkness 
£17.06: Home Budget, Screen Designer Tasword 464 

fSAE (tv hst) C/xiqm POa to 
O J SOFTWARE 273 Mosey Lea Road. 

Wrightington, Wigan, Lancs. Tal: (0257) 421915 
BUY 2 OR MORE TAPES A DEDUCT 50p PER ITEM. 

ACT SIRIUS MICROCOMPUTER 
with 1 2 megabyte floppy disc drives 

Also 
Plus 5 Sirius approved. 20 megabyte hard disc drive plu 
leading makes ol software 

Hardly used, reasonable otters please 

Contact Chris Grogan 
on (0252) 711848/711909 

Computer Repair Centre 
Have you got problems with your computer? 

Then call us for: □ BBC, Commodore, =22 
Spectrum, Dragon mm 

Mail order or call in 

Enfield Communications 
135 High Street, Ponders End. Middx. 

Tel: 01-805 7772 

LYNX 
Over 50 arcade games, adventures and utility 

programs, including Software Projects 

JET SET WILLY 
S.A E for list to: 

Phoenixx Software 
Unit 70, Marsh Lane Site, Marsh Lane. 

Frodsham, Cheshire WA6 7BX. 
Phone:0928 35525 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road, 

London W1. Tel: 01-388 2582 

TASPRO 
enables Tasword Two to )uattty using 

Only £3 95 inclusive via fast mail order (seven day 
money-back guarantee it not satisfied) or send 
SAE for details Please state your printer and 

printer interlace 

Seven Stars Publishing. Dept. N 
15 Gloucester Avenue. London NW1 7AU 

APPLE II 
with twin disks, screen etc. 

AS NEW 
Ring 01-833 3727 

with offers 

QL SOFTWARE 
Hi-Ras Graphics screen dump lor the Sinclair OL 
Epson Printer compatible, new enhanced version 

100* 68000 machine code 
UnksinvrithODOS + super banc 

POSI TRON COMPUTING 
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COMPLETE BUSINESS MICRO SYSTEM 
computer, printer, cables, software 

* 1981 Superbrain 64K RAM 150 300K disks 
» 1982 Epson MX-80 III F/T printer disks with 

condensed emphasised pnnter options 
» C Basic. Datastar. Superthought 

C500 the lot! 
Demo at Burnham. Bucks. 

Contact John Field on (06286) 63674 

CAR CURE FROM SIMTRON! 

Tract .<•#>»mi'ComwiHl l«*lr <MMI jult.»ilh lhcMi|i|*wt»4u<ut nwn 

' '^iraaSTdlrSi " wi si I lot OMattM gum to It program to 

tcunomidtn rax 

.■ssst ©5IMTRDM 

BANG! 
Mains surges, which are common, cause 

extensive damage to computers, printers, disk 
dnves and TV Our household twin outlet 2 
amp/500 watt (total load) surge suppressor, 
complete with plug is essential if you want to 
avoid costly repairs to your equipment 

ONLY £9.95 

ESSTONE ELECTRICAL 
UNIT 8. BALFIELD ROAD. PORTHLEVEN, 

CORNWALL. TR13 9BQ 
ALLOW28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 

BARGAINS 
By Post 

SOFTWARE 
BBC 32K MiCROLs 
The Spreadsheet (RRP £19.95).£4.95 

COMMODORE 64 
Valhalla (Legend. RRP £14.95).£4.95 

SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 48K and PLUS 
Sinclair Six Pack. £9.95 
Valhalla (Legend, RRPE14 95) £4.95 
The Great Space Race (Legend. RRP £ 14.95) 

£4.95 
The Database (MiCROL, £9.95) £2.95 
The Word Processor (MtC. £9 95} £2.95 
Horizons (Sinclair/Psion). £0.75 

HARDWARE 
Sinclai r QL (no credit cards) £369.00 
Spectrum Plus with over £100 worth of software, 
including 6-Pack £129.00 
Sinclair Flat Screen Pocket TV (RRP £99 95) 1 
only—phone £84.95 
ZX Spectrum Expansion System £94.00 
ZX Interface 1 (RRP£49 95) £37.95 
ROTRONICS Wafadnve (£ 129) £114.95 
Sinclair BASIC Programming Manual (not sup¬ 
plied with Spectrum-). £1.50 
Spectrum Power Pack 1400 £5.00 
Spectrum Cassette Leads £0.75 

All o»n lufract to avMaba^ 
Oewary normaity 2-7 day* 

ACCESS VISA ordara. phona 0223 312453 
Sand UK cheques Monay Ordara to — 

Dept PCN, 10 Chapel Lane, Wicken. 
Nr Ely. Cambs CB7 5XZ. 

Recruitment 

PROGRAMMERS! 
DO YOU WANT — 

FREELANCE WORK? 
CONTRACT WORK? 
FULL EMPLOYMENT? 
PUBLISHING? 
DISTRIBUTION IN EUROPE + UK? 

DO YOU HAVE- 
PROGRAMMING SKILLS — 
ON ANY POPULAR MICRO? 
CONVERSION ABILITY? 
A PROGRAMME TO PUBLISH? 
AN IDEA TO DEVELOPE? 

IF SO — 
ANCHORLORDLTD 
(AN ESTABLISHED SOFTWARE 
HOUSE IN EUROPE) WANTS 
TO HEAR FROM YOU. 
HIGHEST RATES PAID (+ ROYALTIES) 

Contact ANCHORLORD LTD 
The International Business Centre 
29 Glass House Street 

London W1R SAP 
TEL: 01-734 6080/734 8466 

SUPPORT YOUR 
NEWSAGENT... 

a a a BW(\ gU3^1^66 

your weekly copy of 

PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 
NEWS 

! NEWSAGENT ORDER FORM 
I If you would like to make sure your newsagent keeps you a copy 
| of Personal Computer News every week, then just complete 
I this form and pass it to your local newsagent today. 

I Please reserve me a weekly copy of Personal Computer 

| News until further notice. 

I □ I’ll collect it 

I □ Please deliver it to the address below 

| Name. 

I Address.. 
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fUU'T 
Commodore is so badly over¬ 
stocked with machines these 
days that it’s having to give 
them away. Why, only last 
week it donated two gratis to a 
lucky beneficiary Somewhere 
in the South of England. 

Since the recipient of these 
two machines was none other 
than the Prime Minister, and 
since the systems were the one 
millionth and two millionth 
boxes to roll off the Corby 
production line, Commodore 
might argue that the gift was 
more in the nature of a memo¬ 
rial than a clear-out. But Mrs 
Thatcher obviously wasn’t im¬ 
pressed — she immediately 
passed the machines on to the 
Pope John School in Corby. 

Which raises an interesting 
question, in a roundabout sort 
of way. The background is that 
a young Commodore employee 
called Carmella Polcaro, said 
by the company to be 17, helped 
to make the presentation to Mrs 
Thatcher. The company further 
says that 'Carmella has worked 
for Commodore in Corby for 18 
months. 

This sounds like a return to 
Victorian values, and Carmella 
must think herself lucky that 
she isn’t being sent up chim¬ 
neys. The school leaving age in 
this country is 16. Carmella’s 
17 years, minus the 18 months 
she’s worked for Commodore, 
leaves something in the region 
of 15V^. 

Is Commodore, the holder of 
the Royal Warrant, dishing out 
machines to the Pope John 
School on the one hand and 
enticing its pupils with job 
offers on the other? 

After a slow start to the year, 
the software scene has picked 
up recently with some titles 
that look good enough to stick 
around for a while. But that 
isn’t enough for the pranksters 
at Coventry software house 
PSS. They seem to regard it as 
their mission in life to brighten 
the gloomy days of everybody 
involved in the home computer 
business. 

Their latest bid for stardom is 
the release of 'a frightening 
conflict simulation' called 
Theatre Europe, in which the 
curtain comes down on us all. 

Overwhelmed by your response to 
the last Laughline competition, 
we’re striking while the iron’s hot — 
here's another chance to win £20 for 
the funniest caption or speech 
bubbles to go with another photo¬ 

graph. 
If it helps, the pic was taken inside 

manufacturer Maxtor’s European 
repair shop, but don’t let that cramp 
your style. H can be anywhere you 
want it to be (but we won’t accept 
recycled cow jokes). 

Send your entries to PCN at 62 
Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG — 
we'll announce the winner in issue 

109. 

by ^o((t>SC Stop corvxplaivxiv^. 

‘iow look very smart i* 
a Chippendale cabinet. 

> ^ 

SYNTAX ERROR 
We printed an out-of-date tele¬ 
phone number for Microsoft in 
issue 103’s report on the 
MacEnhancer. The code, 
07535, is okay, but the number 
should be 59951. 

In our report on the last days of 
the Ace last week we over¬ 
looked: Boldfield’s telephone 
number, 0223-61175; the fact 
that the £35 doesn’t include 
VAT; and Mr Downham’s 
Christian name, which is Paul, 
not Peter as printed. 

In our Demon review on page 
28, the example given in the 
close command should read 
CLOSE#0, while TIMEOUT 
mins should generate an error 

after the set time. 

NEXT WEEK 

Pull your Memotech together 
with this assembler listing for 
one of the UK’s most neglected 
personal computers. 

In our Workbench DIY section 
there’s a blueprint for sound bn 

the BBC Micro. 
Win a Penman 
One of the peripherals that 
impressed us most last year was 
the Penman Plotter — now it 
can be yours, as the prize in the 
latest PCN competition. 
Basically sound 

Basic 2.0 for the Macintosh 
looks like a significant step 
forward for the language they 

can’t kill off. 

PCN DATELINES 
Dates Venue 

March 26-28 Olympia, London 

6809 Colour Show March 30-31 Royal Horticultural Hall, London 
SW1 

Computer Marketplace, 01-930 1612 

London Festival of Computing 
The London Computer Fair 

April 9-20 
April 18-20 

Various 
Central Hall, Westminster 

Contact Jim Lagden, 01-240 8206 
Patricia Spilsbury 01-303 8849 Prestel page 
No. 81018 

Computer Assisted Learning 
Exhbn 

April 11-13 East Midlands Conference Centre, 
Nottingham 

Dr Phillips, Shell Centre for Mathematical 
Education, Univ of Nottingham, Notts NG7 
2RD 

Info/Comm Europe April 14-18 Milan, Italy Cahners Exhibitions, 01-891 5051 

g§§§gBj^g April 14-18 Riyadh Exhibition Centre, Saudi 
Arabia 

Brendan Jennings, OES, 01-486 1951 

Northern Computer Show (Trade 
only) 

April 16-18 Belle Vue, Manchester Reed Exhbns 01-643 8040 

INFORMAT April 16-20 Barcelona, Spain 

April 30-May 2 Wembley Conference Centre David Houchin, 01-579 9411 

Apple 85 May 9-11 Novatel Complex, Hammersmith, 
London 

Pamela Goodwin, 061-480 7863 

Electron and BBC Micro User Show May 9-12 New Horticultural Hall, London 
SW1 

Database Publications, 061-456 8383 

Micro City 85 (Trade) Mav 14-16 Bristol Exhibition Complex ASP 04427-73291 

June 4-6 Earls Court, London Reed. 01-643 8040 
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GETYOUR 
HANDS ON A... 

AND YOUR FINGERS WILL NEVER STOP FIRING! 
Firing in all directions because Fistful of Fun is the latest compilation special from Alligata that 

brings together the action-packed excitement of ‘shoot up’ spectaculars with the nerve 
jangling demands of platform classics. Only Alligata compiles so many hit titles in 

one bargain buy that’s sure to prove a hit with all the family. 

Alligata Software Ltd., 
1 Orange Street, 
Sheffield Si 4DW 
Tel: (0742) 755796 

DISK 

£11.95 
Send for full colour product brochure 
(enclose a stamp) 



Just because you bought 
an IBM*computerryou don't have to 
miss out on the JUKI 6100. 
It did seem a trifle unfair, after all. Because the JUKI 6100 quickly became one of the 
best-selling letter quality daisywheel printers in the UK. 
So now we’ve introduced the brand-new JUKI 6100-1, which, as the suffix suggests, 
is IBM* graphic printer compatible. It has all the features of the original 6100, 
including graphic mode and full word processing support, yet it costs just £399.-. 
Another new release is the highly successful JUKI 6000. There aren’t many letter 
quality daisywheel printers designed specifically for use at home. 
The high speed JUKI 5520 dot matrix printer is a stunning example of high quality 
advanced technology at a remarkably low price. Complete with graphic mode, 
it’s ideal for your personal computer, and even has an optional 4-colour 
print function. 

See them all for yourself at your local JUKI dealer. 

They may not have been out for long, but they’ll be around for a good deal longer. 
•IBM is a trade-mark of IBM Corporation. 

JUKI 6000 
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